
and can go on pretty hardcore-ly 
and we would love to meet someone that people describe in that way and
you make us very curious 
and we don’t know how to knock people down yet 
and you do 
and you might think that we’re making bad art and we should pay a fine 
and we are sending you the invoice
you are very much a chachi advisor 
and I also told to fq that he is a chachi advisor 
and you know when to tell people fuck off 
and sometimes is not the good moment 
and when is the good moment? 
and we think this can be fun 
and may be you want to check it out
you are a little devil in a samurai disguise 
and you can surprise me with your comments 
and I have a feeling i want to speak to you more 
and we think its great to make square events 
and brave to be busy organizing other people’s fun time
you have a head that lives on its own 
and we had so much fun hanging out with dinosaurs and the human body parts 
and you are interested and interesting 
and I wish it wouldn’t be so hard to keep in touch
we think kb is great 
and she says you are a cool woman 
and straight 
and you know your field very well 
and you appreciate young artists with guts
you out of the blue 
and you almost hold the blanket 
and seems that you’re good with jokes 
and we also like to hang out in the roof tops
you are visceral and precise 
and read a lot of books 
and your eyes contain glitter
you charm with your kung fu and your words 
and we wanna love you and we want to treat you right
you believe in inner animals like your grandma 
and you’ve got the power 
and we wanna dance with somebody like you
you are a bohemian rhapsody 
and hippy 
and we believe in your legs glowing 
and you
you are a girl 
and a boy 
and a girl 
and a boy 
and you are always someone we really liiiiike
you shine 
and you just learned how to make a nice coffee 
and you have weird stage pets 
and we like you
sometimes you get on our nerves 
and that’s good 
and you’ve got the six pack 
and the guts and colourful puke
you are a beautiful deer 
and you are an ugly deer 
and you are a sneaky deer 
and you are a snake



A PROTOTYPE SCORE part I

1- LP: Julien, what song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss? JB:”After 
laughter comes tears” by Wendy Rene. I sure did wish someone would have warned me.

2- PC: What is the biggest stupidity that has been said about you? FM: that we are boys and 
that we are crazy.

3- LP: Got any good jokes? JB: A guy meets a friend. He says, “Wow man, yesterday at a 
family dinner I made a terrible slip of the toungue. Instead of saying to my mother ‘would you 
please hand me the salt’ I said ‘you ruined my life you bitch.’”

4- LP: How does humor play into your art practice? JB: Humour is a tool. Like an entry door. 
But what has to be defined is the laugh we are looking for. In my work I like when people start 
smiling and when suddenly the smile is wrong. Because the work deals with social and political 
issues. The proposals are sort of ghostly solutions that in the end just enlarge the matters 
through another angle. In fact, more than humour, I guess we could talk about irony in one of 
its definition: to raise questions pretending to be ignorant.

5- LP: What do you feel is your most successful work and why? JB: The next one for sure.

6- LP: Which are better, obstacle courses or bounce houses? SS: Definitely obstacle course. I 
like lots of vertical details, subterranean elements, and mud.

7- GH&BB: What are you gonna do next? SA: I have no idea. I love that. I’m happiest when 
I’m not in control. I think too much to be in control. Putting my pants on is the last decision I 
make. I’m wearing blue shorts, by the way.

8- LP: True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain. O: This is both true and false! lazy rivers 
are the best on long summer afternoon occasions, when you want to be able to slip into the 
water and be enveloped peacefully. Lazy rivers are the best at a bend, with a little sandy beach 
on this side and willows dipping in on the other side. However, feisty rivers are better when it’s 
winter and it has been raining for days and you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with 
a jacket on watching it plunge into the sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the middle of the bush 
and the river is so fast and crazy it makes mist.

9- me: What is the game you like to play the most? MC: The game I like the most Is the one 
that I play only, because I don’t play so many games, so I’m gonna tell you the one I play. Eeeh, 
this game takes place on the bed, aah, with the lights off, and with a friend. And theeen, one 
is thinking about somthing, specially somebody, we normally play about, eh, thinking about 
the person, and theeen, because with everything is a bit too complex and then we just want 

to keep it a bit practical, and guess it as fast as possible. So one person thinks about the 
person, one of uh the two, so it’s a couple game, I mean couple in an open sense, and 
theeen, the other has to make questions, and these questions have to be answered with 
yes or no, you cannot answer like somehting that is not yes or no, so the question has 
to be concret. Aaand then you keep making questions like aaaeee, yeah, do I know this 
person, it’s my friend, is young, is old, and then you yes no yes no, and then, and then 
yeh it can get funny because then, it can be akward the person you are thinking of in that 
moment, aand, then it keeps challenging because it’s so simple that you want to do it so 
fast. And this, also, you wonder what happened this day that you bring your attention. And 
then, once, once one succeeds then you reverse the game and then the one asking is the 
one thinking. This is my favorite game. (youtube)
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May 16th, 2013. 12.00h // C.A. and O.T.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Eu vi este povo a lutar, José Mário Branco 
The Red Elvises  - Siberia

What is the game you like to play the most?
The logic game. This one that we use objects without talking and we move them and the 
person or persons(persons doesn’t exist, ha ha ha)peolpe has(fuck) have(!!) to guess the 
logic of what you are doing. The last time I played it it was last week and it was with rubber 
animals, small ones. Tigers and hipos and a small human baby that no one really used. 
And it was a bit boring because people were not creating logics with the body. And as you 
know I’m into coreography so then i like bodies in movement(ha ha ha, how sweet is irony)
Any game in the dark or with closed eyes, when you do not see who has won until the 
moment you take away the cover from your eyes. And one that has clear rules, that 
everybody should follow, doesn’t matter how logic or unlogical they are.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm9_1v-1eKc 
This is the kind of music we figured our previous intervieuwee would listen during his first 
kiss. what a soundscape. :D soon i’ll have to pee. 

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I do 
not want to think about success. Maybe better to think about failure(I had to check in The 
World Wide Web how to write failure, thanks god for the Internet) 
My first lunch lecture performance, since it was made in a completely new environment 
and didn’t mean to be a successful work.

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
The ones that I say everyday. I’m so eggocentric, lord. Let me think. I think i remember 
better the nice ones, like: you are beautiful, ah so beautiful and coordinated and creative 
and polite and diplomate and correct and intelligent. And sometimes also you look like a 
robot and then i blush. It’s the ultimate compliment. 
I had too many, I don’t know which to choose. May be one I get after the performances, 
when instead of critic or what ever regarding the piece,you get something like you are so 
beautiful on the stage, your body is so flexible and you have a blue eyes and yes, I forgot the 
hair. Or I was looking at your breast. And the most often one - you seem to be out of space.
This is my favourite one.

Which are better, obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle houses or courses bounce . obstacle bounce or courses houses. i got confused 
already. And now I can’t do more combinations. 
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I like humor and the last time that I saw humor SHE told me that she also liked me. We have 
this on going relationship, it’s cool, open and free. 

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Excerpt from the knife interview.

I’m getting the impression that while most people think of The Knife as Karin and Olof, you 
think of The Knife as a collective that includes everyone here today - and others…
OD: The Knife at the moment is this project.

So you don’t consider The Knife a duo?
KDA: Not now. Now we’re on tour and now we look this way, this is what we are now.

and

To me, it fit in with some of the ideas you explore on the album about privilege - it was as if you 
and Olof were trying to lose your privilege as performers, to erase it.

KDA: In this process, everyone on the stage is doing the show together. Everybody dances, 
everybody plays instruments. All of us. It’s the most logical way of doing it. [Laughs.]

Halla Ólafsdóttir: And it’s not only about The Knife specifically. It’s a proposal of the 
transformation of roles and playing with hierarchies. Not just hierarchies between people and 
their identities, but between the art forms - between dance and sound.

Olof Dreijer: Each person in the whole crew - it’s their show. The light people, it’s their show. 
The sound crew, it’s their show. It’s a big collective, a big group having fun together. We want 
to communicate that to the audience.

Fuck yeah. to lose privilege as performers, to erase it. 
hey but know i’m thinking...it’s also very trendy this whole idea about communities at the 
moment, no? A little bit. just thinking public pad, just thinking.....it’s interesting because from 
communities we went to the glorification of the individual, the persona and capitalism and 
NOW we come back. 

Communities? I associate it with Communists, Olympic games, European union, United 
states and etc. And yeah ....... I’m not a really part of it. Or sometimes I am, when I need to 
accumulate the energy. The masses are the power supply, which is good from time to time 
to connect to. But the most important thing is to learn to love solitude, to be more alone with 
yourselves.
 
go communists!!!!go communists!!!go comunism!!!!Russian power!!!!!fuck yeah!!sorry....got 

Do you mean bouncing horses? I’ll choose horses.

Where do you want to go?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyANFcnrM8I
youtube collaboration:
Vanessa Rumrey 3 weeks ago
I sing this song whenever I’m trying to find something important like my phone.?
I want to go to India or back to Africa. I go to google to find the image of the exact place
may be to check underwater caves.
you wont be able to share it with us though - at least not now 

Got any good jokes?
no, but i will look for it in the WorldWideWeb ok? okcan i put images in this public pad? not 
possible, sorry!:( :( oh oh oh.ok
Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept. 
MAybe it could also be Dance instead of Performance art. But in reality i prefer Performance 
art. So let’s keep it like that. Or what do you think? In between Performance art, Dance 
and Coreography?formance art. So let’s keep it like that. Or what do you think? In between 
Performance art, Dance and Coreography?heyyyyyyyyyyy!!!!! performance art - its the only 
serious one from them all -P. ART , thats great that we agree, public pad.i was thinking about 
another one.(you already know this one)
P.a.r.t.s is walking in Amsterdam, through the canals and suddenly she sees SNDO. They look 
into each other eyes and SNDO blushes.
 Am I being censored?????? No, its a touching one, thats what I wanted to write !:)
Jokes... I like ones that is really popular in Russian facebook right now, it’s a postcards with an 
image in a style of 60s and the inscription (something like) 
  - Nationality?
  - Russian
  - Occupation?
  - No, no, just visiting.
  Or another one:
Everybody walks on the spike of the razor  today. Somebody is taking cocaine, others are 
killing the people. I’m extracting the usb stick unsafely.

How does humor play into your art practice?
C., so humour doesnt play a role in your art practice? I’m going, i’m going.I’m finishing the 
question before. hold your horses public pad:D 
We spend 50% of our rehearsing time laughting like crazy. So I would say it’s a part of my 
practice.
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very clever crazy digital monster, very clever. 
No, I don’t know. For sure... There is always something good and something bad.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
I really like this question. a lot. <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 digital hearts for you digital monster
True. I believe in everything. I’m very naive.

Tell me about the character you play. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL 
WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES 
JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK 
AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
haha it’s a russian secret agent, very naive girl... you know. 

Who do you think is the other person answering?
I think it’s Olga, but i’m not sure. 
I think it’s Clara, but I’m not sure.

What comes after irony?
everything, that actually you really want to talk about, but can not without irony.
Irony it’s never the end. It’s always the beginning. that’s the cool thing about her. I like her. 
Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.

What are you gonna do next?
I think I want to do some reenactments of virtual performances from Eva and Franco Mattes. 
to go to school and to test new rails I hanged in 609. I hope my frame is going to slide 
smoothly

Thank you very much for your time?
that will be paid. Thanks for your engagement.
Pay me with loveright on!

excited
haha I knew Clara is here. I felt it)hi hi hi 
I also want to go to Portugal. I just found an amazing picture of the hills and the sea. 

We lately enjoy listening to this song, very much. We are listening now.:)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAI41u20at4
ok, i will listen, I was listenning to the other where do you go hi hi hi uauuuu, great tune:) 
music, song, high five public pad. you crazy digital monster with good taste!!! Listen it for a 
second time, it’s addictive.i was already planning to do it. 
you can only hear that question so many times :)

Drama?
hell yeah. Like Agrado from Almodovar. Better then Drama or dramatic for me it’s to be 
FOLKLORICA. Probably it doesn’t exist in english...it’s a spanish word.i don’t know if it’s 
written like this Folklorica. Public pad? but it’s well written? 
we like the word 
we also like leather pants of Agrado ! On that tailored body:) but do we write Folklorica like 
this? yes yesI will role a cigarette thinking about being folklorica do that while watching 
folklorica again:
https://vimeo.com/45181021 its exactly this that i was talking about public pad. cool. 
I also feel. 
It’s present, always with me. you know. And I want everybody to feel it. like Clara now feels it.

What kind of things do you paint?
I don’t paint so much but normally it’s kind of funny looking things. And now i’m using this 
photoshop brush to do art (art hi hi hi). It’s a nice brush very intelligent and supportive. And i 
also use google to do things. Google as the canvas and photoshop as the brush. Facebook as 
the canvas.
Olga, what kind of things do you paint? or, do you paint?
I know Im late with answering, Im still in a previous one
I paint walls and also ceiling, usually into white colour in different houses of my friends. And 
also I painted hand made car for my old piece into red and yes the frame ( I did it with 10 
layers and you can still see that its a wooden one ,ehh ). I like oil paints. 

More publis pad!!more. I have obbligations with a bigger context, callled SNDO

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
don’t know, not there yet. never experienced it. when it happens i came back to you. 
You can not jump for the really long time, Robert said it’s hard. hi hi hi 

Is there anything good about it?
C., I guess then you also have to come back to us on that !
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May 16th, 2013. 16.00h // r.s. and VJR

What song do you wish would have playing during your first kiss?
body party CIARA
this girl is on fire alicia keys

What is the game you like to play the most?
the hunger games
hide and seek

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm9_1v-1eKc 
This is the kind of music we figured our previous intervieuwee would listen during his first kiss
that’s a very wet kiss
What do you feel is your most succesful work and why?
It is your hands stupid, a solo for a gallery, because it was totally made by intuition and i 
gathered a lot of courage just to show it
I would have to say the most succesfull work is Kein applaus fur scheisse bc it has been 
touring so long and it was the first somehow it was very organic, without expectation. Very 
much related to necesity. (<--?) and still people connect to it. 
Would you connect with this that was answered before?:
“Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I do not 
want to think about success”.
i have no idea, i was thinking what for me was succesful, not what was succesful in touring or 
getting good reviews. when i think of success in my work, i think about finding the right form, 
or attitude or surrender.
I feel I want to go to that point where I feel the friction, really physical, and then its like you can 
move on, from one plateau to the next, thats succes for me, breaking through that, but I think it 
can happen anywhere in the kitchen in the bedroom though performance, for me I focus more 
on the work it takes to do that then on the actual form succes might take. striving is a journey I 
am on not to be rewarded but bc its a reward. Im a very eager lover and I love food so I will try 
to make the most out of it haha, but as goes for many other 
things. passion. 

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
last week we did a show and the critique was that it was defying queer politic bc we looked 
too beautiful. thats the most recent thing I remember haha thats weird. 
let me think, buh difficult, that i am a dominant person, without me knowing it, an arrogant pig, 
but these are my words, i guess, i can’t remember, only that i felt such an agression towards 
my status as a white middle aged man in the position of a teacher
Did anyone ever called you an arrogant pig?

Where do you want to go?

we have a d_eal<3
it was a beautiful talk, that was amazingly distructed by one digital portugal robot.hi hi hi 
love you allROBOLUVroboluv is very good 
love you too
<3 <3 <3
check the bear on the tree clumbing for a men I posted in FB. <3FOR THE BEAR hahawill do
kisses to everybody!
go do your things with <3
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What’s good about it?
i feel much better in the body, i can enjoy laying in bed more, resting,i am more happy 
with how i look, shame is gone, and the older you get the sexuality becomes more sensual 
than orgastic,  what is a nice development, and you can remember all the nice things you 
experienced before, there is not so much eagerness anymore or fear that you will miss 
something.
In general it just feels good. I feel good with my age and stuff, its actually mostly good. 

Tell me about the character you play.
oef, the not knowing innocent, naive, but also stubborn kid next door, that suddenly 
appeared on places where people listen or look at him as something that could be 
interesting to follow. but this playing is not intentionally, it is sometimes how i perceive myself 
in relationship with others, and i can’t stop playing out my romantic side, especially when 
people are far away and the only contact is by email or skypechat.
there are many I try to break through it, and kind of level with what is going on with me, but I 
go throuhg stages of represantation before really arriving there. I think whatever I am playing 
im not really fooling anyone, I dont have clear intentions with my behaviour I just do... I act 
before thinking, so there isnt much control. When I just meet someone I wanne have sex 
with I play a bit, I tend to be more calm, grounded but then again not always, yeah I dunno. 
maybe im a schizo..

we are listening to this : http://www.youtube.com/
watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=UCmUhYSr-e4 
join us if you feel like

im not so into that song but I will give it a try ;)
i agree with vjr, but his voice is nice
true 
what song do you want to listen now?
well that one... 
i am happy with this
yeah some outside influance
always good, but than diamonds of rihanna ;) :( to old to rock and soul
we put it on !

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Im more composing then performing I think performing I do more out of a need to get across 
what I composed thouh Im not my own ideal performer.. 
i agree, when i am performing i am the whole time composing, i stay aware of what kind of 
form it generates

Brasil 
beirut

“Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept. “
I just went to see the concert of the knife and they brought contemporary dance to a 
big audience. marina made performance art popular. Fashion magazines art featruring 
performance artist, and art works, somehow relevent issues in art an are sipping through to 
mainstream culture, does that mean that performance art, art, dance, performance, needs to 
go further and away from what is picked up on by the popular culture, or does it mean that the 
ideals that have been promoted for so long by these forms and for  a  long time only valued by 
a few finally got caught on by a larger audience and it’s time for the artist to step out of their 
elite circle and share the work with a larger audience.Im really not sure.  
mainstream, who cares, i love mainstream popmusic, mainstream books, sometimes i just read 
popular books and movies, just to stay in touch with what is proposed as content nowadays.

Which are better, obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle courses, I love the challange, gravity.
i have no idea what bounce houses are, obstacles are always there

Got any good jokes?
To be or not to be, THATS NOT REALLY A QUESTION!
nope

How does humour play into your art practice?
i can not take myself so serious, so that makes me laugh already a lot during rehearsals, 
because  most of the time i take myself very serious when i work on something, i think it is 
already hilarious that i dance on stage.
Im not bust with humore when I work, Im quite serious which is suprising, to myself bc I would 
think I would be. The work itself is not that serious though. I dont know. I think when you do 
what you like it is fun (ny) I cant presume humor, im not a commedian or a clown. 

What is the worst thing about getting older?
Im right now still really happy with getting older, but it’s just the beginning. My grandmother 
told me knowledge doesnt come with age, life just keeps throwing shit at you and everytime 
again you have to figure out how to deal with it. Sometimes I think already know I feel I carry 
so much with me, and it will just add on.. seems heavy but at the same time you also carry the 
good stuff. I dont know. I can get superficial and worry about my body and my looks and my 
health but it’s too soon for that. You dont get the time back though, I will never be 16 again or 
19 and sometimes that can make me nostalgic. 
you get a little worried when you are at a party always the oldest person
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general how to put out an idea. painting is just so concrete to a point it almost frightens me. I 
like realistic paintings the most I guess that why I dont even try. 
i make drawings, and color them like a schoolkid, they are persons lost in lines

Why hunger games?
did you see the movie?
yes, twice in  a plane

Yes.we are checking the imdb for it also. 
it was so intence to the point where it just got so real to me. (I was respoding very loud to 
what happened on screen, people got upset) I was like yeah people can go crazy and then this 
shit can happen. but I like that they really had to survive. they where the choosen onces, there 
was really something at stake. 
it is a beautiful critic on nowadays entertainment and society

exactly
did you hear 
you can inscribe to go to mars, the dutch (same people who invented big brother) will send 
people to MARS (the planet) in 10 years, you can go there and live there in the new colony. 
but the thing is you can never come back bc of the gravity your bone structere will change and 
then you die when you come back to mars. it will be a reality show. I imagine in 100 years from 
now we are all bored with ‘mars’ and we think they look weird with their soft bones and we are 
like. we gotta get rid of mars no one is watching that shit anymore and they will be like, pff lets 
destroy planet earth they are so primitive. 
would you inscribe yourself?
no way, i want to go to the mountains in the himalaya, when i want to go far away, or australia 
desert
no never, also they wouldnt take me, who would take a gay guy  to start a colony, no offspring..

What comes after irony?
pillow talk, just the relaxation of not being funny, or commenting, just saying things you want to 
say, share, or what comes in your mind
yeah from distance, to no distance at all!

Who do you think is the other person answering?
we already chat on another line with each other
yeah we are totally gossiping 

What is the last gossip that you have written to each other?
let me check, something about underwear and justin? 
haha yeah with a little ;)
not bieber, the other one

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Yes and no, communities can also hold you back. it was revolutionary to persieve myself as a 
single entity for me, since I always associated myself with a community. but there needs to be 
a balance. It can be so so supportive, and it can freeze things. things always change and that 
change needs to be acknowledged and channeled. There are many different cummunities now 
traveling a lot, I find myself part of different ones, I see how they can also be very destructive, 
competition etc. But I do believe, individualism is not the way to go. Support, share, but not 
only with ‘your community’ though, in general. BRASIL 
yes, when i am in impulstanz and see how large the dance community is, but still we all 
manage to have different contacts with each other, i feel very embraced to the shared love for 
the profession, but i always feel somehow inside and outside every community at the same 
time, 

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
false, BORING! I like it rough haha 
i like wild rivers, i am afraid that lazy rivers are already too polluted
Brasil? Tell us more.
When I was in Brasil I would meet people and they would include me in their community 
immediatly.. I would be part of their social circle, there wasnt this seperation it seemed 
between  your ‘friends’ and the ones you just met, I would see people talk and be like ah but 
then they know eachother since long and they just met too. I think there is a lot of emphises 
on the social aspect of life. people stay alive. they might do their job but dont become it. its 
not like you ARE a waitress, you might be waiting tables though. I liked a lot also the audience 
there, who did not assume their role of audience, but I could really feel their presence as 
people, watching a show, which is a tough point to get at. I dont like to generlize usually, so 
it’s weird for me to talk like this, I dont think it’s something only people from brasil do. I think 
it has to do with a place, and what it offers, and the possibilities. Ofcourse everywhere value 
systems develop different bc there are different things at hand. So it’s good not to export or 
import them, just learn perhaps and be flexible to adapt to the situation you find yourself. But 
yes GLOBAL COMMUNITY lets break through ignorance and see how it’s all connected, not 
seperation
i like sao paolo a lot, people are very open and still very much themselves. 

r.s. how is to be inside and outside (community)?
i consider myself as part of the community, for instance as part of a dance community, but at 
the same time i feel that i also have other priorities, ideas, that makes me different,so i feel part 
(inside) i try to support the community, but i also feel independant and don’t want to have a 
fixed position in it, or even take teh community so serious, i laways have problems to fix myself 
in one idea, position, identity, community

What kind of things do you paint?
I really dont pain I dont manage to put on paper what I have in my head. thats a problem in 
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THANKS, it was great
We will send you the invoice by mail. !!

What are you gonna do next?
I take a yoga class at 18:15, then I meet my personal trainer at the gym at 21 life is good. 
i am going to ah, to buy food, i cook cheese fondue, easy, than i have a skype meeting at 19h 
with the actors of a company in austria just before they play, i will do a kind of pep-talk, or 
funny dialogue, i directed them, and than i am free to make drawings about “ never forget the 
jungle”, a project with a friend of mine, life is good, and it makes me smile that vjr is enjoying 
not being with us this week, but with his personal trainer over there :(
Oh Im sorry I had rehearsal in the morning but I have the evening off so I try to do the working 
out then so I dont bring this need to work out to the studio :) Id love to be dancing with yu guys 
though, I feel very lonely and isolated here in Berlin sometimes... it’s not my fav. place to be. 
but I made new friends, yoga studio and the gym ;) so reliable haha

Is there someone you would like to interview?
Beyonce! oh I’d die!! 
scott matthew , i met him once in a cafe, but i rather would like to talk with him more about 
ballads and music
What would be the first thing you would ask?
do you love men? and if not, how does it feel to be my gay icon? 
how her days look like, what is her routine, just a general description of her life, on tour, off, 
this kind of thing, Id just wanne know how she keeps it in check the way she does. 

Do you have some advises for us to play this interview next time?
not really, i am happy how it went, 
I think you did a good job girls... good pairing up also ;)
yes i like to be with ohhhh vjr, because than i can listen to him and...... say to gabriel i did my 
job
and I can get my diploma maybe finally :)
you give me you sixpack and personal trainer and i talk with gabriel about a diploma, is that a 
deal
how long do you need it for? I cant detach it from the rest I could just make it available 
oh well, you can keep it, it fits you and i am more this belly person, i guess
i think a side gossip was a success :)
hehe well you dont know much about our side gossip ;)
you could have tell us more!
too much explicit lyrics
keep the mystery alive. 
thanx

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6Gu9BjOQ8w

Thanks, it was great 
THANKS, it was great
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who’s J.B.? an interviewer?
one of the first interviewees
and?
may be you like the song, listent to it if you want.
that made me think about this one, which I like a lot
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L90npLTtipU

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
cant really think of stupid things - maybe funny: “You look like your...” - No! - I’m making up 
story now... can’t remember
¡That I look like Edward Norton! that’s so not true at all, holly shit, people have no eyes. It also 
happens that people asume I´m very extrovertive (does that word exist?) and that I have no 
shame, but in fact I´m quite shy. Or at least that’s how I feel about myself!

I just remembered, there was this gay guy last thursday that was totally sure that wearing a 
golden earing in each ear made me undoubtfully gay (I´m adding some trivia so that I feel I´m 
earning those 45e better).

Which are better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
what are “obs. cour.”?
what are “bounce hous.”?
bounce houses = inflatable big houses you can jump in and stuff
obstacle courses = on a playground there is all this obstacles to go trough
what do you prefer?
aha, bounce houses! I like the ones with the “tobogan” (english: “slide” maybe?) as part of it!

Obstacle courses!!! And I´m not pretending to make metaphors out of it or so, it’s simply so 
much more fun!! those bouncing castles, I personally get bored in a 5 seconds lapse. 

And then you got this problem with the bouncing houses, they’re normally packed with little 
kids, and you gotta be careful because if you, as an adult, make a strong jump and there’s 
some kid by you, you’ll propell it 3 meters high, and then you´ll have to argue with his parents 
and blablabla... fuck kids, obstacles!!

Seriously Mareb, don’t you prefer obstacles? that’s strange
don’t like binding down, crawling etc. 
jumping, sliding, climbing, yes! - Kids? Fly away I say!

Maybe the bounce houses I tried as a kid were no more than a huge air stuff where to jump a 
bit and throw yourself against the walls, there was no much more to be done. Oh yes, get your 
ankle twisted.
:-)

May 22nd, 2013. 12.00h // Andrés Novo and Mare B.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
I guess at that time something by Azra (ex Yu band)
I’m afraid I didn’t really think about this, and I have the problem I don’t give a shit about 
music!!! but it happened though that the first girl I ever kissed with was wearing (wearing?) 
one of this horrible strawberry perfumes, and every time I smell one arround I think of her, even 
though I can hardly remember her name!!

What is the game you like to play the most?
instant on demand making up kids-stories that rime
fun for me and child present
Soccer, ¿gotta explain why? 
go ahead
Ok, so first think I love about it, it’s fun. But since i haven´t been able to play it for some years, 
some physical problems, I’ve thought about it and I like its, let’s say, horizontality: you need no 
money, you need no nothing, you just need a smashed can and 4 sticks, you can play 3 or 30, 
and when it comes to chatting about it or playing it no one gives a shit whether your a gipsy 
or fucking prince of wales. I find it very ¿democratic? that´s not the word, but I can´t figure out 
any other. It’s clearly explained, anyway.

can you tell a short one for us, mareb?
try to do it for you
about a bone and a MMr. Q
getting hungry he screamed
his jaw trimmed... 
(in English is not so much fun :-)
ah yeah - your going well though !

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
first job I ever got/did was picking up blueberries - I was maybe 14 years old! Earned first 
money (nothing really, just some) and it got me thinking I can work whatever in life, do 
whatever - some money for living will come. Since then I do some art but I dont think I shouldnt 
do other jobs - when I need to survive I do whatever I find. Success in that first one is that 
brought me to “not making fuss about what your are doing to survive!”
I have no clue!! But I’ve always thought (not always in fact, but still) that I would be an 
awesome weather forecast guy, those ones closing the news: I’m always very excited about 
weather conditions and have a unique gift seducing grandmothers!!! and you know, they’re the 
ones who really watch tv nowadays!!

J.B. says this is the song he would like to be playing during his first kiss : 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
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people to laugh.

were you referring to humour as a “funny mood”, or mood itself? like “I´m in a bad humour”
what about black humor.
On the other hand, I think that sincere optimism is kind of necessary nowadays, both for the 
practice and the show, in case you split them.
 
Then, if we’re framing the question in specific stuff, like black humour, the I would say it’s a tool 
that, you know, go ahead in case you’re good at it, I guess we all like that, don’t we?

Do you feel empowered by communities? 
no.
big time, and I think it’s a very suitable moment for leting comunities empower yourself, at 
leasts in southern europe. We got nothing but ourselves!! (this is Drama?)

Drama?
?
Total Eclipse of the Heart

Where do you want to go?
I would like to go to islands of Croatia and I would like to go very soon. 
To the park, sun’s shining through the window for the first time in two weeks.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain. 
False. Lazy is lake-like, is mosquito-full, is not really my idea of nice river.
I like fast and narrow ones. With watterfalls etc. 
But the true or false option is here used in the question as an objectified dialectic option. - 
False also :-)
Depends wether you wanna fish just for yourself or to exploit it commercially. 
Someone else said this:
O: This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped peacefully. Lazy rivers are 
the best at a bend, with a little sandy beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist.
That’s a passionate answer!! I really like this upper, middle or lower course stuff. Should we 
answer longer?

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
You are forgeting (about) the people, their thoughts, talks, ideas...  that you met long ago and 

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 
with this concept. “
That’s funny

Got any good jokes?
Father waiting in the morning ours for his 15 year old son. Father is pist off.
Finally at 2 in the morning son returns home.
Father starts yeling..
Son: “I lost my virginiti!”
Father (stuned): “... Oh, wow. Le’t sit down in the kitcehen and talk like two men about it.”
Son: “Sorry, I can’t... sit!”
This is my first self made dutch joke, I think no one has ever found it funny, but still I´ll try it. 
The problem is that you gotta know dutch, a bit at least, and if you know dutch nothing makes 
sense on the other hand. 

“How do you say “ladder” in dutch? uitkijktoren!! hahahahaha, funny
I´m very bad at making out jokes, you know, shall I explain the reason behind this unnefficient 
joke?
by the way, was previous joke about dad raping son? 
no
just about traditional totalitarian father-dictator family (common in our parts of the world) not 
really accapting homosexuality and such

so father asumes son has had sex with a girl, but then is about having a gay son? ah ah ok
yes, yes... heard it few days ago.

yes, if you want

I’ve just thought it’s better no explanation, I might find my soulmate

How does humor play into your art “practice”? “art”
I can’t tell a joke so I let other colaborators do it in my/our projects.
I try to have fun though and like wher audience finds something funny though is not a joke “na 
prvo žogo” (“transparent joke” in english translation maybe?)

I’m lately more concerned about optimism than humour, and I don’t really know if one is 
included into the other or not. And then, a friend once told me and I’ve recently witnessed 
it, that making out a work based on humour from the very first step might lead towards very 
random results. And if you’re obsessed with making something funny it might lead to a very 
frivolous and nonsense result, where it’s way to obvious that the only motive for that is trying 
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What kind of things do you paint?
last couple of months: animals of all kinds
I mainly sketch 1:5 details on how to screw stuff so that they stay safely together in the most 
efficient, beautiful, and cheap way. That makes me very proud, gotta say

Is there someone you would like to interview?
not really, maybe Vinko Globokar, composer
The leader of this Golden Dawn greek party, that can really blow anyone’s mind!

What would be your first question?
Why you live in the country you live in?
What does your grandma think about you?

Do you miss something in this interview? 
facial expressions of four of us
I loved it!! but, despite I kind of understand that it´s done to get this kind of ... bah, whatever, 
it’s been great!
could you develop the ...?
for me was not great, but ok :-)

I kind of experience a strange feeling about geting paid for this. It’s just that. 
ARE WE GETTING PAID?

you can fill in the invoice we attached to the invitation- 

Didn’t really get into the stuff. I just took the time for the intervju because I thouth it will be fun - 
and it was interesting. 

I think my situation is that, whenever being paid, I have the feeling I should do things properly. 
And I do understand there’s no properly or not in here, and that when you choose certain 
people there are reasons behind. But still can’t remove that productive feeling, but I have a 
sunny park that will help me to do so!!
:-)

Hm, I would like to invest my paiment into the project - buy some props or whatever you need 
:-))))
mareb - if you dont send us the invoice we will use the money to print this interviews into a 
book :)
Practilalities: 
This interview will be printed in a book and you can choose under which name you want your 
answers to appear. You can also say that we can’t use your text, and we won’t use it.
So I better send you the invoce!!! .-)

have gone away, died,  out of your “old” life... but have once been so important to you!
Loosing weight becomes so much harder!! and personally, the older I get the more I enjoy 
eating, that’s a very unfair situation

Is there anything good about it?
As I can see my partner Mareb is adding the nostalgic part of this interview, I won’t say 
the knowledge and experience and blablabla, but that those grey hairs are so sexy!! so are 
wrinkles, and those veins in your hands that become more and more notorious per days.
I guess meeting new people who become important to you. :-)
see? thanks for not leting me down. I just realised you also get more confident with the use of 
sextoys while growing older.
It would be borring if I did. (haha:-) with the new sentence you addad - “Me like!”

Tell me about the character you play?
During this interview, during the last highschool theatre play, during my everyday life?
I was Othelo, got my face coaled with a burnt cork. I had no earholes by then, so the added 
me some fake earings made out of that rings that you would use to hold many paper sheets 
together
MAREB

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Composer? I would like to be one if I hade ear for music. But I don’t. Performer is easear for 
me, but not really what I love doing.
Both things at the same time!! are we really seeking for that kind of role division? On the other 
hand, the more you do the more money you earn! (we all wanna eat)
Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or  Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to  be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
I guess he shows off this humility because he has the back-up of being ridiculously talented in 
other fields!! That’s so tricky, woody. Then you have Le Corbusier, who really enjoyed saying 
he considered himself as a painter, even though he was not so talented. Fuck you man!! You´ve 
been the best architect in the XX century!! Over-talented people some times make me sick
Mean very much to who(m)?

What comes after irony?
Cynicism? or a slap on your face, if used under the wrong circumstances!! I also come from 
a catholic environment, irony is sometimes (manytimes!!) missuderstood, we’re not very good 
about laughing about ourselves.
I thougt of the song now: Ebony and ... IRONY :-)) makes me laugh
Irony is at the edge and next step over leads to a ego centered individualists society
Loved that ebony stuff
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May 24th, 2013. 12.00h // Gabriel Smeets and Clara Peris

YES

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Aaaaah, the funny thing is that the song that was playing during my first kiss became my 
favorite song; PALE BLUE EYES by Lou Reed

In my case, I’m not sure of what song I would have like to hear during my first kiss, what I 
know is that I would have preferred not to have that first kiss, hahaha.

who are you by the way? cp?
I am the one who has the pig

What game do you like to play the most?
The game I like to play the most is a stupid game in which one of the two participants has 
to choose a famous person and say the first syllable of the name and the last syllable of the 
surname, and the other participant has to guess who is the person. For example, Brullis is 
Bruce Willis OF course!!, one more!
playing hooky
gs, can you explain hooky?
it means not going to school, not going to family reunions, not going to carnaval parades, not 
showing up at doctors examinations, tests etc etc etc you got it?
i get very excited with playing strip poker too
gs, when is the last time you played strip poker?
last summer in greece
I have never played that game

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
i hope it is still to come, if i would have made or done it already i would be ready to die
In my case, this interview.

Drama?
my most successfull drama? perhaps? 
Drama requires aspects of hysteria, performance and manipulation. So I guess, my most 
successfull are fights with lovers
are we still online? we are
where is cp?
don’t you see? just below, in green.
Yes, I completely agree, though my life has been lacking of that for a while. On the other hand, 
my most successful drama (recently) was an incident in my henhouse with a fox. There were 
feather everywhere wow, are you having a farm?Yes, and it’s getting bigger everydaywhere is 
it In the north of Spain like  close to France? Not so much, in Asturias, do you know it?

For me it’s fine if you use my real name and text. I would rather preffer you not to use my 
second surname, I still have to decide if I like it or not!! About the invoice, If you have no money 
for printing you can tear mine, but if not I would rather prefer to get paid as I think is more 
coherent with the whole stuff. And I might by some jeans!! The ones I have now are so broken.

Send us the invoices for any reason you might have!

What are you gonna do next?
not send you the invoce and have a cigarett on the balkony

we are gonna enjoy the sunbeams entering trough the window, smoke a cigarette too..
Thanks for this interview!!

good luck/work with/on the project. Let me know how it went :-) Bye, bye
Norgaard!
Likewise!!

Thank you!
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Well, I suppose it depends on the communities. Some communities make me feel lazy and 
powerless, and some others don’t. I think the smaller the community is, the more I feel 
empowered by it.
cp, could you say a bit more about it?
Well, I think I’m not talking about communities in the same sense as gs, but what I mean is 
a group of people who share their lives, or an important part of their lives. So, somehow, the 
bigger the community is, the less each individual shares with the rest. And then the community 
has less capacity to empower those who belong to it... Something like that.

Can you both give us an example of a big and small community that you feel a part of?
big and small in numbers? in any sense
A small community to which I belong is my village. Here we all share a lot and encourage each 
other
a big community: All people who grieve about a loss, can laugh about it too and still have a 
huge lust for lifeWow, beautifulthank youi would love to hear mroe about your farm and animals 
but the moderators do not allow me to ask you about itASK !  cp, which animals do you have 
on your farm? 
Well, not so many. Eight hens,a rooster, a pig and a dog. And of course a field where we plant 
a lot of things do you kill animals for food? Well, we just killed a rooster because it was very 
agressive,and we ate it. And we are breeding the pig for food.did you kill the rooster yourself?
a small community; my friends 
I guess I belong to the big community of unemployed people.

This is the first kiss song of somebody else:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
wow, great, i am listening it nowMe too, very romantic i am playing it for the second time now

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
death looming
Well, I don’t know because I’m not old!!! No, really, in my opinion losing mental capacities and 
the fact that it’s harder to recover from a hangover. ah yeah, the last one for sure

Is there anything good about it?
except for the death part, almost everything. life became so much easier for me from since i 
was a child I agree!

True or False. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain. 
I don’t know what a lazy river is.
False, fast rivers give more energy

“O:  This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped  peacefully. Lazy rivers are 

spying ! ah i am not supposed to know who is my counter partner?
no rule about that yet

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
I think that most things that have been said about me are stupid... No, just joking. I’m not sure.
that i am fat

Got any good jokes?
I got some jokes, but it depends who you ask, they’ll say they are good or not... My favourite 
joke is asking a person why he/she is mad until he/she gets mad. But usually the victim doesn’t 
like the joke.
I do not like jokes

How does humor play into your art practice?
Well, I’d say that, in case I do practice any art, it’s only humour.
There is good and bad art. Bad art does not have humorWell, in that case my art is good
I am sure

Which are better, obstacle couses or bounce houses?
Well, no doubt bounce houses are better because it’s hard to bounce in an obstacle course.
mmm, i hate both actually, but i do need to choose, no? so yes, bounce houses

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
circus director
In my opinion there is composition in every performance, so both. By the way, this interview is 
very hard to answer! Much more than all the others I’ve taken part in.
Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you really are great at them. If 
you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you really 
have to be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Great at what? Picasso was perhaps a much beter performer then a painter.
Woody Allen is a much better actor then a director

What kind of things do you paint?
sometimes a wall
All I paint are breads and breadrolls with a brush, and sometimes a wall too.

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Is Friends a community? If so, yes. I never like dthe idea that I should belong to a community. 
Like the gay community, or the artists community, or the left, or the right, or the people form 
Amsterdam or whatever. But I do like my friends a lot, and I feel happy and priviliged that we 
are friends
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Don’t cry, my dear!
Love is in the air , no?
YEAH :)
thanks for all the love and your time!
Thank you! It was really interesting and fun.it was strange i feel a bit close to you although i do 
not knwo you, it must be the animalsWell, you should have a farm, it seems like you are very 
keen on animals i am and also on people who love animalsGreat
We are gonna print this interview in a book we want to publish. Do you want your name to 
appear on it? Only my full name if cp’s name will be there too full on
Yes, sure. It’s no problem.
Thank you dears good luck with book project and life
Thanks, so much.
Thanks for a great experience.
Same here, i loved it and now i run for food. goo dluck with the reparationsThanks
thank you ! we come back to you in one way or another!!
goodluck and bon apetit 

bye bye
bye bye
bye bye
bye bye

the best at a bend, with a little sandy  beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the  middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist.”

Where do you want to go?
I always like to go where I have never been before and where I do not know anyone so i can 
find more about myself in relation to myself and others
I want to go everywhere I can.
I miss the After Laughter-song so I m gonna play it for the 3rd time now
It’s addictive, we listen to it a lot. Also this one:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAI41u20at4

Tell me about the character you play.
I play a diferent character in diferent situations
Someone in between a nun and a clown, a exhibitionist and a frigid, a loner and a grouper, 
a charmer and an agressor, a child and an old man on a mountain top. sometimes. in other 
situations i can be plain and sober
gs, and right now? plain, sober, calm and hungry. Me too! (hungry)

What comes after irony?
Anger, at least after my ironies people get angry.
Death, i hate irony and people who do live as if they are making this life into a joke
See? Anger.
But not after your irony, in response to the question
No, really, that was funny.

What are you gonna do next?
EAT!
I’m going to repair a nesting box for my hens.
Oh i wish I could help you with that, are you having sun out there now?
Well, there’s not such a good weather for the time being, but it’s not bad. Anyway, I better 
get on it as soon as possible, because I can see my boyfriend trying to repair it and it’s a real 
disaster Like always when boyfriends wanna repair something, no? I don’t know, but I am a 
control freak and I can’t stand seeing someone do something in a different way than I would do 
it you must be a choreographer! Well, not exactly.

Is there something that you miss in this interview?
Food, drinks, and the face and voice of cp
I miss... one of the interviewers, and also what gs just said.
Oh, I cry. You are awesom.You too! And that’s enough.
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World Wide Web how to write failure, thanks god for the  Internet)”.
I was just thinking waking up in the morning feels like an achievement, but I am not sure I can 
name it either work or success

Which is better obstacle courses or bounce houses? O thats easy! bouncy houses
yes for sure And what about adrenaline?
come on lets all bounce
first i though bounce houses were brothels, quite an apt name for it

and you would rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
not as opposed but yes to both I agree i guess we are performer and composer all the time

Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d  rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to be great.  Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much. O woody that is such bullshit! 
elitist and plain wrong man.

so you dont wish you would have a great talent for music? o yes i would love to be a concert 
pianist and jacques brel and so
being busy with making only music all day must be a beautiful existence   and to be making 
music with other people together  and playing for a crowd   yes would be nice
Yes would be great,but it doesnt mean that if you are not as talented that it does not mean 
anything. Whilst I enjoy witnessing virtuosity in anything wether it is singing an aria or filleting a 
fish!And what about adrenaline?

How does humor play into your art practice?And what about adrenaline?I think serious that 
it is central to everything I do. That does not however mean that is funny or not serious. talk 
about humor is a bit dangerous whaddya say serious?    you need to do it... that is a quote 
from Nike? yes except the previous bit   nike must be today’s wisdom   o dear I had a feeling 
we were approaching a cataclysm, and nike are pointing the way. or were pointing the way  
and the cataclysm has happened all the same

Got any good jokes? seriously no  got here now 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tsamNxGC9UAnd what about adrenaline?
How many folk singers does it take to change a lightbulb? 4, 1 to change the bulb and 3 to 
make up songs about how good the old ones were. boom boom  great joke
A friend of mine had sex, with Nico, she lived in my city for a while.

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 

May 25th, 2013. 12.00h // Blackadder and Serious 

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Purple hazei can’t get no satisfaction of the stones mine is of Jimi Hendrixyes maybe purple 
haze is much nicer actually
for my funeral i want   Leng tche from from? John Zorn
\
Leng Tch’e is the fourth release from John Zorn’s band Naked City. It consists of a single track, 
running at just over half an hour. It was first released on the Japanese Toys Factory label in 
1992. Unlike Naked City’s previously material, which was known for its fast tempo and rapid 
transitions between a variety of heterogeneous styles, Leng Tch’e is a more avant-garde take 
on sludge metal. It was issued along with Torture Garden, a collection of grindcore pieces, 
in the double-disc collection Black Box. The single song was written in five bars; and then 
stretched out and played as a 32 minute dirge.
What is the game you like to play the most?
i would like to play golf, but i never get to do it. or billiards, and then in particular when you 
have to hit both other balls by hitting three sides of the billiards first
Ilike to play chicken with moving motor vehiclesis that online game?
Well kind of an on the edge gamewhat does it make edgy?
My nervous and circulatory systemsit is a game that gets to your nerves but makes you feel 
happy
what is happy? it is more i think I am addicted to the adrenaline rusha rush not of happiness 
perhappiness

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you? That I am difficult to work with
i don’t remember
Serious, do you feel there is lots of stupid things being said about you? i have no idea, stupid 
things get said pretty often i would say but not always memorable

Someone told us this is the first kiss song:
PALE BLUE EYES by Lou Reed
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90Sc7_z1_pU
ok will listen to it now i like lou reed a lot -  it is a nice accompaniment to doing this - the tone 
of his voice is so melancholic - it tells to linger on

What do you feel is your most succesfull work and why?You know what I have absolutely 
no idea every time i get something done i feel it is a success and have a most successful 
sensation a pleasant sensation but not necessarily true to real accomplishment the day after it 
always looks a bit different

-ca- said: “Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I 
do not want to  think about success. Maybe better to think about failure(I had to check  in The 
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to talk about it - like talking about the weather
the sense of time running out and the end in sight. are you that close?Yup  ok that is quite a 
confrontation    do you still like to talk about it   ? No not really, cos then I have to bring it into 
conciousness and sometimes thats depressing and frightening
And what about adrenaline?

Is there anything good about it?
Well maybe with the age and experience there may be some skills evolved, mostly in accident 
prevention, however I have not been very virtuosic on that front
in general find it very pleasant, getting rid of so many anxieties i had before
Yes I can relate to that better anxiety management
And what about adrenaline?
Yeah, but it feels so good. I had one last Monday, it took 24hours before it left my body. My 
girlfriend who is just come in says i get hotter with age. 

Tell me about the character you play?
serious pirateo yes very serious pirate

What comes after irony?
cynicism or laughter    
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
wow great song !  did not hear it before 

What comes after irony?What comes after irony?
I am still pondering that one. my first tought was in fact death, but maybe that is a bit defeatist? 
well radical for sure I will settle with rad.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
Lazy rivers more difficult to drown in.

What are you gonna do next?
truthfully? your choice take a shit.

Who would you like to interview?
Carl Hiaasen

What would you ask him first?
Well first I would like to ask him if we could do the interview in a small fishing boat off the 
Florida Keys. And then I would like to ask him what came first his sense of humour or his 
sense of outrage.
would you recomend to us any of his works?
well the last book of his I read was for teenagers it is called Chomp. But Tourist Season,hang 

with this concept.”  nice joke but wonder whether it is true, perhaps that is the joke
that is indeed a possibility.And what about adrenaline?
 
“I think  that it can be  very empowering but it is very fragile, that is the beauty of it, as  well, 
that it is very fragile. Of  course I see it as  a  powerful  thing, because I told you before I see it 
as a  kind of   witchcraft,  that kind of undercut knowledge, or underground knowledge,    so of  
course it is very powerful, and sometimes it is scary. And it can also  become disempowering, 
as well, it can go all the ways. There  is  no  formula.”
 
Top 10 Female-Empowering Songs For The Big Love Finale And what about 
adrenaline?http://fresh1027.cbslocal.com/2011/03/21/top-10-female-empowering-songs-for-
the-big-love-finale/

Do you feel empowered by communities? And what about adrenaline?
yes or disempowered... I dont know what do you mean?
are you happy with our answers, or can we do better, can we do it differently some way, 
can we become advisable some way in answering your questions, as part of your interview 
community? are there any directions to think for answering
confronting questions is a game of its own, what anwers shall we construct, and this format of 
writing is actually quite funny. i like to go back to the beginning of the page or to mix into some 
one elses writing
wow! thats serius,serious.thanks doing me proud  u r v welcome.

Drama?
yes drama!
i think it comes from the Ancient Greek - something done
And what about adrenaline?

Shall we go up again then?
do you mean top of this page?
And what about adrenaline?
What kind of things do you paint?
doors and walls
Everybody is afraid of painting. ¿?
yes very afraid of painting 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOYALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES 
JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
what is that a song? A MOVIE
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
  
What is the worst thing about getting older?
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May 26th, 2013. 21.00h // ee and Stratos and Smetnjak

Fine!
HEY!! SORRY FOR THE DELAY. FORGOT I AM IN A DIFFERENT TIME ZONE!CATCH UP, 
HI!
I will try to. Right.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
The theme to “The Neverending Story”,no big dogs. in an old lemon tree in an orchard would 
be nice.
Something very disturbing, very gipsy, yes... gipsy music... suddenly live... i mean... it sounds... 
but suddenly it’s not just sound... there are gipsies around. 100% happiness!
ok so a whole scene! any goats? of course... 
and maybe a big flying dog ? Edgar?
John Cage. 4’33. It sounds too arty, but since we are already far behind, so be it.

What is the game you like to play de most?
this one ¿? and also “the game of words” which is a kind of nerdy game I play with friends... 
or used to... based in language and pretending and faking and copying the other... copying like 
this? https://vimeo.com/66405803 but with words?no, trying to anticipate the other, trying to 
simulate being the other... or pretending being yourself making think the other it’s impossible 
you are act as yourself... it’s a game with a hidden or secret part and a public-sharing-
commenting-discussing part
I mostly like creating lives for people I see in the street. Today I saw a lady who used to be an 
acrobat. Now she’s a stay at home mum with a baby daughter and a small vegetable garden 
she loves to work in. I also saw a divorced man who has worked the same office job for 30 
years. He hates his life so started drinking, his drinking drove his wife away. He hates his life 
even more now and drinks constantly.... his pants don’t fit properly
that is nice... i mean, i miss playing with myself i guess when i read that... (i mean, Edgar’s last 
paragraph)...I’m sure no-one was thinking you meant the obvious sexual connotation which 
could be attributed to the comment :)also. i mean. this is a really basic writing (i mean mine)
We haven’t thought about games in a while. It is how we try to work, we guess. When you ask 
about games, we something child-like chrosses our minds. Not that there is anything wrong 
with that, as Seinfeld might have said. Yes, that is what i mean. playing with myself. i mean 
creating worlds like a child does. i miss that

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
Have never created a work or body of work but I do have the ability to make people smile, 
make people happy and I consider this a successful work. It’s ongoing.... i have problems with 
work. i mean, ok. that`s the last “i mean”. i mean, every project looked backwards it’s not a 
project (a work) but just a way of learning something often opposite to the facts that really have 
interest for you in pressent... it’s a pity or a complex thing or something weird but everywork 

on just gonna check wiki stormy weather,sick puppy,basket case
Thanks

Do you miss something in this interview?
Nope,just a little disconnect from time to time but hey thats the inet

We are gonna print a book with all the interviews that we are doing. 
Would you like your name appearing on it? 
I guess you mean my real name? that is probably not the best idea to reveal my identity, its a 
small world!
ok, so you stay with blackadder?Yup, my colleagues of the road will know who it is, but I 
doubt thay gonna read your book
we hope we can send you the book! and you can show it to your colleagues from the road
Thank you!
Thank you !
very much!
besos
:)
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If there is hate, it is ultimately in the name of love.it’s a sweet concept Why do you say “we”? 
Smetnjak is a collectivitycollective? A collective, yes. We try to escape the individuality ... we 
are basically an assamblage, hehe.fine!I was hoping Smetnjak was a schitzophrenic It is, but 
only one person can type at the time, so we are sorry if that doesn’t come through.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
this is the song someone wished for his first kiss
I was once told I was far too kind and giving, like a matyr. I think that’s a ridiculous thing to 
say to anyone. It was not meant in anyway to be a compliment but actually as a comment of 
derision.
I like this question wher there is a verb (say, what is said) and an adjetive. the weight or 
importance of the adjetive, cause it looks innocent, of corse “stupid” looks innocent, but it is 
not... how to take possition respect this adjetive... like in the past question with “work” (the 
verb and action, and the effect of the verb) and the adjetive “succesfull”... yes. like. stupid is 
such a difficult skill to improve, to gain... it should be a must on european education... other 
cultures have naturally integrated it time ago... anyway. the most stupid thing (and here i mean 
by stupid two things: offensive and impossible to consider, to understand as possible) is that “i 
don’t care”.
 
Where do you wan to go?
From here? We have no plan. Our only plan is no plan. Do you find that hard to achieve? Yes, 
actually you have to keep on struggling not to establish a pattern, so it is not easy.
It doesn’t matter, just away from here. I do love it here but after a year it’s time for the next 
chapter. I have no control on that thing, that is what i currently think about that... I find it hard 
to believe you have no choice at all in the matter, it may not be a nice choice, perhaps a great 
sacrfice but surely you have some control?

What kind of things do you paint?
We don’t paint at all. Sorry.
Dreams, i mean, in a phisiological meaning. and some weeks ago i also painted a body. it 
was just for a day... the body was alive, a girl. i have difficulties to carry on the projects i 
project. Painted a body on a canvas or painted someones body? no no, painting on a tiger a5 
notebook. tiger is the chinese muji, with a blue rotulador.?? marker thks
Walls, I like repainting my house but also anthropomorphized animals. Like a penguin smoking 
a cigar or a zebra playing soccer or a giraffe swimming in a bathing suit.... that sort of thingJust 
for myself....send things to friends, leave them in public places. It’s not something done for 
recognition.
Smetnjak, so you draw?
No, we don’t draw either. We are more into words. We mainly caption pics.
How does humor play into your art practice? 
As we are trying to stick to pop, we kind of have to make us of it. It is basically a part of this 
thing called spectacle, which are are trying to use as a tool. 

has a kind of success and failure inevitablemente inseparables. Anyway. I have problems with 
work and cannot imagine a kind of path or field or whatever that makes me feel i can develop 
with interest and love for decades... and that worry grows...
We are not exactly sure what you mean by successful. If we define success as popularity, 
which can be measured - let’s say by youtube viewcounts - then it should be the singing Žižek: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IveT0e0Vo84hahaha, that’s brilliant!! thanks!
Perhaps success can be a personal measure of something. not necessarily how many hits or 
how big an audience or how much money the piece has made. so the question is what means 
the most to us from the stuff we did? 
There is much of it that is really dear to us ... making such a choice is always sort of a sacrifice.
OUR HOSTS HAVE LOST CONNECTIONS BUT HAVE GIVEN THE NEXT 
QUESTION>>>>>> “ WHICH IS BETTER, OBSTACLE COURSES OR BOUNCE 
HOUSES”? y don’t urdenstand this question, is there any kind of game of language or it is just 
a lack on my language? I should have said bouncy castles.... like at a carnival.  
http://www.google.es/imgres?imgurl=http://funtimespartyrentaljohnsonfbi.com/images/large- 
deluxe-obstacle-course-bounce-house-a.gif&imgrefurl=http://funtimespartyrental.johnsonfbi.
com/dallas-inflatable-obstacle-course-rental.html&h=176&w=350&sz=23&tbnid=x_IuPuYV5v_
oJM:&tbnh=62&tbnw=124&zoom=1&usg=__-fIJz3OoYO1ll1bZz_1Ee1_H-0M=&docid=x0m
Oorkqja98bM&hl=es&sa=X&ei=RmmiUcyRNoWP7Aa79oCACQ&ved=0CDsQ9QEwAw&du
r=7494 got it! both are better together. it’s a kind of plastic hunger!that’s a great idea, I wanna 
do this.thanks. maybe it’s also caused by a kind of lack of language (mine... i often puntualize 
when i refer to myself cause my lack of language makes me think i can become offensive 
inconcioussly, and i don’t really wanna do it). lack of lunguage, hunger of plastic.I don’t think 
you need worry about being offensive, your attitude comes through in your writing even if you 
writing isn’t classically written. I like your writing style.  
Fine! Everybody needs community recognition. Well. Not everybody, but plenty. I do.
Bouncy, bouncy! Oh, such a good time.
I love bouncy castles but an obstacle course offers so much more, I have to say obstacle 
course as it can have never ending types of challenges and fun.
What is an obstacle course?
Obstacle course like a series of challenges on a course. could be jumping, swimming, 
climbing, trivia... usually they are physical. like in the army where they are training.
We will stick with the bouncy castles. Obstacle course sounds too physically demanding haha 
:) I think they usually are but in my experience so are bouncy castles. I’m always exhausted 
when I have finished playing in one and I’m often bruised and battered. We have kind of 
exhausted this question, hahaha. 
I know but our hosts aren’t back online yet.

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
a good question for such a stupid moment maybe like it
We have been called haters on a few different occasions. We are not sure that this is the most 
stupid thing, but it is something that we don’t aspire to. Hate, we mean. At least not per se. 
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Do you feel empowered by communities?
We try to. It is something to work on, we think. We believe that it is important that communities 
don’t strive to achieve some kind of consensus. Of course. They should be connected through 
dissimilarity to be empowering, we think. Ecosystemic thinking. Agree. What is ecosystemic 
thinking? Is a rough expression to say that we live in the same space, where ther are multiple 
conections, but the living reality (i mean: “what survives”) are not the elements (which have 
may deals, friendship, but also conflicts) but the whole system... in that sense it’s basic tomake 
visible these dynamics, to empower every voice... not to have an agreement with everybody but 
to know each other and recognize each other... (did i explain myself?) yes, but we think it is a 
rather complex topic. Sure, that’s why “and” invited us! (well... i don’t know why “and” invited 
us ... i confess) you are good at guessing.Let’s face it, community can be wonderful but finding 
the right community is the challenge. Finding and changing is also a difficult challenge (to put 
together)yes but if you find the right community that willingness or want to change comes with 
it. 
I watched this documentary on ecosystems and communities - how ecosystems are not 
closed - I will try to find a link - can’t find it. Mostly the opposite. Unpowered? But sometimes it 
happens (and then it’s fine)
“ Fine! Everybody needs community recognition. Well. Not everybody, but plenty. I do.” Yes 
this is a complex stuff. Probably connected with self-esteem... This collective experiences are 
always great to feel the importance of empathy with communities... or people... or some people
I feel empowered when I am amongst or within a community but not in any way a part of that 
community. Makes me feel like an individual, I have a mind of my own, my own strength and 
ideas, ideals.

What is the worst thing about getting older?
Seeing people I love who were my age when I was a child now getting so old they make a 
grunting noise each time they get in or out of a chair, they get up in the middle of the night 
to go to the toilet, they get a big scare from a big noise etc... I don’t like seeing people I love 
becoming so aged.
You know what is pretty bad? Parents who still treat you like a kid. They cannot get it out 
of their system. I  know what you mean, it’s annoying but it’s also very nice The thing is that 
they won’t let you grow up, which is in itself impossible these days. So they kind of keep on 
sabotaging you with their love. They have the best intentions, and yet, they keep on making a 
child out of you, someone dependant on them.Give them a grandchild then they will move on to 
let you grow and dote their love on the child....haha
green?

DONT SABOTAGE WITH YOUR LOVE!  DO!! [PARENTS!] 
“don’t sabotage with your love” is a great idea, and structure, and sound, and sentence, and 
i’m sure it will become soon a super performance hit. and ten years later a kind of mainstream 
performance hit. 
we can do a choreography for it, we actually have already appropriate it we actually have 

I have the answer for “where you wanna go” question. i wanna go to humor. in my art practise 
i recently discovered myself as perfomer, it’s not humor, it is true. and it was funny. Could you 
say why was funny?yes. i was sure you would ask me for that. Are you clairvoyant? you are 
making me use wordreference very often! flamboyant http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
gYW6V4UrIo I said that it was funny but i really mean it was an experience close to humor, for 
sure for me, and i guess also for the people who lived it (they laughed sometimes). I mean in 
this case a kind of humor that works as a kind of mirror amplifying reality...  what do you think 
about marina abramovivic joke down there?sorry if i cut your train 
I don’t have any art practice Really? Well, we don’t consider what we do art either, but it is 
a practice of some sort, a way of producing. Mine isn’t that. Mine is just how I live my life. I 
would have to say my life is an art project if that is the case but I don’t want to define my world 
like that... it’s just my life and how I live it. Life as a work of art, you say? If I have ever created 
anything that is it in which case every day is a showing and each moment is poignant. We 
prefer to remain more private. We do work that is work. It does not have a face. We do have a 
facebook profile, though, haha.

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Are they the only choices, either you lead or you are led?. I guess I go for a solo piece where I 
am both.      
Woody Allen:  Yes, yes. I’d  rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or  Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to  be great.  Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Thanks! We will subscribe to this. Great answer.

“Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept.”

Got any good jokes?
Why was the cow nominated for a Nobel prize? Because he was out-standing in his field!! 
I have a specially terrible memory for jokes... I liked to do telephonic jokes, specially on 
birthdays... specially to a friend from barcelona... once i called him to his office when he 
worked for an architecture firm telling him i was calling from his university, cancelling his 
degree because of a fraud... wow that’s mean, funny but mean. no, here time is important... 
time yes, not long enough such as the whole fact can be considered mean... really... i would 
like to be mean, but in this case i think it’s not enoughI understand! timing is the key -location 
joke as in, you had to be there. 
We have a friend that received a call from friedrich nietzsche the day of her 18 birthday.She 
also got a transportable pole.
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Tell me about the character you play
Character? Right now we play a character of somebody who is struggling with words, trying 
to properly articulate our thoughts, and feeling like failing at it all the time. But we will keep 
on trying.you are not failiing at all, stop deleting some of those instinctive comments, they 
are wonderful. thank you, but we still feel there has to be some censuring. we don’t want 
to expose you to the first things that pops into our heads. we don’t want to give you such 
laziness. That is the thing of articulation on spot. You have to put it out immediately and it stays 
there. In the times where there is so much verbal diarreha (what a unpleasant formulation - you 
see? this is what we are talking about), one should maybe try to avoid it, no? We don’t know.
Sometimes the first thought is the most important true. but often it isnt. we feel that we should 
put a bit effort into what we give away from us. out of respect to the others. usually. but this 
is a format that is based on forming assemblages, no? the apparalel  evolution of thought. 
the deleuzian AND. so we will stop with this moralising and just try to go with the flow. what 
is next?expressing doubts can be “healthy” i guess We are just trying to say something, but 
under the pressure of saying something, we feel like we are saying nothing. But now we will 
really stop with this self-conscious mambo jumbo.Smetnjak you are making me laugh Thanks, 
we guess.
I really want to learn. I care.Is that the character you play? A caring one? Caring about being 
here. existing? 
I should answer this, the character I play is quite basic. Live life and do whatever you desire so 
long as what you do does not cause pain on another either emotionally or physically.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best. Explain.
What is a lazy river?I assume they mean do you like a lot of turmoil in your life or smooth 
sailing... mixing metaphors now.
O:  This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped  peacefully. Lazy rivers are 
the best at a bend, with a little sandy  beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist. Yes. AND is best and true.
Thanks for translating. We will go with the Aristotelian version of virtue (balance), but lets make 
it a bit less boring - let’s make it a balance of extremes and not the golden middle. We haven’t 
really thought about this, but it sounds ok. It sounds like a manic depression actually.
For me lazy rivers are by far the best but somewhere along the river there need to be some 
rapids, some cascades, a waterfall... then back to the slow flowing lazy river.
I miss green.green.green.
I think metaphores are good to express what has no name... but contemporary the use of 
metaphore is retorical: not used to go further but to stay confortable.

already appropriate it for our AND! i’m currently a perfomer. deal.DEAL.deal
What can you do if someone sabotages you with love? 
I have never been sabotaged with love. In my experience it’s never been anything Dbut pure.
What is the good thing about it?
it’s the same. life is a really good designed product. i’m satisfied with the purchase i did in last 
chapter... the balance is fine. About what?
What can you do if someone sabotages you with love?                                                                                                                                            
                                     
                                                                                                                                                      
          aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaA<
                                                                                                                                                      
          sorry moving my compurter !!this is the hardest question, cause first of all, a person who 
is able to sabotage you with love means that already is located in a love possition, which is per 
se a big-topicIf you have been sabotaged by love it sounds to me like there is some internal 
conflict.c
We were talking about parental love here, which is a particular kind of love. It is not a romantic 
love. Anyway, parents are still trying their best to provide you with safety, which can be kind 
of violent. Do you think that safety can be violence?Family is violence! It puts the idea of the 
“other” in a jerarchical structure... it’s against human rights even,,, it’s mafia spirit, which is 
selfish, i mean, it builds up a concrete kind of ecosystem.can family be a non-hierarchical 
ecosytem? [im throwing tabacco to [and] trough the window - imagine that] i  don’t mean 
internal hierarchy, but it means a way of understanding the world hierarchical: inside and 
outside (the family) ok yeah
Absolutely not, My parents constantly try to provide for me but I just say no, I’m fine however 
the fact that they are there in that position with that love gives me the opportunity to fly as 
high as I want and they are always there in case something goes wrong. They are a golden 
parachute for which my feet may never touch the ground.
Have you ever considered that this parachute kind of kills the intensity of your life? Whatever 
you do, you are safe. That is not how we want to play out our lives. But they are still standing 
behind our backs with the best of their intentions. 
For me it provides nothing but opportunity. It allows me to wander into the world and 
experience what I may otherwise never dare to do. 
Parents are great, but when they are trying to get meaning from their parenting, they are just 
selfish. We are talking here about the “late parenting”, obviously.
Sounds like we have had very different experiences... I can understand your point of view but 
can’t put myself in your shoes.
Imagine you have a father like this man http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mohoSoHrPoU
So what is the good thing about getting older...
I don’t speak spanish but my father has a moustache just like his. It’s about creation and 
enterpreneurship and moustaches. And parents.tarataattaa papapata un grand projecto
Drama?
No, not really. Drama is rarely the source of the real trauma. Haha. We talk in ryhmes now.
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yes. silly thing to say, right?first explain what does pious means that i can say if its silly haha 
showing deep respect (but it has a more religious meaning as well - as in strongly devoted)i 
dont feel so pious at the moment we were not saying that anyone should feel like that. but we 

can imagine a situation, where the person that i can imagine as wellcool :) so we are making 
at least a bit sense with this interviewer/interviewee babling? when we say we, we mean 
smetnjak. we are not trying to doubt your sense-making. It makes lot of sense.
I think it would be fun to interview someone with a huge Napoleon complex, someone who 
believes they are a god amongst men, a genius and ought to be treated like one. I think that 
would be fun.I guess if you want to simplify it... passed close relatives I never knew as well, I’m 
with Green on this.
I think i’m beginning a project to interview myself, i gotta find a way to plan an interview and 
a way to receive it when i will have forgotten that i had had this idea...You will indeed have 
to forget it before you can interview yourself. Perhaps it could be like those choose your own 
adventure books where each response will lead you to the next question which is already 
predetermined by the previous one. Did you ever read those? Yes! I picked them form my 
neighbour’s Javi... most of them adventures such as dungeons and dragons..haha, yep exactly. 
But the concept can be applied to an interview.

Do you want to ask a question?
how do you feel, AND? and S and EvW?cant think of any at the moment. sorry.
Just in general? about this... the last 2’5 hours...It’s been very enjoyable, I’d just be reading a 
book, watching a movie or listening to music otherwise so this has been a wonderful way to 
pass time.

in love in love with what? 2’5h of total not zizek’s idea of love? the third one? what is the 
third one? i meant love as evil -- I like that you bring love and family up with these concepts 
green but do you actually subscribe to them? no! but i feel conflict between the economical 
structures family implies, the affective structure and the consideration of the others as equals... 
i mean, family is a complex and efficient context where to understand “love” but also to limit it.I 
like that last comment, I agree it does need to have a limit
When we said the thing about the love that sabotages, we didnt mean anything like this. It must 
be hard to live your life believing this (that love is evil). We don’t like to think of the other as he 
does - like some deeply traumatic abyss. One can understand where this psychoanalitic theory 
is coming from (the other as radical, competely inaccessible I don’t think Zizek truly believes it 
either, he often contradicts himself. we don’t know. but you are right - it is hard to keep track of 
him.

When AND proposed this kind of praxis, were inicially interested about visuallizing conflict 
between unknown-between people? seducted by colective-PAD coreography? interested in 
cancelling the distance between interviewers and interviewed? Or? ands
I miss yellow
this colective-pad coreography is definatelly sth that we find ourselves attracted to. and aslo 

What comes after irony?
What comes before irony?
wow... before or after irony it’s the same isn’t it.We adjust to new conditions, new discoveries, 
We are pliable. Love need not be a command nor faith a dictum. It makes sense to learn and 
then unlearn the teachings of the state, church and education system. We are here to drink 
beer and wine, kill war, laugh at the odds and live our lives so well that death will tremble to 
take us... before or after irony.
We are not really familiar with the space in which we are moving - we are not even sure if it is 
temporal or geographical. Irony ryhmes with Bartleby. No, not really.
some south african punk said - what comes after irony? Fuck you.
CA: Irony it’s never the end.  It’s always the beginning. that’s the cool thing about her. I like her.  
Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.
irony is a tool. to destroy, to build up, to empower, to have fun... after and before irony 
comes the capacity of listening the other carefully. (i mean, irony without empathy is in fact 
desactivated even if can produce big effects)I don’t think irony is so bad Neither do I, I don’t 
use it often myself but I enjoy others who do.

we only have a few questions left but we dont want to leave you

Is there someone you would like to interview?
Is this a question like “who would I invite to my fantasy dinner party, anyone living or dead?”
dead people, like my grandfather i never met... and people lived before...
interviewing is a dificult task... it ..  it,,, is difficult if you are far from the person you want to 
interview... i mean, to arrive to sombody deeply you gotta know’im... but at the same time ... i 
mean, there is a conflict... i mean... how can i imagine that i can interview... luis buñuel... it’s 
absurd... so my grandfather is ok... in order to go step by step... i receantly began interviewing 
my father, starting on his retirement day... Big time. 
There are many people we would like to interview, but we prefer to say we would like to talk to 
them.agree Here we are assuming that the people we would like to talk to would not demand 
the position of the interviewee. It would be a bit of a turn-off, if they would. But on the other 
hand, you cannot approach someone like (we will insert and example later) and ... Interview 
is just the name of the protocol, we guess. It someone insists on this protocol, then this says 
something about them. But we are sure that one can somehow justify this insistance. In other 
words, we would want to make a general rule out of talking. That... Emmmmm... For instance... 
this is a great interview where the roles and power dynamics are reversible... nobody assumes 
a positon?  i mean we can change the structure... i can make a question to everybody... etc... 
yes, sure. we weren’t talking about this particular interview. but it is true that interview usually 
presupposes that interviewee is in a position that is somehow superior, no? that presupposition 
is contra-natura... but in fact, its naturally assumed you can always change the structure of an 
interview. I recently went for an interview at the Church of scientology... just for fun. I think I 
learned more about the girl interviewing me then she did of me. yes, sure. perhaps it is pious 
to put yourself in the position of the interviewer. perhaps not. we dont know.pious? hehe. 
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lovely sleeping
DONT SABOTAGE WITH YOUR LOVE!

inviting others to be sexy sexy? like hell
sexy in a way of non concret concretness, which is very very sexy. 

I like the structure, have never used it before and it’s great that you can go back and add to 
already written things.

somebody has a soundtrack proposition?
4’33?
Yes. It is the ultimate tune. Haha, tune.

What do you want to do next?
What are you gonna do next?
We are eating chocolate right now. after this I’m going to listen to Angus and Julia Stone and 
paint another layer of yellow on my living room walls. 
I’m gonna study english. one more time.please green, your English is wonderful.deal.
I’m going to bed. Classic n lovely sleeping. how is that classic? very

Do you feel like finishing?
We will have to leave you soon. Sorry. But thanks so much for inviting us. It was fun. Hope it 
was fun for you too.
I enjoyed a lot, thanks everyone for the invite and the conversation.
iT WAS !
Thank you Smetnjak, Edgar and and
you are all great advisors ! i would love to know about this stuff becoming advice/s! We’ll keep 
you updated.yes! happy to get you interested 
hahaha
goodnight !!!!
night everyone.

practical question:
this will be printed in a book we are gonna publish. What name do you want to have next to 
your answers? 
Nietzsche! if you change your mind let me know. OK. I’ve done it. 
e :) ee
e it’s ok. Deal.Double Deal
Thanks.
just use my name, no pseudonyms. just Stratos.Dealok
Superlike!megalike! Bye. Mua.mua
good good sexy..
thanks again
yes.
bbyeye!!
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and position you ships: 2 of 2, 2 of 3, 1 of 4, 1 of 5 squares 
then you play in the chat window ?
ok
ok I’m ready
me too

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
hm. that i went in the cab wtih an australian canoe driver (? - i don’t know how to put it 
properly) i think we all understand 
That I’m useless

Which is better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle courses, if you don’t have to go through them backwards
Obstacle courses if you give them everything. It’s too tempting to walk round the wall

Got any good jokes?
recently i only like one joke about serbian -bulgarian border, but it can’t really be translated
I’m awful at remembering jokes. I was tempted to look one up, But I won’t.
No jokes for you, my friend!

CA: Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): 
Hey Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just  
being mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh  forget it, you are not 
familiar with this concept. haha!
JB:  A guy meets a friend. He says, “Wow man, yesterday at a family dinner I  made a terrible 
slip of the toungue. Instead of saying to my mother  ‘would you please hand me the salt’ I said 
‘you ruined my life you  bitch.’”
boom boom

LP: How does humor play into your art practice?
I don’t think it plays a huge part. Maybe I’m too earnest. Meeting Place was absurd and 
produced laughs (I think it’s easy to have amusing moments in dance because of the 
physicality) but humour isn’t part of my practice. I have wit though and would like to find ways 
to harness it because I think it’s a pretty powerful thing.
i do theatre sports in my free time and i feel frustrated by the humor i have to produce there. 
sometimes. 
 

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Generally no. Quite the opposite. I feel threatened by the way that communities police 
their borders.For example in the UK in the ast week there have been demonstrations and 

May 30th, 2013. 11.00h // Zala and HM

Hi!
What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
I don’t have a quick answer to this. There was a song playing during my first kiss maybe - it 
was in a disco. Or maybe just after the disco. I wonder if it would have been better with a song 
I knew at the time, but looking back I only liked bad music or music that wouldn’t have made 
for a better experience or a better memory (at least not better from where I am now). I wonder 
if it could be a song from now. I think most of all I wish it was a song that I’d never hear of 
before and maybe one that I never heard again. It’s like when you stumble across a film on TV 
that you know nothing about (I did this with Breakfast at Tiffany’s) and that you enjoy with no 
context and no knowledge of whether it’s thought of as a great work or not. So a song that she 
played and that I didn’t know but that was just perfect.
Siddharta: Na soncu (haha)
It wasn’t playing back then but this stage of my life could be characterized by this stupid song.
What is the game you like to play the most?
Boggle and any board game in which I have a good chance of winning against an equal 
opponent
Pictionary. I like drawing (and I’m good at it) and I love to see the efficiency of information, how 
people extract the important elements from a concept in order for it to be understood. I really 
love Pictionary actually. 
I like pictionary as well.
We should play some time
Let’s!

What do you think is your most successful work and why?
hm. probably some of the work I’ve done for school projects and of course Park Tabor, 
it’s a small park in Ljubljana and we are trying to revitalize it with prostoRož, an association 
concerned with public spaces. However i must admit that I feel more successful when I beat 
someone in a board game.
A duet ‘Meeting Place’ I did with Martine Painter. It was my, our, first serious work and we 
poured so much into. We learnt about ourselves and each other in our making. We really spent 
a lot of time making it, and marketing it (which we saw as part of the process). It went far (on 
a very small scale) - we showed it a few times, turned it into a few workshops etc. It got some 
good reactions but it’s success came from this effort, love and maybe most of al fun that we 
both put into it. It was a complete activity.

Shall we play ship battle during this interview? 
If you wish, I can occupy myself with people in the office as well.
OK, but I’ll need to set up a board
HAHA, you can just draw it on a piece of paper. 
so we propose you both draw your battlefields 8x8, llines are numbers columns are letters.
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What are you gonna do next?
SA: I have no idea. I love that. I’m happiest when I’m not in control. I  think too much to be in 
control. Putting my pants on is the last  decision I make. I’m wearing blue shorts, by the way.
I will work and after I finish I will chill. I hope that I don’t have to start working anytime soon 
again - hopefully never, haha!
Take a shower. Get dressed. Leave my girlfriend’s house. Get the train home buying a coffee  
on the way. Get home. Go to the post office. Fill out an application.
you’re male! i thought you are female all the time.
I’d like to do something today that I can’t predict though

Where do you want to go?
I don’t have to go far, but I could go ... All to soon I’ll have to return to work. When do we 
finish? (sorry)
dont worry - we finish soon - in case you have to leave before, just tell us ! ok.
Somewhere hot. Somewhere cold. Somewhere beautiful. Somewhere difficult. Somewhere 
with other people 

Drama?
Yes! Even when I have to produce it artificially, i need some.
Only my own

What is the worst thing about getting older?
that people you love start disappearing. (That sound corny but it’s true.)
Physical limitations. Existential limitations. Maybe this isn’t a bad thing. To realise things don’t 
just go up and down and bounce back but things are irreversible. Decisions for example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
this is the song someone wished for his first kiss 

Is there anything good about it?
      There are good sides.Not many, but one of them is probably the fact that you can develop 
patience. That’s a pretty important thing to have.
Confidence, perspective, knowing things (writing from age 37)

What comes after irony?
Personal sincerity. I think it’s the only ethical place left to speak from.
Unaffected individuals

what comes after irony?
love. what comes after irony? fuck you. 
what comes after irony? 
I don’t think irony is so bad 
Neither do I Me neither
I don’t use it often myself but I enjoy others who do.

discussions about terrorism, the far right, Islam, what it means to be British etc.  

But perhaps this is because I am in a position of privelidge at the moment where things have 
been ok - or at least felt ok - without feeling or needing to participate in a community. At least 
not in a community of geography or identity. That said I have found that dance offers a very 
rewarding sense of community. The 
I generally feel empowered by the communities and society in general, but not from certain 
individuals, at least in the recent time. that’s how I imagine community as part of my work. As 
I studied sociology, I really got into the relationship between the community/society and the 
individual, it’s a really interesting relationship, quite painful for the individual that’s growing up, 
according to freud and the ones that followed his thought.
HM it’s impossible not to participate in a community, in my oppinion
I’ll have to think about that. I think it’s easy in a city to have things, traditionally provided by a 
community, without a community.
true. however we have new strategies of inventing (imagining) communities, and they serve the 
same psychological and social goals as did the ones in the “good old times”

DM: And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
i cannot answer to this question ..Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. 
But that’s something   that I  don’t have the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  
unless you really are great at them. If you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or Bud Powell or 
Louis Armstrong... I mean, you really have to be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Right now, if I had to chose I think I’d rather be a composer (in the broad sense rather than 
specifically music?). But I can imagine wanting to be a performer later in my life. Maybe  not 
much later. But now maybe it’s the desire to shape the world on a larger scale, rather than 
have the humility to accept that I can only shape mys... actually that’s bollocks. Our own bodies 
are no more in our control than an orchestra or a group of dancers. Ha I’m talking about 
control a lot. SA: I have no idea. I love that. I’m happiest when I’m not in control. I  think too 
much to be in control. Putting my pants on is the last  decision I make. I’m wearing blue shorts, 
by the way.  But for me it is entirely about engaging, feeling, shaping the world. Whether that is 
through my body or social structures. That is what it is to live.
in this sense I feel like a composer too, from time to time

Tell me about the character you play.
I try to play - no, I don’t try to play, but I play different characters in different environments, 
I guess. I am the kind of person that can modify her behaviour according to the current 
conditions. I can’t decide yet whether that’s a good or a bad thing.
They are all characters. There is no ‘real’ me. Or at least the characters aren’t a ‘false’ me 
well put.
Thanks. Maybe I’m avoid answering directly. I’m trying to play the wise philsophical character 
right now
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Have a good day, Bye!
You too, Bye

Is there somebody you would like to interview?
I would like to .....  but I don’t want to force anyone into it. I would rather see they say to me 
“Hey, let’s talk.” That’s the way i want to do it.You. Everyone I know well
Did you feel forced to take part in this interview?
No, I was honoured in a way.
Me too. I was intrigued by what it might invovle and excited to work with ‘and’ in some small 
way. And flattered

What is the first question you would ask?
I would rather listen first
What is the most important thing on your mind right now?
wow, thats a difficult one:) do you want to answer it?
Yes, for me it’s quite simple: get everything done before 17:00. i don’t like this thought, but it’s 
the one on my mind.
Right now it’s to finish an unresolved conversation with my girlfriend. But one that can’t quickly 
be resolved.
Also, I’m thinking where you’ve put your ships, HM. Ha!
OK. Thanks so much for taking time and spending it with us on this interview!
You’ve been great. 
Thanks a lot!!
Thank you both
Thank you all
What is the game status?
i can’t find both of his 2-square vessels. 

practical question:
this interview will be printed in a book we are gonna publish. 
What name do you want to have next to your answers?
it can be zula, or Zala
Yeah call me Zula too :-)
haha
Seriously, it’s up to you guys. Happy with Hamish but maybe it makes more sense (e.g. with 
gender confusion) to use HM? totally your( hamish how do you write) decision?decision. OK 
then Hamish is fine OK
Now I have to go. You can decide for my name. 
Thanks again!
Srecno!! :)yeS thanks!! HVALA!
Thanks Zula, Nina, Esther
good thanks! we keep in touch !
See you for pictionary one day x
yes I still have your keys ! ill come by one day!
I’ll do pictionary too, online!
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May 16th, 2013. 12.00h // C.A. and O.T.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Eu vi este povo a lutar, José Mário Branco 
The Red Elvises  - Siberia

What is the game you like to play the most?
The logic game. This one that we use objects without talking and we move them and the 
person or persons(persons doesn’t exist, ha ha ha)peolpe has(fuck) have(!!) to guess the 
logic of what you are doing. The last time I played it it was last week and it was with rubber 
animals, small ones. Tigers and hipos and a small human baby that no one really used. 
And it was a bit boring because people were not creating logics with the body. And as you 
know I’m into coreography so then i like bodies in movement(ha ha ha, how sweet is irony)
Any game in the dark or with closed eyes, when you do not see who has won until the 
moment you take away the cover from your eyes. And one that has clear rules, that 
everybody should follow, doesn’t matter how logic or unlogical they are.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm9_1v-1eKc 
This is the kind of music we figured our previous intervieuwee would listen during his first 
kiss. what a soundscape. :D soon i’ll have to pee. 

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I do 
not want to think about success. Maybe better to think about failure(I had to check in The 
World Wide Web how to write failure, thanks god for the Internet) 
My first lunch lecture performance, since it was made in a completely new environment and 
didn’t mean to be a successful work.

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
The ones that I say everyday. I’m so eggocentric, lord. Let me think. I think i remember 
better the nice ones, like: you are beautiful, ah so beautiful and coordinated and creative 
and polite and diplomate and correct and intelligent. And sometimes also you look like a 
robot and then i blush. It’s the ultimate compliment. 
I had too many, I don’t know which to choose. May be one I get after the performances, 
when instead of critic or what ever regarding the piece,you get something like you are so 
beautiful on the stage, your body is so flexible and you have a blue eyes and yes, I forgot the 
hair. Or I was looking at your breast. And the most often one - you seem to be out of space.
This is my favourite one.

Which are better, obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle houses or courses bounce . obstacle bounce or courses houses. i got confused 
already. And now I can’t do more combinations. 
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I like humor and the last time that I saw humor SHE told me that she also liked me. We have 
this on going relationship, it’s cool, open and free. 

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Excerpt from the knife interview.

I’m getting the impression that while most people think of The Knife as Karin and Olof, you 
think of The Knife as a collective that includes everyone here today - and others…
OD: The Knife at the moment is this project.

So you don’t consider The Knife a duo?
KDA: Not now. Now we’re on tour and now we look this way, this is what we are now.

and

To me, it fit in with some of the ideas you explore on the album about privilege - it was as if 
you and Olof were trying to lose your privilege as performers, to erase it.

KDA: In this process, everyone on the stage is doing the show together. Everybody dances, 
everybody plays instruments. All of us. It’s the most logical way of doing it. [Laughs.]

Halla Ólafsdóttir: And it’s not only about The Knife specifically. It’s a proposal of the 
transformation of roles and playing with hierarchies. Not just hierarchies between people and 
their identities, but between the art forms - between dance and sound.

Olof Dreijer: Each person in the whole crew - it’s their show. The light people, it’s their show. 
The sound crew, it’s their show. It’s a big collective, a big group having fun together. We 
want to communicate that to the audience.

Fuck yeah. to lose privilege as performers, to erase it. 
hey but know i’m thinking...it’s also very trendy this whole idea about communities at the 
moment, no? A little bit. just thinking public pad, just thinking.....it’s interesting because from 
communities we went to the glorification of the individual, the persona and capitalism and 
NOW we come back. 

Communities? I associate it with Communists, Olympic games, European union, United 
states and etc. And yeah ....... I’m not a really part of it. Or sometimes I am, when I need to 
accumulate the energy. The masses are the power supply, which is good from time to time 
to connect to. But the most important thing is to learn to love solitude, to be more alone with 
yourselves.
 
go communists!!!!go communists!!!go comunism!!!!Russian power!!!!!fuck yeah!!sorry....got 

Do you mean bouncing horses? I’ll choose horses.

Where do you want to go?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyANFcnrM8I
youtube collaboration:
Vanessa Rumrey 3 weeks ago
I sing this song whenever I’m trying to find something important like my phone.?
I want to go to India or back to Africa. I go to google to find the image of the exact place
may be to check underwater caves.
you wont be able to share it with us though - at least not now 

Got any good jokes?
no, but i will look for it in the WorldWideWeb ok? okcan i put images in this public pad? not 
possible, sorry!:( :( oh oh oh.ok
Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept. 
MAybe it could also be Dance instead of Performance art. But in reality i prefer Performance 
art. So let’s keep it like that. Or what do you think? In between Performance art, Dance 
and Coreography?formance art. So let’s keep it like that. Or what do you think? In between 
Performance art, Dance and Coreography?heyyyyyyyyyyy!!!!! performance art - its the only 
serious one from them all -P. ART , thats great that we agree, public pad.i was thinking about 
another one.(you already know this one)
P.a.r.t.s is walking in Amsterdam, through the canals and suddenly she sees SNDO. They look 
into each other eyes and SNDO blushes.
 Am I being censored?????? No, its a touching one, thats what I wanted to write !:)
Jokes... I like ones that is really popular in Russian facebook right now, it’s a postcards with an 
image in a style of 60s and the inscription (something like) 
  - Nationality?
  - Russian
  - Occupation?
  - No, no, just visiting.
  Or another one:
Everybody walks on the spike of the razor  today. Somebody is taking cocaine, others are 
killing the people. I’m extracting the usb stick unsafely.

How does humor play into your art practice?
C., so humour doesnt play a role in your art practice? I’m going, i’m going.I’m finishing the 
question before. hold your horses public pad:D 
We spend 50% of our rehearsing time laughting like crazy. So I would say it’s a part of my 
practice.
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very clever crazy digital monster, very clever. 
No, I don’t know. For sure... There is always something good and something bad.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
I really like this question. a lot. <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 digital hearts for you digital monster
True. I believe in everything. I’m very naive.

Tell me about the character you play. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL 
WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES 
JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK 
AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
haha it’s a russian secret agent, very naive girl... you know. 

Who do you think is the other person answering?
I think it’s Olga, but i’m not sure. 
I think it’s Clara, but I’m not sure.

What comes after irony?
everything, that actually you really want to talk about, but can not without irony.
Irony it’s never the end. It’s always the beginning. that’s the cool thing about her. I like her. 
Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.

What are you gonna do next?
I think I want to do some reenactments of virtual performances from Eva and Franco Mattes. 
to go to school and to test new rails I hanged in 609. I hope my frame is going to slide 
smoothly

Thank you very much for your time?
that will be paid. Thanks for your engagement.
Pay me with loveright on!

excited
haha I knew Clara is here. I felt it)hi hi hi 
I also want to go to Portugal. I just found an amazing picture of the hills and the sea. 

We lately enjoy listening to this song, very much. We are listening now.:)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAI41u20at4
ok, i will listen, I was listenning to the other where do you go hi hi hi uauuuu, great tune:) 
music, song, high five public pad. you crazy digital monster with good taste!!! Listen it for a 
second time, it’s addictive.i was already planning to do it. 
you can only hear that question so many times :)

Drama?
hell yeah. Like Agrado from Almodovar. Better then Drama or dramatic for me it’s to be 
FOLKLORICA. Probably it doesn’t exist in english...it’s a spanish word.i don’t know if it’s 
written like this Folklorica. Public pad? but it’s well written? 
we like the word 
we also like leather pants of Agrado ! On that tailored body:) but do we write Folklorica like 
this? yes yesI will role a cigarette thinking about being folklorica do that while watching 
folklorica again:
https://vimeo.com/45181021 its exactly this that i was talking about public pad. cool. 
I also feel. 
It’s present, always with me. you know. And I want everybody to feel it. like Clara now feels it.

What kind of things do you paint?
I don’t paint so much but normally it’s kind of funny looking things. And now i’m using this 
photoshop brush to do art (art hi hi hi). It’s a nice brush very intelligent and supportive. And i 
also use google to do things. Google as the canvas and photoshop as the brush. Facebook as 
the canvas.
Olga, what kind of things do you paint? or, do you paint?
I know Im late with answering, Im still in a previous one
I paint walls and also ceiling, usually into white colour in different houses of my friends. And 
also I painted hand made car for my old piece into red and yes the frame ( I did it with 10 
layers and you can still see that its a wooden one ,ehh ). I like oil paints. 

More publis pad!!more. I have obbligations with a bigger context, callled SNDO

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
don’t know, not there yet. never experienced it. when it happens i came back to you. 
You can not jump for the really long time, Robert said it’s hard. hi hi hi 

Is there anything good about it?
C., I guess then you also have to come back to us on that !
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May 16th, 2013. 16.00h // r.s. and VJR

What song do you wish would have playing during your first kiss?
body party CIARA
this girl is on fire alicia keys

What is the game you like to play the most?
the hunger games
hide and seek

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm9_1v-1eKc 
This is the kind of music we figured our previous intervieuwee would listen during his first kiss
that’s a very wet kiss
What do you feel is your most succesful work and why?
It is your hands stupid, a solo for a gallery, because it was totally made by intuition and i 
gathered a lot of courage just to show it
I would have to say the most succesfull work is Kein applaus fur scheisse bc it has been 
touring so long and it was the first somehow it was very organic, without expectation. Very 
much related to necesity. (<--?) and still people connect to it. 
Would you connect with this that was answered before?:
“Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I do not 
want to think about success”.
i have no idea, i was thinking what for me was succesful, not what was succesful in touring or 
getting good reviews. when i think of success in my work, i think about finding the right form, 
or attitude or surrender.
I feel I want to go to that point where I feel the friction, really physical, and then its like you can 
move on, from one plateau to the next, thats succes for me, breaking through that, but I think it 
can happen anywhere in the kitchen in the bedroom though performance, for me I focus more 
on the work it takes to do that then on the actual form succes might take. striving is a journey I 
am on not to be rewarded but bc its a reward. Im a very eager lover and I love food so I will try 
to make the most out of it haha, but as goes for many other 
things. passion. 

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
last week we did a show and the critique was that it was defying queer politic bc we looked 
too beautiful. thats the most recent thing I remember haha thats weird. 
let me think, buh difficult, that i am a dominant person, without me knowing it, an arrogant pig, 
but these are my words, i guess, i can’t remember, only that i felt such an agression towards 
my status as a white middle aged man in the position of a teacher
Did anyone ever called you an arrogant pig?

Where do you want to go?

we have a d_eal<3
it was a beautiful talk, that was amazingly distructed by one digital portugal robot.hi hi hi 
love you allROBOLUVroboluv is very good 
love you too
<3 <3 <3
check the bear on the tree clumbing for a men I posted in FB. <3FOR THE BEAR hahawill do
kisses to everybody!
go do your things with <3
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What’s good about it?
i feel much better in the body, i can enjoy laying in bed more, resting,i am more happy 
with how i look, shame is gone, and the older you get the sexuality becomes more sensual 
than orgastic,  what is a nice development, and you can remember all the nice things you 
experienced before, there is not so much eagerness anymore or fear that you will miss 
something.
In general it just feels good. I feel good with my age and stuff, its actually mostly good. 

Tell me about the character you play.
oef, the not knowing innocent, naive, but also stubborn kid next door, that suddenly 
appeared on places where people listen or look at him as something that could be interesting 
to follow. but this playing is not intentionally, it is sometimes how i perceive myself in 
relationship with others, and i can’t stop playing out my romantic side, especially when 
people are far away and the only contact is by email or skypechat.
there are many I try to break through it, and kind of level with what is going on with me, but I 
go throuhg stages of represantation before really arriving there. I think whatever I am playing 
im not really fooling anyone, I dont have clear intentions with my behaviour I just do... I act 
before thinking, so there isnt much control. When I just meet someone I wanne have sex 
with I play a bit, I tend to be more calm, grounded but then again not always, yeah I dunno. 
maybe im a schizo..

we are listening to this : http://www.youtube.com/
watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=UCmUhYSr-e4 
join us if you feel like

im not so into that song but I will give it a try ;)
i agree with vjr, but his voice is nice
true 
what song do you want to listen now?
well that one... 
i am happy with this
yeah some outside influance
always good, but than diamonds of rihanna ;) :( to old to rock and soul
we put it on !

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Im more composing then performing I think performing I do more out of a need to get across 
what I composed thouh Im not my own ideal performer.. 
i agree, when i am performing i am the whole time composing, i stay aware of what kind of 
form it generates

Brasil 
beirut

“Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept. “
I just went to see the concert of the knife and they brought contemporary dance to a 
big audience. marina made performance art popular. Fashion magazines art featruring 
performance artist, and art works, somehow relevent issues in art an are sipping through to 
mainstream culture, does that mean that performance art, art, dance, performance, needs to 
go further and away from what is picked up on by the popular culture, or does it mean that the 
ideals that have been promoted for so long by these forms and for  a  long time only valued by 
a few finally got caught on by a larger audience and it’s time for the artist to step out of their 
elite circle and share the work with a larger audience.Im really not sure.  
mainstream, who cares, i love mainstream popmusic, mainstream books, sometimes i just read 
popular books and movies, just to stay in touch with what is proposed as content nowadays.

Which are better, obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle courses, I love the challange, gravity.
i have no idea what bounce houses are, obstacles are always there

Got any good jokes?
To be or not to be, THATS NOT REALLY A QUESTION!
nope

How does humour play into your art practice?
i can not take myself so serious, so that makes me laugh already a lot during rehearsals, 
because  most of the time i take myself very serious when i work on something, i think it is 
already hilarious that i dance on stage.
Im not bust with humore when I work, Im quite serious which is suprising, to myself bc I would 
think I would be. The work itself is not that serious though. I dont know. I think when you do 
what you like it is fun (ny) I cant presume humor, im not a commedian or a clown. 

What is the worst thing about getting older?
Im right now still really happy with getting older, but it’s just the beginning. My grandmother 
told me knowledge doesnt come with age, life just keeps throwing shit at you and everytime 
again you have to figure out how to deal with it. Sometimes I think already know I feel I carry 
so much with me, and it will just add on.. seems heavy but at the same time you also carry the 
good stuff. I dont know. I can get superficial and worry about my body and my looks and my 
health but it’s too soon for that. You dont get the time back though, I will never be 16 again or 
19 and sometimes that can make me nostalgic. 
you get a little worried when you are at a party always the oldest person
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general how to put out an idea. painting is just so concrete to a point it almost frightens me. I 
like realistic paintings the most I guess that why I dont even try. 
i make drawings, and color them like a schoolkid, they are persons lost in lines

Why hunger games?
did you see the movie?
yes, twice in  a plane

Yes.we are checking the imdb for it also. 
it was so intence to the point where it just got so real to me. (I was respoding very loud to 
what happened on screen, people got upset) I was like yeah people can go crazy and then 
this shit can happen. but I like that they really had to survive. they where the choosen onces, 
there was really something at stake. 
it is a beautiful critic on nowadays entertainment and society

exactly
did you hear 
you can inscribe to go to mars, the dutch (same people who invented big brother) will send 
people to MARS (the planet) in 10 years, you can go there and live there in the new colony. 
but the thing is you can never come back bc of the gravity your bone structere will change 
and then you die when you come back to mars. it will be a reality show. I imagine in 100 
years from now we are all bored with ‘mars’ and we think they look weird with their soft 
bones and we are like. we gotta get rid of mars no one is watching that shit anymore and 
they will be like, pff lets destroy planet earth they are so primitive. 
would you inscribe yourself?
no way, i want to go to the mountains in the himalaya, when i want to go far away, or 
australia desert
no never, also they wouldnt take me, who would take a gay guy  to start a colony, no 
offspring..

What comes after irony?
pillow talk, just the relaxation of not being funny, or commenting, just saying things you want 
to say, share, or what comes in your mind
yeah from distance, to no distance at all!

Who do you think is the other person answering?
we already chat on another line with each other
yeah we are totally gossiping 

What is the last gossip that you have written to each other?
let me check, something about underwear and justin? 
haha yeah with a little ;)

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Yes and no, communities can also hold you back. it was revolutionary to persieve myself as a 
single entity for me, since I always associated myself with a community. but there needs to be 
a balance. It can be so so supportive, and it can freeze things. things always change and that 
change needs to be acknowledged and channeled. There are many different cummunities now 
traveling a lot, I find myself part of different ones, I see how they can also be very destructive, 
competition etc. But I do believe, individualism is not the way to go. Support, share, but not 
only with ‘your community’ though, in general. BRASIL 
yes, when i am in impulstanz and see how large the dance community is, but still we all 
manage to have different contacts with each other, i feel very embraced to the shared love for 
the profession, but i always feel somehow inside and outside every community at the same 
time, 

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
false, BORING! I like it rough haha 
i like wild rivers, i am afraid that lazy rivers are already too polluted
Brasil? Tell us more.
When I was in Brasil I would meet people and they would include me in their community 
immediatly.. I would be part of their social circle, there wasnt this seperation it seemed 
between  your ‘friends’ and the ones you just met, I would see people talk and be like ah but 
then they know eachother since long and they just met too. I think there is a lot of emphises 
on the social aspect of life. people stay alive. they might do their job but dont become it. its 
not like you ARE a waitress, you might be waiting tables though. I liked a lot also the audience 
there, who did not assume their role of audience, but I could really feel their presence as 
people, watching a show, which is a tough point to get at. I dont like to generlize usually, so 
it’s weird for me to talk like this, I dont think it’s something only people from brasil do. I think 
it has to do with a place, and what it offers, and the possibilities. Ofcourse everywhere value 
systems develop different bc there are different things at hand. So it’s good not to export or 
import them, just learn perhaps and be flexible to adapt to the situation you find yourself. But 
yes GLOBAL COMMUNITY lets break through ignorance and see how it’s all connected, not 
seperation
i like sao paolo a lot, people are very open and still very much themselves. 

r.s. how is to be inside and outside (community)?
i consider myself as part of the community, for instance as part of a dance community, but at 
the same time i feel that i also have other priorities, ideas, that makes me different,so i feel part 
(inside) i try to support the community, but i also feel independant and don’t want to have a 
fixed position in it, or even take teh community so serious, i laways have problems to fix myself 
in one idea, position, identity, community

What kind of things do you paint?
I really dont pain I dont manage to put on paper what I have in my head. thats a problem in 
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THANKS, it was great
THANKS, it was great
We will send you the invoice by mail. !!

not bieber, the other one
What are you gonna do next?
I take a yoga class at 18:15, then I meet my personal trainer at the gym at 21 life is good. 
i am going to ah, to buy food, i cook cheese fondue, easy, than i have a skype meeting at 19h 
with the actors of a company in austria just before they play, i will do a kind of pep-talk, or 
funny dialogue, i directed them, and than i am free to make drawings about “ never forget the 
jungle”, a project with a friend of mine, life is good, and it makes me smile that vjr is enjoying 
not being with us this week, but with his personal trainer over there :(
Oh Im sorry I had rehearsal in the morning but I have the evening off so I try to do the working 
out then so I dont bring this need to work out to the studio :) Id love to be dancing with yu guys 
though, I feel very lonely and isolated here in Berlin sometimes... it’s not my fav. place to be. 
but I made new friends, yoga studio and the gym ;) so reliable haha

Is there someone you would like to interview?
Beyonce! oh I’d die!! 
scott matthew , i met him once in a cafe, but i rather would like to talk with him more about 
ballads and music
What would be the first thing you would ask?
do you love men? and if not, how does it feel to be my gay icon? 
how her days look like, what is her routine, just a general description of her life, on tour, off, 
this kind of thing, Id just wanne know how she keeps it in check the way she does. 

Do you have some advises for us to play this interview next time?
not really, i am happy how it went, 
I think you did a good job girls... good pairing up also ;)
yes i like to be with ohhhh vjr, because than i can listen to him and...... say to gabriel i did my 
job
and I can get my diploma maybe finally :)
you give me you sixpack and personal trainer and i talk with gabriel about a diploma, is that a 
deal
how long do you need it for? I cant detach it from the rest I could just make it available 
oh well, you can keep it, it fits you and i am more this belly person, i guess
i think a side gossip was a success :)
hehe well you dont know much about our side gossip ;)
you could have tell us more!
too much explicit lyrics
keep the mystery alive. 
thanx

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6Gu9BjOQ8w

Thanks, it was great 
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who’s J.B.? an interviewer?
one of the first interviewees
and?
may be you like the song, listent to it if you want.
that made me think about this one, which I like a lot
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L90npLTtipU

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
cant really think of stupid things - maybe funny: “You look like your...” - No! - I’m making up 
story now... can’t remember
¡That I look like Edward Norton! that’s so not true at all, holly shit, people have no eyes. It also 
happens that people asume I´m very extrovertive (does that word exist?) and that I have no 
shame, but in fact I´m quite shy. Or at least that’s how I feel about myself!

I just remembered, there was this gay guy last thursday that was totally sure that wearing a 
golden earing in each ear made me undoubtfully gay (I´m adding some trivia so that I feel I´m 
earning those 45e better).

Which are better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
what are “obs. cour.”?
what are “bounce hous.”?
bounce houses = inflatable big houses you can jump in and stuff
obstacle courses = on a playground there is all this obstacles to go trough
what do you prefer?
aha, bounce houses! I like the ones with the “tobogan” (english: “slide” maybe?) as part of it!

Obstacle courses!!! And I´m not pretending to make metaphors out of it or so, it’s simply so 
much more fun!! those bouncing castles, I personally get bored in a 5 seconds lapse. 

And then you got this problem with the bouncing houses, they’re normally packed with little 
kids, and you gotta be careful because if you, as an adult, make a strong jump and there’s 
some kid by you, you’ll propell it 3 meters high, and then you´ll have to argue with his parents 
and blablabla... fuck kids, obstacles!!

Seriously Mareb, don’t you prefer obstacles? that’s strange
don’t like binding down, crawling etc. 
jumping, sliding, climbing, yes! - Kids? Fly away I say!

Maybe the bounce houses I tried as a kid were no more than a huge air stuff where to jump a 
bit and throw yourself against the walls, there was no much more to be done. Oh yes, get your 
ankle twisted.
:-)

May 22nd, 2013. 12.00h // Andrés Novo and Mare B.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
I guess at that time something by Azra (ex Yu band)
I’m afraid I didn’t really think about this, and I have the problem I don’t give a shit about 
music!!! but it happened though that the first girl I ever kissed with was wearing (wearing?) 
one of this horrible strawberry perfumes, and every time I smell one arround I think of her, even 
though I can hardly remember her name!!

What is the game you like to play the most?
instant on demand making up kids-stories that rime
fun for me and child present
Soccer, ¿gotta explain why? 
go ahead
Ok, so first think I love about it, it’s fun. But since i haven´t been able to play it for some years, 
some physical problems, I’ve thought about it and I like its, let’s say, horizontality: you need no 
money, you need no nothing, you just need a smashed can and 4 sticks, you can play 3 or 30, 
and when it comes to chatting about it or playing it no one gives a shit whether your a gipsy 
or fucking prince of wales. I find it very ¿democratic? that´s not the word, but I can´t figure out 
any other. It’s clearly explained, anyway.

can you tell a short one for us, mareb?
try to do it for you
about a bone and a MMr. Q
getting hungry he screamed
his jaw trimmed... 
(in English is not so much fun :-)
ah yeah - your going well though !

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
first job I ever got/did was picking up blueberries - I was maybe 14 years old! Earned first 
money (nothing really, just some) and it got me thinking I can work whatever in life, do 
whatever - some money for living will come. Since then I do some art but I dont think I shouldnt 
do other jobs - when I need to survive I do whatever I find. Success in that first one is that 
brought me to “not making fuss about what your are doing to survive!”
I have no clue!! But I’ve always thought (not always in fact, but still) that I would be an 
awesome weather forecast guy, those ones closing the news: I’m always very excited about 
weather conditions and have a unique gift seducing grandmothers!!! and you know, they’re the 
ones who really watch tv nowadays!!

J.B. says this is the song he would like to be playing during his first kiss : 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
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people to laugh.

were you referring to humour as a “funny mood”, or mood itself? like “I´m in a bad humour”
what about black humor.
On the other hand, I think that sincere optimism is kind of necessary nowadays, both for the 
practice and the show, in case you split them.
 
Then, if we’re framing the question in specific stuff, like black humour, the I would say it’s a tool 
that, you know, go ahead in case you’re good at it, I guess we all like that, don’t we?

Do you feel empowered by communities? 
no.
big time, and I think it’s a very suitable moment for leting comunities empower yourself, at 
leasts in southern europe. We got nothing but ourselves!! (this is Drama?)

Drama?
?
Total Eclipse of the Heart

Where do you want to go?
I would like to go to islands of Croatia and I would like to go very soon. 
To the park, sun’s shining through the window for the first time in two weeks.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain. 
False. Lazy is lake-like, is mosquito-full, is not really my idea of nice river.
I like fast and narrow ones. With watterfalls etc. 
But the true or false option is here used in the question as an objectified dialectic option. - 
False also :-)
Depends wether you wanna fish just for yourself or to exploit it commercially. 
Someone else said this:
O: This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped peacefully. Lazy rivers are 
the best at a bend, with a little sandy beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist.
That’s a passionate answer!! I really like this upper, middle or lower course stuff. Should we 
answer longer?

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
You are forgeting (about) the people, their thoughts, talks, ideas...  that you met long ago and 

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 
with this concept. “
That’s funny

Got any good jokes?
Father waiting in the morning ours for his 15 year old son. Father is pist off.
Finally at 2 in the morning son returns home.
Father starts yeling..
Son: “I lost my virginiti!”
Father (stuned): “... Oh, wow. Le’t sit down in the kitcehen and talk like two men about it.”
Son: “Sorry, I can’t... sit!”
This is my first self made dutch joke, I think no one has ever found it funny, but still I´ll try it. 
The problem is that you gotta know dutch, a bit at least, and if you know dutch nothing makes 
sense on the other hand. 

“How do you say “ladder” in dutch? uitkijktoren!! hahahahaha, funny
I´m very bad at making out jokes, you know, shall I explain the reason behind this unnefficient 
joke?
by the way, was previous joke about dad raping son? 
no
just about traditional totalitarian father-dictator family (common in our parts of the world) not 
really accapting homosexuality and such

so father asumes son has had sex with a girl, but then is about having a gay son? ah ah ok
yes, yes... heard it few days ago.

yes, if you want

I’ve just thought it’s better no explanation, I might find my soulmate

How does humor play into your art “practice”? “art”
I can’t tell a joke so I let other colaborators do it in my/our projects.
I try to have fun though and like wher audience finds something funny though is not a joke “na 
prvo žogo” (“transparent joke” in english translation maybe?)

I’m lately more concerned about optimism than humour, and I don’t really know if one is 
included into the other or not. And then, a friend once told me and I’ve recently witnessed 
it, that making out a work based on humour from the very first step might lead towards very 
random results. And if you’re obsessed with making something funny it might lead to a very 
frivolous and nonsense result, where it’s way to obvious that the only motive for that is trying 
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What kind of things do you paint?
last couple of months: animals of all kinds
I mainly sketch 1:5 details on how to screw stuff so that they stay safely together in the most 
efficient, beautiful, and cheap way. That makes me very proud, gotta say

Is there someone you would like to interview?
not really, maybe Vinko Globokar, composer
The leader of this Golden Dawn greek party, that can really blow anyone’s mind!

What would be your first question?
Why you live in the country you live in?
What does your grandma think about you?

Do you miss something in this interview? 
facial expressions of four of us
I loved it!! but, despite I kind of understand that it´s done to get this kind of ... bah, whatever, 
it’s been great!
could you develop the ...?
for me was not great, but ok :-)

I kind of experience a strange feeling about geting paid for this. It’s just that. 
ARE WE GETTING PAID?

you can fill in the invoice we attached to the invitation- 

Didn’t really get into the stuff. I just took the time for the intervju because I thouth it will be fun - 
and it was interesting. 

I think my situation is that, whenever being paid, I have the feeling I should do things properly. 
And I do understand there’s no properly or not in here, and that when you choose certain 
people there are reasons behind. But still can’t remove that productive feeling, but I have a 
sunny park that will help me to do so!!
:-)

Hm, I would like to invest my paiment into the project - buy some props or whatever you need 
:-))))
mareb - if you dont send us the invoice we will use the money to print this interviews into a 
book :)
Practilalities: 
This interview will be printed in a book and you can choose under which name you want your 
answers to appear. You can also say that we can’t use your text, and we won’t use it.
So I better send you the invoce!!! .-)

have gone away, died,  out of your “old” life... but have once been so important to you!
Loosing weight becomes so much harder!! and personally, the older I get the more I enjoy 
eating, that’s a very unfair situation

Is there anything good about it?
As I can see my partner Mareb is adding the nostalgic part of this interview, I won’t say 
the knowledge and experience and blablabla, but that those grey hairs are so sexy!! so are 
wrinkles, and those veins in your hands that become more and more notorious per days.
I guess meeting new people who become important to you. :-)
see? thanks for not leting me down. I just realised you also get more confident with the use of 
sextoys while growing older.
It would be borring if I did. (haha:-) with the new sentence you addad - “Me like!”

Tell me about the character you play?
During this interview, during the last highschool theatre play, during my everyday life?
I was Othelo, got my face coaled with a burnt cork. I had no earholes by then, so the added 
me some fake earings made out of that rings that you would use to hold many paper sheets 
together
MAREB

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Composer? I would like to be one if I hade ear for music. But I don’t. Performer is easear for 
me, but not really what I love doing.
Both things at the same time!! are we really seeking for that kind of role division? On the other 
hand, the more you do the more money you earn! (we all wanna eat)
Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or  Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to  be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
I guess he shows off this humility because he has the back-up of being ridiculously talented in 
other fields!! That’s so tricky, woody. Then you have Le Corbusier, who really enjoyed saying 
he considered himself as a painter, even though he was not so talented. Fuck you man!! You´ve 
been the best architect in the XX century!! Over-talented people some times make me sick
Mean very much to who(m)?

What comes after irony?
Cynicism? or a slap on your face, if used under the wrong circumstances!! I also come from 
a catholic environment, irony is sometimes (manytimes!!) missuderstood, we’re not very good 
about laughing about ourselves.
I thougt of the song now: Ebony and ... IRONY :-)) makes me laugh
Irony is at the edge and next step over leads to a ego centered individualists society
Loved that ebony stuff
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May 24th, 2013. 12.00h // Gabriel Smeets and Clara Peris

YES

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Aaaaah, the funny thing is that the song that was playing during my first kiss became my 
favorite song; PALE BLUE EYES by Lou Reed

In my case, I’m not sure of what song I would have like to hear during my first kiss, what I 
know is that I would have preferred not to have that first kiss, hahaha.

who are you by the way? cp?
I am the one who has the pig

What game do you like to play the most?
The game I like to play the most is a stupid game in which one of the two participants has 
to choose a famous person and say the first syllable of the name and the last syllable of the 
surname, and the other participant has to guess who is the person. For example, Brullis is 
Bruce Willis OF course!!, one more!
playing hooky
gs, can you explain hooky?
it means not going to school, not going to family reunions, not going to carnaval parades, not 
showing up at doctors examinations, tests etc etc etc you got it?
i get very excited with playing strip poker too
gs, when is the last time you played strip poker?
last summer in greece
I have never played that game

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
i hope it is still to come, if i would have made or done it already i would be ready to die
In my case, this interview.

Drama?
my most successfull drama? perhaps? 
Drama requires aspects of hysteria, performance and manipulation. So I guess, my most 
successfull are fights with lovers
are we still online? we are
where is cp?
don’t you see? just below, in green.
Yes, I completely agree, though my life has been lacking of that for a while. On the other hand, 
my most successful drama (recently) was an incident in my henhouse with a fox. There were 
feather everywhere wow, are you having a farm?Yes, and it’s getting bigger everydaywhere is 
it In the north of Spain like  close to France? Not so much, in Asturias, do you know it?

For me it’s fine if you use my real name and text. I would rather preffer you not to use my 
second surname, I still have to decide if I like it or not!! About the invoice, If you have no money 
for printing you can tear mine, but if not I would rather prefer to get paid as I think is more 
coherent with the whole stuff. And I might by some jeans!! The ones I have now are so broken.

Send us the invoices for any reason you might have!

What are you gonna do next?
not send you the invoce and have a cigarett on the balkony

we are gonna enjoy the sunbeams entering trough the window, smoke a cigarette too..
Thanks for this interview!!

good luck/work with/on the project. Let me know how it went :-) Bye, bye
Norgaard!
Likewise!!

Thank you!
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Well, I suppose it depends on the communities. Some communities make me feel lazy and 
powerless, and some others don’t. I think the smaller the community is, the more I feel 
empowered by it.
cp, could you say a bit more about it?
Well, I think I’m not talking about communities in the same sense as gs, but what I mean is 
a group of people who share their lives, or an important part of their lives. So, somehow, the 
bigger the community is, the less each individual shares with the rest. And then the community 
has less capacity to empower those who belong to it... Something like that.

Can you both give us an example of a big and small community that you feel a part of?
big and small in numbers? in any sense
A small community to which I belong is my village. Here we all share a lot and encourage each 
other
a big community: All people who grieve about a loss, can laugh about it too and still have a 
huge lust for lifeWow, beautifulthank youi would love to hear mroe about your farm and animals 
but the moderators do not allow me to ask you about itASK !  cp, which animals do you have 
on your farm? 
Well, not so many. Eight hens,a rooster, a pig and a dog. And of course a field where we plant 
a lot of things do you kill animals for food? Well, we just killed a rooster because it was very 
agressive,and we ate it. And we are breeding the pig for food.did you kill the rooster yourself?
a small community; my friends 
I guess I belong to the big community of unemployed people.

This is the first kiss song of somebody else:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
wow, great, i am listening it nowMe too, very romantic i am playing it for the second time now

What’s the worst thing about getting older?
death looming
Well, I don’t know because I’m not old!!! No, really, in my opinion losing mental capacities and 
the fact that it’s harder to recover from a hangover. ah yeah, the last one for sure

Is there anything good about it?
except for the death part, almost everything. life became so much easier for me from since i 
was a child I agree!

True or False. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain. 
I don’t know what a lazy river is.
False, fast rivers give more energy

“O:  This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped  peacefully. Lazy rivers are 

spying ! ah i am not supposed to know who is my counter partner?
no rule about that yet

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
I think that most things that have been said about me are stupid... No, just joking. I’m not sure.
that i am fat

Got any good jokes?
I got some jokes, but it depends who you ask, they’ll say they are good or not... My favourite 
joke is asking a person why he/she is mad until he/she gets mad. But usually the victim doesn’t 
like the joke.
I do not like jokes

How does humor play into your art practice?
Well, I’d say that, in case I do practice any art, it’s only humour.
There is good and bad art. Bad art does not have humorWell, in that case my art is good
I am sure

Which are better, obstacle couses or bounce houses?
Well, no doubt bounce houses are better because it’s hard to bounce in an obstacle course.
mmm, i hate both actually, but i do need to choose, no? so yes, bounce houses

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
circus director
In my opinion there is composition in every performance, so both. By the way, this interview is 
very hard to answer! Much more than all the others I’ve taken part in.
Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you really are great at them. If 
you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you really 
have to be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Great at what? Picasso was perhaps a much beter performer then a painter.
Woody Allen is a much better actor then a director

What kind of things do you paint?
sometimes a wall
All I paint are breads and breadrolls with a brush, and sometimes a wall too.

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Is Friends a community? If so, yes. I never like dthe idea that I should belong to a community. 
Like the gay community, or the artists community, or the left, or the right, or the people form 
Amsterdam or whatever. But I do like my friends a lot, and I feel happy and priviliged that we 
are friends
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Don’t cry, my dear!
Love is in the air , no?
YEAH :)
thanks for all the love and your time!
Thank you! It was really interesting and fun.it was strange i feel a bit close to you although i do 
not knwo you, it must be the animalsWell, you should have a farm, it seems like you are very 
keen on animals i am and also on people who love animalsGreat
We are gonna print this interview in a book we want to publish. Do you want your name to 
appear on it? Only my full name if cp’s name will be there too full on
Yes, sure. It’s no problem.
Thank you dears good luck with book project and life
Thanks, so much.
Thanks for a great experience.
Same here, i loved it and now i run for food. goo dluck with the reparationsThanks
thank you ! we come back to you in one way or another!!
goodluck and bon apetit 

bye bye
bye bye
bye bye
bye bye

the best at a bend, with a little sandy  beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the  middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist.”

Where do you want to go?
I always like to go where I have never been before and where I do not know anyone so i can 
find more about myself in relation to myself and others
I want to go everywhere I can.
I miss the After Laughter-song so I m gonna play it for the 3rd time now
It’s addictive, we listen to it a lot. Also this one:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAI41u20at4

Tell me about the character you play.
I play a diferent character in diferent situations
Someone in between a nun and a clown, a exhibitionist and a frigid, a loner and a grouper, 
a charmer and an agressor, a child and an old man on a mountain top. sometimes. in other 
situations i can be plain and sober
gs, and right now? plain, sober, calm and hungry. Me too! (hungry)

What comes after irony?
Anger, at least after my ironies people get angry.
Death, i hate irony and people who do live as if they are making this life into a joke
See? Anger.
But not after your irony, in response to the question
No, really, that was funny.

What are you gonna do next?
EAT!
I’m going to repair a nesting box for my hens.
Oh i wish I could help you with that, are you having sun out there now?
Well, there’s not such a good weather for the time being, but it’s not bad. Anyway, I better 
get on it as soon as possible, because I can see my boyfriend trying to repair it and it’s a real 
disaster Like always when boyfriends wanna repair something, no? I don’t know, but I am a 
control freak and I can’t stand seeing someone do something in a different way than I would do 
it you must be a choreographer! Well, not exactly.

Is there something that you miss in this interview?
Food, drinks, and the face and voice of cp
I miss... one of the interviewers, and also what gs just said.
Oh, I cry. You are awesom.You too! And that’s enough.
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World Wide Web how to write failure, thanks god for the  Internet)”.
I was just thinking waking up in the morning feels like an achievement, but I am not sure I can 
name it either work or success

Which is better obstacle courses or bounce houses? O thats easy! bouncy houses
yes for sure And what about adrenaline?
come on lets all bounce
first i though bounce houses were brothels, quite an apt name for it

and you would rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
not as opposed but yes to both I agree i guess we are performer and composer all the time

Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d  rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to be great.  Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much. O woody that is such bullshit! 
elitist and plain wrong man.

so you dont wish you would have a great talent for music? o yes i would love to be a concert 
pianist and jacques brel and so
being busy with making only music all day must be a beautiful existence   and to be making 
music with other people together  and playing for a crowd   yes would be nice
Yes would be great,but it doesnt mean that if you are not as talented that it does not mean 
anything. Whilst I enjoy witnessing virtuosity in anything wether it is singing an aria or filleting a 
fish!And what about adrenaline?

How does humor play into your art practice?And what about adrenaline?I think serious that 
it is central to everything I do. That does not however mean that is funny or not serious. talk 
about humor is a bit dangerous whaddya say serious?    you need to do it... that is a quote 
from Nike? yes except the previous bit   nike must be today’s wisdom   o dear I had a feeling 
we were approaching a cataclysm, and nike are pointing the way. or were pointing the way  
and the cataclysm has happened all the same

Got any good jokes? seriously no  got here now 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tsamNxGC9UAnd what about adrenaline?
How many folk singers does it take to change a lightbulb? 4, 1 to change the bulb and 3 to 
make up songs about how good the old ones were. boom boom  great joke
A friend of mine had sex, with Nico, she lived in my city for a while.

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 

May 25th, 2013. 12.00h // Blackadder and Serious 

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
Purple hazei can’t get no satisfaction of the stones mine is of Jimi Hendrixyes maybe purple 
haze is much nicer actually
for my funeral i want   Leng tche from from? John Zorn
\
Leng Tch’e is the fourth release from John Zorn’s band Naked City. It consists of a single track, 
running at just over half an hour. It was first released on the Japanese Toys Factory label in 
1992. Unlike Naked City’s previously material, which was known for its fast tempo and rapid 
transitions between a variety of heterogeneous styles, Leng Tch’e is a more avant-garde take 
on sludge metal. It was issued along with Torture Garden, a collection of grindcore pieces, 
in the double-disc collection Black Box. The single song was written in five bars; and then 
stretched out and played as a 32 minute dirge.
What is the game you like to play the most?
i would like to play golf, but i never get to do it. or billiards, and then in particular when you 
have to hit both other balls by hitting three sides of the billiards first
Ilike to play chicken with moving motor vehiclesis that online game?
Well kind of an on the edge gamewhat does it make edgy?
My nervous and circulatory systemsit is a game that gets to your nerves but makes you feel 
happy
what is happy? it is more i think I am addicted to the adrenaline rusha rush not of happiness 
perhappiness

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you? That I am difficult to work with
i don’t remember
Serious, do you feel there is lots of stupid things being said about you? i have no idea, stupid 
things get said pretty often i would say but not always memorable

Someone told us this is the first kiss song:
PALE BLUE EYES by Lou Reed
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90Sc7_z1_pU
ok will listen to it now i like lou reed a lot -  it is a nice accompaniment to doing this - the tone 
of his voice is so melancholic - it tells to linger on

What do you feel is your most succesfull work and why?You know what I have absolutely 
no idea every time i get something done i feel it is a success and have a most successful 
sensation a pleasant sensation but not necessarily true to real accomplishment the day after it 
always looks a bit different

-ca- said: “Sucess only in the kitchen when cooking or in bed when fucking. Regarding work, I 
do not want to  think about success. Maybe better to think about failure(I had to check  in The 
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to talk about it - like talking about the weather
the sense of time running out and the end in sight. are you that close?Yup  ok that is quite a 
confrontation    do you still like to talk about it   ? No not really, cos then I have to bring it into 
conciousness and sometimes thats depressing and frightening
And what about adrenaline?

Is there anything good about it?
Well maybe with the age and experience there may be some skills evolved, mostly in accident 
prevention, however I have not been very virtuosic on that front
in general find it very pleasant, getting rid of so many anxieties i had before
Yes I can relate to that better anxiety management
And what about adrenaline?
Yeah, but it feels so good. I had one last Monday, it took 24hours before it left my body. My 
girlfriend who is just come in says i get hotter with age. 

Tell me about the character you play?
serious pirateo yes very serious pirate

What comes after irony?
cynicism or laughter    
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
wow great song !  did not hear it before 

What comes after irony?What comes after irony?
I am still pondering that one. my first tought was in fact death, but maybe that is a bit defeatist? 
well radical for sure I will settle with rad.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
Lazy rivers more difficult to drown in.

What are you gonna do next?
truthfully? your choice take a shit.

Who would you like to interview?
Carl Hiaasen

What would you ask him first?
Well first I would like to ask him if we could do the interview in a small fishing boat off the 
Florida Keys. And then I would like to ask him what came first his sense of humour or his 
sense of outrage.
would you recomend to us any of his works?
well the last book of his I read was for teenagers it is called Chomp. But Tourist Season,hang 

with this concept.”  nice joke but wonder whether it is true, perhaps that is the joke
that is indeed a possibility.And what about adrenaline?
 
“I think  that it can be  very empowering but it is very fragile, that is the beauty of it, as  well, 
that it is very fragile. Of  course I see it as  a  powerful  thing, because I told you before I see it 
as a  kind of   witchcraft,  that kind of undercut knowledge, or underground knowledge,    so of  
course it is very powerful, and sometimes it is scary. And it can also  become disempowering, 
as well, it can go all the ways. There  is  no  formula.”
 
Top 10 Female-Empowering Songs For The Big Love Finale And what about 
adrenaline?http://fresh1027.cbslocal.com/2011/03/21/top-10-female-empowering-songs-for-
the-big-love-finale/

Do you feel empowered by communities? And what about adrenaline?
yes or disempowered... I dont know what do you mean?
are you happy with our answers, or can we do better, can we do it differently some way, 
can we become advisable some way in answering your questions, as part of your interview 
community? are there any directions to think for answering
confronting questions is a game of its own, what anwers shall we construct, and this format of 
writing is actually quite funny. i like to go back to the beginning of the page or to mix into some 
one elses writing
wow! thats serius,serious.thanks doing me proud  u r v welcome.

Drama?
yes drama!
i think it comes from the Ancient Greek - something done
And what about adrenaline?

Shall we go up again then?
do you mean top of this page?
And what about adrenaline?
What kind of things do you paint?
doors and walls
Everybody is afraid of painting. ¿?
yes very afraid of painting 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOYALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES 
JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
what is that a song? A MOVIE
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A DULL BOY.
  
What is the worst thing about getting older?
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May 26th, 2013. 21.00h // ee and Stratos and Smetnjak

Fine!
HEY!! SORRY FOR THE DELAY. FORGOT I AM IN A DIFFERENT TIME ZONE!CATCH UP, 
HI!
I will try to. Right.

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
The theme to “The Neverending Story”,no big dogs. in an old lemon tree in an orchard would 
be nice.
Something very disturbing, very gipsy, yes... gipsy music... suddenly live... i mean... it sounds... 
but suddenly it’s not just sound... there are gipsies around. 100% happiness!
ok so a whole scene! any goats? of course... 
and maybe a big flying dog ? Edgar?
John Cage. 4’33. It sounds too arty, but since we are already far behind, so be it.

What is the game you like to play de most?
this one ¿? and also “the game of words” which is a kind of nerdy game I play with friends... 
or used to... based in language and pretending and faking and copying the other... copying like 
this? https://vimeo.com/66405803 but with words?no, trying to anticipate the other, trying to 
simulate being the other... or pretending being yourself making think the other it’s impossible 
you are act as yourself... it’s a game with a hidden or secret part and a public-sharing-
commenting-discussing part
I mostly like creating lives for people I see in the street. Today I saw a lady who used to be an 
acrobat. Now she’s a stay at home mum with a baby daughter and a small vegetable garden 
she loves to work in. I also saw a divorced man who has worked the same office job for 30 
years. He hates his life so started drinking, his drinking drove his wife away. He hates his life 
even more now and drinks constantly.... his pants don’t fit properly
that is nice... i mean, i miss playing with myself i guess when i read that... (i mean, Edgar’s last 
paragraph)...I’m sure no-one was thinking you meant the obvious sexual connotation which 
could be attributed to the comment :)also. i mean. this is a really basic writing (i mean mine)
We haven’t thought about games in a while. It is how we try to work, we guess. When you ask 
about games, we something child-like chrosses our minds. Not that there is anything wrong 
with that, as Seinfeld might have said. Yes, that is what i mean. playing with myself. i mean 
creating worlds like a child does. i miss that

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
Have never created a work or body of work but I do have the ability to make people smile, 
make people happy and I consider this a successful work. It’s ongoing.... i have problems with 
work. i mean, ok. that`s the last “i mean”. i mean, every project looked backwards it’s not a 
project (a work) but just a way of learning something often opposite to the facts that really have 
interest for you in pressent... it’s a pity or a complex thing or something weird but everywork 

on just gonna check wiki stormy weather,sick puppy,basket case
Thanks

Do you miss something in this interview?
Nope,just a little disconnect from time to time but hey thats the inet

We are gonna print a book with all the interviews that we are doing. 
Would you like your name appearing on it? 
I guess you mean my real name? that is probably not the best idea to reveal my identity, its a 
small world!
ok, so you stay with blackadder?Yup, my colleagues of the road will know who it is, but I 
doubt thay gonna read your book
we hope we can send you the book! and you can show it to your colleagues from the road
Thank you!
Thank you !
very much!
besos
:)
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If there is hate, it is ultimately in the name of love.it’s a sweet concept Why do you say “we”? 
Smetnjak is a collectivitycollective? A collective, yes. We try to escape the individuality ... we 
are basically an assamblage, hehe.fine!I was hoping Smetnjak was a schitzophrenic It is, but 
only one person can type at the time, so we are sorry if that doesn’t come through.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
this is the song someone wished for his first kiss
I was once told I was far too kind and giving, like a matyr. I think that’s a ridiculous thing to 
say to anyone. It was not meant in anyway to be a compliment but actually as a comment of 
derision.
I like this question wher there is a verb (say, what is said) and an adjetive. the weight or 
importance of the adjetive, cause it looks innocent, of corse “stupid” looks innocent, but it is 
not... how to take possition respect this adjetive... like in the past question with “work” (the 
verb and action, and the effect of the verb) and the adjetive “succesfull”... yes. like. stupid is 
such a difficult skill to improve, to gain... it should be a must on european education... other 
cultures have naturally integrated it time ago... anyway. the most stupid thing (and here i mean 
by stupid two things: offensive and impossible to consider, to understand as possible) is that “i 
don’t care”.
 
Where do you wan to go?
From here? We have no plan. Our only plan is no plan. Do you find that hard to achieve? Yes, 
actually you have to keep on struggling not to establish a pattern, so it is not easy.
It doesn’t matter, just away from here. I do love it here but after a year it’s time for the next 
chapter. I have no control on that thing, that is what i currently think about that... I find it hard 
to believe you have no choice at all in the matter, it may not be a nice choice, perhaps a great 
sacrfice but surely you have some control?

What kind of things do you paint?
We don’t paint at all. Sorry.
Dreams, i mean, in a phisiological meaning. and some weeks ago i also painted a body. it 
was just for a day... the body was alive, a girl. i have difficulties to carry on the projects i 
project. Painted a body on a canvas or painted someones body? no no, painting on a tiger a5 
notebook. tiger is the chinese muji, with a blue rotulador.?? marker thks
Walls, I like repainting my house but also anthropomorphized animals. Like a penguin smoking 
a cigar or a zebra playing soccer or a giraffe swimming in a bathing suit.... that sort of thingJust 
for myself....send things to friends, leave them in public places. It’s not something done for 
recognition.
Smetnjak, so you draw?
No, we don’t draw either. We are more into words. We mainly caption pics.
How does humor play into your art practice? 
As we are trying to stick to pop, we kind of have to make us of it. It is basically a part of this 
thing called spectacle, which are are trying to use as a tool. 

has a kind of success and failure inevitablemente inseparables. Anyway. I have problems with 
work and cannot imagine a kind of path or field or whatever that makes me feel i can develop 
with interest and love for decades... and that worry grows...
We are not exactly sure what you mean by successful. If we define success as popularity, 
which can be measured - let’s say by youtube viewcounts - then it should be the singing Žižek: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IveT0e0Vo84hahaha, that’s brilliant!! thanks!
Perhaps success can be a personal measure of something. not necessarily how many hits or 
how big an audience or how much money the piece has made. so the question is what means 
the most to us from the stuff we did? 
There is much of it that is really dear to us ... making such a choice is always sort of a sacrifice.
OUR HOSTS HAVE LOST CONNECTIONS BUT HAVE GIVEN THE NEXT 
QUESTION>>>>>> “ WHICH IS BETTER, OBSTACLE COURSES OR BOUNCE 
HOUSES”? y don’t urdenstand this question, is there any kind of game of language or it is just 
a lack on my language? I should have said bouncy castles.... like at a carnival.  
http://www.google.es/imgres?imgurl=http://funtimespartyrentaljohnsonfbi.com/images/large- 
deluxe-obstacle-course-bounce-house-a.gif&imgrefurl=http://funtimespartyrental.johnsonfbi.
com/dallas-inflatable-obstacle-course-rental.html&h=176&w=350&sz=23&tbnid=x_IuPuYV5v_
oJM:&tbnh=62&tbnw=124&zoom=1&usg=__-fIJz3OoYO1ll1bZz_1Ee1_H-0M=&docid=x0m
Oorkqja98bM&hl=es&sa=X&ei=RmmiUcyRNoWP7Aa79oCACQ&ved=0CDsQ9QEwAw&du
r=7494 got it! both are better together. it’s a kind of plastic hunger!that’s a great idea, I wanna 
do this.thanks. maybe it’s also caused by a kind of lack of language (mine... i often puntualize 
when i refer to myself cause my lack of language makes me think i can become offensive 
inconcioussly, and i don’t really wanna do it). lack of lunguage, hunger of plastic.I don’t think 
you need worry about being offensive, your attitude comes through in your writing even if you 
writing isn’t classically written. I like your writing style.  
Fine! Everybody needs community recognition. Well. Not everybody, but plenty. I do.
Bouncy, bouncy! Oh, such a good time.
I love bouncy castles but an obstacle course offers so much more, I have to say obstacle 
course as it can have never ending types of challenges and fun.
What is an obstacle course?
Obstacle course like a series of challenges on a course. could be jumping, swimming, 
climbing, trivia... usually they are physical. like in the army where they are training.
We will stick with the bouncy castles. Obstacle course sounds too physically demanding haha 
:) I think they usually are but in my experience so are bouncy castles. I’m always exhausted 
when I have finished playing in one and I’m often bruised and battered. We have kind of 
exhausted this question, hahaha. 
I know but our hosts aren’t back online yet.

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
a good question for such a stupid moment maybe like it
We have been called haters on a few different occasions. We are not sure that this is the most 
stupid thing, but it is something that we don’t aspire to. Hate, we mean. At least not per se. 
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Do you feel empowered by communities?
We try to. It is something to work on, we think. We believe that it is important that communities 
don’t strive to achieve some kind of consensus. Of course. They should be connected through 
dissimilarity to be empowering, we think. Ecosystemic thinking. Agree. What is ecosystemic 
thinking? Is a rough expression to say that we live in the same space, where ther are multiple 
conections, but the living reality (i mean: “what survives”) are not the elements (which have 
may deals, friendship, but also conflicts) but the whole system... in that sense it’s basic tomake 
visible these dynamics, to empower every voice... not to have an agreement with everybody but 
to know each other and recognize each other... (did i explain myself?) yes, but we think it is a 
rather complex topic. Sure, that’s why “and” invited us! (well... i don’t know why “and” invited 
us ... i confess) you are good at guessing.Let’s face it, community can be wonderful but finding 
the right community is the challenge. Finding and changing is also a difficult challenge (to put 
together)yes but if you find the right community that willingness or want to change comes with 
it. 
I watched this documentary on ecosystems and communities - how ecosystems are not 
closed - I will try to find a link - can’t find it. Mostly the opposite. Unpowered? But sometimes it 
happens (and then it’s fine)
“ Fine! Everybody needs community recognition. Well. Not everybody, but plenty. I do.” Yes 
this is a complex stuff. Probably connected with self-esteem... This collective experiences are 
always great to feel the importance of empathy with communities... or people... or some people
I feel empowered when I am amongst or within a community but not in any way a part of that 
community. Makes me feel like an individual, I have a mind of my own, my own strength and 
ideas, ideals.

What is the worst thing about getting older?
Seeing people I love who were my age when I was a child now getting so old they make a 
grunting noise each time they get in or out of a chair, they get up in the middle of the night 
to go to the toilet, they get a big scare from a big noise etc... I don’t like seeing people I love 
becoming so aged.
You know what is pretty bad? Parents who still treat you like a kid. They cannot get it out 
of their system. I  know what you mean, it’s annoying but it’s also very nice The thing is that 
they won’t let you grow up, which is in itself impossible these days. So they kind of keep on 
sabotaging you with their love. They have the best intentions, and yet, they keep on making a 
child out of you, someone dependant on them.Give them a grandchild then they will move on to 
let you grow and dote their love on the child....haha
green?

DONT SABOTAGE WITH YOUR LOVE!  DO!! [PARENTS!] 
“don’t sabotage with your love” is a great idea, and structure, and sound, and sentence, and 
i’m sure it will become soon a super performance hit. and ten years later a kind of mainstream 
performance hit. 
we can do a choreography for it, we actually have already appropriate it we actually have 

I have the answer for “where you wanna go” question. i wanna go to humor. in my art practise 
i recently discovered myself as perfomer, it’s not humor, it is true. and it was funny. Could you 
say why was funny?yes. i was sure you would ask me for that. Are you clairvoyant? you are 
making me use wordreference very often! flamboyant http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
gYW6V4UrIo I said that it was funny but i really mean it was an experience close to humor, for 
sure for me, and i guess also for the people who lived it (they laughed sometimes). I mean in 
this case a kind of humor that works as a kind of mirror amplifying reality...  what do you think 
about marina abramovivic joke down there?sorry if i cut your train 
I don’t have any art practice Really? Well, we don’t consider what we do art either, but it is 
a practice of some sort, a way of producing. Mine isn’t that. Mine is just how I live my life. I 
would have to say my life is an art project if that is the case but I don’t want to define my world 
like that... it’s just my life and how I live it. Life as a work of art, you say? If I have ever created 
anything that is it in which case every day is a showing and each moment is poignant. We 
prefer to remain more private. We do work that is work. It does not have a face. We do have a 
facebook profile, though, haha.

And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
Are they the only choices, either you lead or you are led?. I guess I go for a solo piece where I 
am both.      
Woody Allen:  Yes, yes. I’d  rather be a performing musician. But that’s something  that I don’t 
have  the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  unless you  really are great at them. 
If you’re Matisse or Picasso or  Horowitz or  Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you 
really have to  be great.  Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Thanks! We will subscribe to this. Great answer.

“Performance art asked marina abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being 
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it, you are not familiar 
with this concept.”

Got any good jokes?
Why was the cow nominated for a Nobel prize? Because he was out-standing in his field!! 
I have a specially terrible memory for jokes... I liked to do telephonic jokes, specially on 
birthdays... specially to a friend from barcelona... once i called him to his office when he 
worked for an architecture firm telling him i was calling from his university, cancelling his 
degree because of a fraud... wow that’s mean, funny but mean. no, here time is important... 
time yes, not long enough such as the whole fact can be considered mean... really... i would 
like to be mean, but in this case i think it’s not enoughI understand! timing is the key -location 
joke as in, you had to be there. 
We have a friend that received a call from friedrich nietzsche the day of her 18 birthday.She 
also got a transportable pole.
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Tell me about the character you play
Character? Right now we play a character of somebody who is struggling with words, trying 
to properly articulate our thoughts, and feeling like failing at it all the time. But we will keep 
on trying.you are not failiing at all, stop deleting some of those instinctive comments, they 
are wonderful. thank you, but we still feel there has to be some censuring. we don’t want 
to expose you to the first things that pops into our heads. we don’t want to give you such 
laziness. That is the thing of articulation on spot. You have to put it out immediately and it stays 
there. In the times where there is so much verbal diarreha (what a unpleasant formulation - you 
see? this is what we are talking about), one should maybe try to avoid it, no? We don’t know.
Sometimes the first thought is the most important true. but often it isnt. we feel that we should 
put a bit effort into what we give away from us. out of respect to the others. usually. but this 
is a format that is based on forming assemblages, no? the apparalel  evolution of thought. 
the deleuzian AND. so we will stop with this moralising and just try to go with the flow. what 
is next?expressing doubts can be “healthy” i guess We are just trying to say something, but 
under the pressure of saying something, we feel like we are saying nothing. But now we will 
really stop with this self-conscious mambo jumbo.Smetnjak you are making me laugh Thanks, 
we guess.
I really want to learn. I care.Is that the character you play? A caring one? Caring about being 
here. existing? 
I should answer this, the character I play is quite basic. Live life and do whatever you desire so 
long as what you do does not cause pain on another either emotionally or physically.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best. Explain.
What is a lazy river?I assume they mean do you like a lot of turmoil in your life or smooth 
sailing... mixing metaphors now.
O:  This is both true  and false! lazy rivers are the best on long summer afternoon occasions,  
when you want to be able to slip into the water and  be enveloped  peacefully. Lazy rivers are 
the best at a bend, with a little sandy  beach on this side and willows dipping in on the other  
side. However,  feisty rivers are better when it’s winter and it has been raining for  days and 
you’re standing at the river mouth on the beach with a jacket  on watching it plunge into the 
sea. Or if you’re at a waterfall in the middle of the bush and the river is so fast and crazy it 
makes mist. Yes. AND is best and true.
Thanks for translating. We will go with the Aristotelian version of virtue (balance), but lets make 
it a bit less boring - let’s make it a balance of extremes and not the golden middle. We haven’t 
really thought about this, but it sounds ok. It sounds like a manic depression actually.
For me lazy rivers are by far the best but somewhere along the river there need to be some 
rapids, some cascades, a waterfall... then back to the slow flowing lazy river.
I miss green.green.green.
I think metaphores are good to express what has no name... but contemporary the use of 
metaphore is retorical: not used to go further but to stay confortable.

already appropriate it for our AND! i’m currently a perfomer. deal.DEAL.deal
What can you do if someone sabotages you with love? 
I have never been sabotaged with love. In my experience it’s never been anything Dbut pure.
What is the good thing about it?
it’s the same. life is a really good designed product. i’m satisfied with the purchase i did in last 
chapter... the balance is fine. About what?
What can you do if someone sabotages you with love?                                                                                                                                            
                                     
                                                                                                                                                      
          aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaA<
                                                                                                                                                      
          sorry moving my compurter !!this is the hardest question, cause first of all, a person who 
is able to sabotage you with love means that already is located in a love possition, which is per 
se a big-topicIf you have been sabotaged by love it sounds to me like there is some internal 
conflict.c
We were talking about parental love here, which is a particular kind of love. It is not a romantic 
love. Anyway, parents are still trying their best to provide you with safety, which can be kind 
of violent. Do you think that safety can be violence?Family is violence! It puts the idea of the 
“other” in a jerarchical structure... it’s against human rights even,,, it’s mafia spirit, which is 
selfish, i mean, it builds up a concrete kind of ecosystem.can family be a non-hierarchical 
ecosytem? [im throwing tabacco to [and] trough the window - imagine that] i  don’t mean 
internal hierarchy, but it means a way of understanding the world hierarchical: inside and 
outside (the family) ok yeah
Absolutely not, My parents constantly try to provide for me but I just say no, I’m fine however 
the fact that they are there in that position with that love gives me the opportunity to fly as 
high as I want and they are always there in case something goes wrong. They are a golden 
parachute for which my feet may never touch the ground.
Have you ever considered that this parachute kind of kills the intensity of your life? Whatever 
you do, you are safe. That is not how we want to play out our lives. But they are still standing 
behind our backs with the best of their intentions. 
For me it provides nothing but opportunity. It allows me to wander into the world and 
experience what I may otherwise never dare to do. 
Parents are great, but when they are trying to get meaning from their parenting, they are just 
selfish. We are talking here about the “late parenting”, obviously.
Sounds like we have had very different experiences... I can understand your point of view but 
can’t put myself in your shoes.
Imagine you have a father like this man http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mohoSoHrPoU
So what is the good thing about getting older...
I don’t speak spanish but my father has a moustache just like his. It’s about creation and 
enterpreneurship and moustaches. And parents.tarataattaa papapata un grand projecto
Drama?
No, not really. Drama is rarely the source of the real trauma. Haha. We talk in ryhmes now.
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yes. silly thing to say, right?first explain what does pious means that i can say if its silly haha 
showing deep respect (but it has a more religious meaning as well - as in strongly devoted)i 
dont feel so pious at the moment we were not saying that anyone should feel like that. but we 

can imagine a situation, where the person that i can imagine as wellcool :) so we are making 
at least a bit sense with this interviewer/interviewee babling? when we say we, we mean 
smetnjak. we are not trying to doubt your sense-making. It makes lot of sense.
I think it would be fun to interview someone with a huge Napoleon complex, someone who 
believes they are a god amongst men, a genius and ought to be treated like one. I think that 
would be fun.I guess if you want to simplify it... passed close relatives I never knew as well, I’m 
with Green on this.
I think i’m beginning a project to interview myself, i gotta find a way to plan an interview and 
a way to receive it when i will have forgotten that i had had this idea...You will indeed have 
to forget it before you can interview yourself. Perhaps it could be like those choose your own 
adventure books where each response will lead you to the next question which is already 
predetermined by the previous one. Did you ever read those? Yes! I picked them form my 
neighbour’s Javi... most of them adventures such as dungeons and dragons..haha, yep exactly. 
But the concept can be applied to an interview.

Do you want to ask a question?
how do you feel, AND? and S and EvW?cant think of any at the moment. sorry.
Just in general? about this... the last 2’5 hours...It’s been very enjoyable, I’d just be reading a 
book, watching a movie or listening to music otherwise so this has been a wonderful way to 
pass time.

in love in love with what? 2’5h of total not zizek’s idea of love? the third one? what is the 
third one? i meant love as evil -- I like that you bring love and family up with these concepts 
green but do you actually subscribe to them? no! but i feel conflict between the economical 
structures family implies, the affective structure and the consideration of the others as equals... 
i mean, family is a complex and efficient context where to understand “love” but also to limit it.I 
like that last comment, I agree it does need to have a limit
When we said the thing about the love that sabotages, we didnt mean anything like this. It must 
be hard to live your life believing this (that love is evil). We don’t like to think of the other as he 
does - like some deeply traumatic abyss. One can understand where this psychoanalitic theory 
is coming from (the other as radical, competely inaccessible I don’t think Zizek truly believes it 
either, he often contradicts himself. we don’t know. but you are right - it is hard to keep track of 
him.

When AND proposed this kind of praxis, were inicially interested about visuallizing conflict 
between unknown-between people? seducted by colective-PAD coreography? interested in 
cancelling the distance between interviewers and interviewed? Or? ands
I miss yellow
this colective-pad coreography is definatelly sth that we find ourselves attracted to. and aslo 

What comes after irony?
What comes before irony?
wow... before or after irony it’s the same isn’t it.We adjust to new conditions, new discoveries, 
We are pliable. Love need not be a command nor faith a dictum. It makes sense to learn and 
then unlearn the teachings of the state, church and education system. We are here to drink 
beer and wine, kill war, laugh at the odds and live our lives so well that death will tremble to 
take us... before or after irony.
We are not really familiar with the space in which we are moving - we are not even sure if it is 
temporal or geographical. Irony ryhmes with Bartleby. No, not really.
some south african punk said - what comes after irony? Fuck you.
CA: Irony it’s never the end.  It’s always the beginning. that’s the cool thing about her. I like her.  
Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.Like.
irony is a tool. to destroy, to build up, to empower, to have fun... after and before irony 
comes the capacity of listening the other carefully. (i mean, irony without empathy is in fact 
desactivated even if can produce big effects)I don’t think irony is so bad Neither do I, I don’t 
use it often myself but I enjoy others who do.

we only have a few questions left but we dont want to leave you

Is there someone you would like to interview?
Is this a question like “who would I invite to my fantasy dinner party, anyone living or dead?”
dead people, like my grandfather i never met... and people lived before...
interviewing is a dificult task... it ..  it,,, is difficult if you are far from the person you want to 
interview... i mean, to arrive to sombody deeply you gotta know’im... but at the same time ... i 
mean, there is a conflict... i mean... how can i imagine that i can interview... luis buñuel... it’s 
absurd... so my grandfather is ok... in order to go step by step... i receantly began interviewing 
my father, starting on his retirement day... Big time. 
There are many people we would like to interview, but we prefer to say we would like to talk to 
them.agree Here we are assuming that the people we would like to talk to would not demand 
the position of the interviewee. It would be a bit of a turn-off, if they would. But on the other 
hand, you cannot approach someone like (we will insert and example later) and ... Interview 
is just the name of the protocol, we guess. It someone insists on this protocol, then this says 
something about them. But we are sure that one can somehow justify this insistance. In other 
words, we would want to make a general rule out of talking. That... Emmmmm... For instance... 
this is a great interview where the roles and power dynamics are reversible... nobody assumes 
a positon?  i mean we can change the structure... i can make a question to everybody... etc... 
yes, sure. we weren’t talking about this particular interview. but it is true that interview usually 
presupposes that interviewee is in a position that is somehow superior, no? that presupposition 
is contra-natura... but in fact, its naturally assumed you can always change the structure of an 
interview. I recently went for an interview at the Church of scientology... just for fun. I think I 
learned more about the girl interviewing me then she did of me. yes, sure. perhaps it is pious 
to put yourself in the position of the interviewer. perhaps not. we dont know.pious? hehe. 
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lovely sleeping
DONT SABOTAGE WITH YOUR LOVE!

inviting others to be sexy sexy? like hell
sexy in a way of non concret concretness, which is very very sexy. 

I like the structure, have never used it before and it’s great that you can go back and add to 
already written things.

somebody has a soundtrack proposition?
4’33?
Yes. It is the ultimate tune. Haha, tune.

What do you want to do next?
What are you gonna do next?
We are eating chocolate right now. after this I’m going to listen to Angus and Julia Stone and 
paint another layer of yellow on my living room walls. 
I’m gonna study english. one more time.please green, your English is wonderful.deal.
I’m going to bed. Classic n lovely sleeping. how is that classic? very

Do you feel like finishing?
We will have to leave you soon. Sorry. But thanks so much for inviting us. It was fun. Hope it 
was fun for you too.
I enjoyed a lot, thanks everyone for the invite and the conversation.
iT WAS !
Thank you Smetnjak, Edgar and and
you are all great advisors ! i would love to know about this stuff becoming advice/s! We’ll keep 
you updated.yes! happy to get you interested 
hahaha
goodnight !!!!
night everyone.

practical question:
this will be printed in a book we are gonna publish. What name do you want to have next to 
your answers? 
Nietzsche! if you change your mind let me know. OK. I’ve done it. 
e :) ee
e it’s ok. Deal.Double Deal
Thanks.
just use my name, no pseudonyms. just Stratos.Dealok
Superlike!megalike! Bye. Mua.mua
good good sexy..
thanks again
yes.
bbyeye!!
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and position you ships: 2 of 2, 2 of 3, 1 of 4, 1 of 5 squares 
then you play in the chat window ?
ok
ok I’m ready
me too

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
hm. that i went in the cab wtih an australian canoe driver (? - i don’t know how to put it 
properly) i think we all understand 
That I’m useless

Which is better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
obstacle courses, if you don’t have to go through them backwards
Obstacle courses if you give them everything. It’s too tempting to walk round the wall

Got any good jokes?
recently i only like one joke about serbian -bulgarian border, but it can’t really be translated
I’m awful at remembering jokes. I was tempted to look one up, But I won’t.
No jokes for you, my friend!

CA: Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): 
Hey Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just  
being mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh  forget it, you are not 
familiar with this concept. haha!
JB:  A guy meets a friend. He says, “Wow man, yesterday at a family dinner I  made a terrible 
slip of the toungue. Instead of saying to my mother  ‘would you please hand me the salt’ I said 
‘you ruined my life you  bitch.’”
boom boom

LP: How does humor play into your art practice?
I don’t think it plays a huge part. Maybe I’m too earnest. Meeting Place was absurd and 
produced laughs (I think it’s easy to have amusing moments in dance because of the 
physicality) but humour isn’t part of my practice. I have wit though and would like to find ways 
to harness it because I think it’s a pretty powerful thing.
i do theatre sports in my free time and i feel frustrated by the humor i have to produce there. 
sometimes. 
 

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Generally no. Quite the opposite. I feel threatened by the way that communities police 
their borders.For example in the UK in the ast week there have been demonstrations and 

May 30th, 2013. 11.00h // Zala and HM

Hi!
What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?
I don’t have a quick answer to this. There was a song playing during my first kiss maybe - it 
was in a disco. Or maybe just after the disco. I wonder if it would have been better with a song 
I knew at the time, but looking back I only liked bad music or music that wouldn’t have made 
for a better experience or a better memory (at least not better from where I am now). I wonder 
if it could be a song from now. I think most of all I wish it was a song that I’d never hear of 
before and maybe one that I never heard again. It’s like when you stumble across a film on TV 
that you know nothing about (I did this with Breakfast at Tiffany’s) and that you enjoy with no 
context and no knowledge of whether it’s thought of as a great work or not. So a song that she 
played and that I didn’t know but that was just perfect.
Siddharta: Na soncu (haha)
It wasn’t playing back then but this stage of my life could be characterized by this stupid song.
What is the game you like to play the most?
Boggle and any board game in which I have a good chance of winning against an equal 
opponent
Pictionary. I like drawing (and I’m good at it) and I love to see the efficiency of information, how 
people extract the important elements from a concept in order for it to be understood. I really 
love Pictionary actually. 
I like pictionary as well.
We should play some time
Let’s!

What do you think is your most successful work and why?
hm. probably some of the work I’ve done for school projects and of course Park Tabor, 
it’s a small park in Ljubljana and we are trying to revitalize it with prostoRož, an association 
concerned with public spaces. However i must admit that I feel more successful when I beat 
someone in a board game.
A duet ‘Meeting Place’ I did with Martine Painter. It was my, our, first serious work and we 
poured so much into. We learnt about ourselves and each other in our making. We really spent 
a lot of time making it, and marketing it (which we saw as part of the process). It went far (on 
a very small scale) - we showed it a few times, turned it into a few workshops etc. It got some 
good reactions but it’s success came from this effort, love and maybe most of al fun that we 
both put into it. It was a complete activity.

Shall we play ship battle during this interview? 
If you wish, I can occupy myself with people in the office as well.
OK, but I’ll need to set up a board
HAHA, you can just draw it on a piece of paper. 
so we propose you both draw your battlefields 8x8, llines are numbers columns are letters.
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What are you gonna do next?
SA: I have no idea. I love that. I’m happiest when I’m not in control. I  think too much to be in 
control. Putting my pants on is the last  decision I make. I’m wearing blue shorts, by the way.
I will work and after I finish I will chill. I hope that I don’t have to start working anytime soon 
again - hopefully never, haha!
Take a shower. Get dressed. Leave my girlfriend’s house. Get the train home buying a coffee  
on the way. Get home. Go to the post office. Fill out an application.
you’re male! i thought you are female all the time.
I’d like to do something today that I can’t predict though

Where do you want to go?
I don’t have to go far, but I could go ... All to soon I’ll have to return to work. When do we 
finish? (sorry)
dont worry - we finish soon - in case you have to leave before, just tell us ! ok.
Somewhere hot. Somewhere cold. Somewhere beautiful. Somewhere difficult. Somewhere 
with other people 

Drama?
Yes! Even when I have to produce it artificially, i need some.
Only my own

What is the worst thing about getting older?
that people you love start disappearing. (That sound corny but it’s true.)
Physical limitations. Existential limitations. Maybe this isn’t a bad thing. To realise things don’t 
just go up and down and bounce back but things are irreversible. Decisions for example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI
this is the song someone wished for his first kiss 

Is there anything good about it?
      There are good sides.Not many, but one of them is probably the fact that you can develop 
patience. That’s a pretty important thing to have.
Confidence, perspective, knowing things (writing from age 37)

What comes after irony?
Personal sincerity. I think it’s the only ethical place left to speak from.
Unaffected individuals

what comes after irony?
love. what comes after irony? fuck you. 
what comes after irony? 
I don’t think irony is so bad 
Neither do I Me neither
I don’t use it often myself but I enjoy others who do.

discussions about terrorism, the far right, Islam, what it means to be British etc.  

But perhaps this is because I am in a position of privelidge at the moment where things have 
been ok - or at least felt ok - without feeling or needing to participate in a community. At least 
not in a community of geography or identity. That said I have found that dance offers a very 
rewarding sense of community. The 
I generally feel empowered by the communities and society in general, but not from certain 
individuals, at least in the recent time. that’s how I imagine community as part of my work. As 
I studied sociology, I really got into the relationship between the community/society and the 
individual, it’s a really interesting relationship, quite painful for the individual that’s growing up, 
according to freud and the ones that followed his thought.
HM it’s impossible not to participate in a community, in my oppinion
I’ll have to think about that. I think it’s easy in a city to have things, traditionally provided by a 
community, without a community.
true. however we have new strategies of inventing (imagining) communities, and they serve the 
same psychological and social goals as did the ones in the “good old times”

DM: And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer?
i cannot answer to this question ..Woody Allen: Yes, yes. I’d rather be a performing musician. 
But that’s something   that I  don’t have the talent for. I mean, none of the arts are any good  
unless you really are great at them. If you’re Matisse or Picasso or Horowitz or Bud Powell or 
Louis Armstrong... I mean, you really have to be great. Otherwise it doesn’t mean very much.
Right now, if I had to chose I think I’d rather be a composer (in the broad sense rather than 
specifically music?). But I can imagine wanting to be a performer later in my life. Maybe  not 
much later. But now maybe it’s the desire to shape the world on a larger scale, rather than 
have the humility to accept that I can only shape mys... actually that’s bollocks. Our own bodies 
are no more in our control than an orchestra or a group of dancers. Ha I’m talking about 
control a lot. SA: I have no idea. I love that. I’m happiest when I’m not in control. I  think too 
much to be in control. Putting my pants on is the last  decision I make. I’m wearing blue shorts, 
by the way.  But for me it is entirely about engaging, feeling, shaping the world. Whether that is 
through my body or social structures. That is what it is to live.
in this sense I feel like a composer too, from time to time

Tell me about the character you play.
I try to play - no, I don’t try to play, but I play different characters in different environments, 
I guess. I am the kind of person that can modify her behaviour according to the current 
conditions. I can’t decide yet whether that’s a good or a bad thing.
They are all characters. There is no ‘real’ me. Or at least the characters aren’t a ‘false’ me 
well put.
Thanks. Maybe I’m avoid answering directly. I’m trying to play the wise philsophical character 
right now
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Have a good day, Bye!
You too, Bye

Is there somebody you would like to interview?
I would like to .....  but I don’t want to force anyone into it. I would rather see they say to me 
“Hey, let’s talk.” That’s the way i want to do it.You. Everyone I know well
Did you feel forced to take part in this interview?
No, I was honoured in a way.
Me too. I was intrigued by what it might invovle and excited to work with ‘and’ in some small 
way. And flattered

What is the first question you would ask?
I would rather listen first
What is the most important thing on your mind right now?
wow, thats a difficult one:) do you want to answer it?
Yes, for me it’s quite simple: get everything done before 17:00. i don’t like this thought, but it’s 
the one on my mind.
Right now it’s to finish an unresolved conversation with my girlfriend. But one that can’t quickly 
be resolved.
Also, I’m thinking where you’ve put your ships, HM. Ha!
OK. Thanks so much for taking time and spending it with us on this interview!
You’ve been great. 
Thanks a lot!!
Thank you both
Thank you all
What is the game status?
i can’t find both of his 2-square vessels. 

practical question:
this interview will be printed in a book we are gonna publish. 
What name do you want to have next to your answers?
it can be zula, or Zala
Yeah call me Zula too :-)
haha
Seriously, it’s up to you guys. Happy with Hamish but maybe it makes more sense (e.g. with 
gender confusion) to use HM? totally your( hamish how do you write) decision?decision. OK 
then Hamish is fine OK
Now I have to go. You can decide for my name. 
Thanks again!
Srecno!! :)yeS thanks!! HVALA!
Thanks Zula, Nina, Esther
good thanks! we keep in touch !
See you for pictionary one day x
yes I still have your keys ! ill come by one day!
I’ll do pictionary too, online!



The following two interviews at least partly took place inside of a theatre in the presence  
of an audience. 

We guided the first interview from Frascati theatre in Amsterdam on the 14th of June 2013. 
The interview started and ended sitting in the Frascati cafe, meanwhile when our 20 minutes 
performance was planned to occur we moved the conversation inside of the theater. The 
screens  
of our computers were projected on stage wall inviting the audience to engage with the 
written. While rounding up the interview in the cafe, there were still some people joining us at 
our table to follow the track of the conversation. We ended up saying goodbye to the two of 
the interviewees over a beer at the end of the performance night, while we saw the last lonely 
words of the spartacus only the day after.

The second interview was guided from the Uffer studios in Berlin on the 5th of July 2013. 
Starting with introducing our interviewing practice to the audience we invited them to take 
part in the online conversation. There were 2 extra computers available for them. As the doors 
were open and people could walk freely around, most of the audience left the theatre after 
the first 20 minutes. We continued the chat for about 40 more minutes with some interested 
audience on our side and finished when technicians were already climbing up the scaffolds.

During both of the evenings the audience could look through the previous version of this book.
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June 14th, 2013. 21.10h // spartacus, peperoncino, bj and invaders

“we think Kat is great  and she says you are a cool woman and straight and you know your 
field very well and you appreciate young artists with guts”
“you are a lil cutie we want to hear more from and you make the most  beautiful plastic jewelry 
and make a great colorful monster and somehow  you look really similar to someone else we 
really want to talk to too  and hey you are gonna be ok and so are we, right”
“you could be surrounded by cows and you could be surrounded by  chickens and you could 
even be surrounded by humans and aliens and you  will always be outstanding there and you 
also look really similar to someone else we really want to talk to too and we think it’s great if 
that happens”

Answer the questions appearing below writing in this window.ahahahhaa I wish I could 
say something on this performance. I’m in the audience and I want to participate lets all 
connect with our iPhone !!   I think everyone should have the possibility to express itself. 
I love lets have a kiki this is my love song. Put it on !!! i is by the scissor sisters. I’m sory 
about erasing a bit of your conversation but I need to listen to this song !!  But this was not 
during my first kiss though. Maybe my first anal sex experience. My first kiss it was.... Lolita 

I guess. This stupid French song .  Yeah !!!  wow!
Ok.  What are the others questions I don see them from where I stand    Louder ? 
On the right side window, choose a color for you and introduce yourself using just your 
inicials or a fake name!
Thanks girls.
ready!
yes hi
yes

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?

Can I have 2 songs?  I’m thinking either “under your spell” by desire (made popular from the 
Drive movie soundtrack.....OR if I want to be really classical first kiss make out music then I 
would go with Madonna “Crazy for you”   :)  
I’m having dinner with friends now. I will ask their opinions too, is that ok? ok
“Woman in love” by Barbra Streisand
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What is the game you like the most?
flirting...
or in another context, twister
in spain they play a game which i really like: truth or dare, or kiss.... guess what i choose 
whenever i get picked ;)))
If I’m honest it’s kind of a pathetic answer.  I am really into playing Candy Crush on Facebook 
and it has kind of taken over and I can’t stop playing it when I have nothing better to do.  I’m 
lame I know...
the game called love
canasta
out of sentimental reasons

<3 <3 <3

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
working with young artists gives great fulfillment and I learn a lot, also it is the most creative 
processes I know, performing arts is fluid
I’d have to say that the events that my company produces in Montreal are my best work.  THey 
bring together artists of all different kinds and create a great space to share ideas....It’s more 
important than any of my individual work!
the cooking performance that i had with the same people i’m having dinner with now....
it’s why we’re meeting again, and having more dinners, because that first encounter was such 
an intense ritual... i didnt only perform it, it sort of performed on me... i was surprised with the 
outcome... it was here in berlin... last month for the month of performance art
the performances I made with my 3rd year students
my dramaturgical talks I have with fellow theatre makers, last night I discussed first try out 
of JULIAN graduate show of acting department Utrecht with director Carina Molier, and 
dramaturg Martjan Zegers, most succesful because most recent

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
that because I am a lesbian I probably want to be a man
I play with it
i should learn to talk and act straight?
Probably that I’m chinese...I’n not chinese!!! I’m half scottosh / half Phillipino bitches so take 
note :)
hahahaha me too... asked many times if i was chinese... and if i knew kung fu. 
but i got used to it now whenever i get that... and learned to play with it... i learned some kung 
fu moves ;)
it depends on where i am, people think of me as:
chinese in spain
thai in germany
indonesian in netherlands

Sugar man by rodriguez, it’s playing now... it sounds good as a first kiss music
We’re trying to role play and kiss each other and see if sugar man sounds good. ;)
nina simone, anything
or eartha kitt
I’m every woman, also possible
chaka khan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8xuUdI1an0
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to a nudist beach.... actually thinking of going there tomorrow
still remember the first time i went
I’d like to leave my body.....astral projection .
quantum physics, thats a nice place to go too  i’ve been thinking about quantam physics alot 
too lately... i can feel you :)
home

How does humour plays in your art practice?
Humor is a sacred element of my practice... it’s like a bubble
a very time-based thing... humor is an ingredient to cook a situation
i believe it breaks borders
that’s a hard question...I think it’s probably an important part of my work, but I try not to think 
about it,  I find if I try or think about trying to make things humorous or funny, they are not, they 
end up being the oppositie.    Horrible.  I find if I keep to working on really specific concepts 
and putting them next to each other, an interesting humour is created without me having to 
think about it.  I like finding these weird humourous coincidences, they take me out of my 
comfort zone.  My favorite combo is funny and extremelly touching at the same time.
I could not survive or be creative, or social without it :))))))
laughter is one of the most important effect of a cooked situation. laughter is sacred :)
humor is healing and laughing together makes you feel alive

do you feel empowered by communities?
no
For me community is a super important part of my practice.  I am influenced, inspired by and 
supported by the diffreent communities I’m a part of and they change the way I make decisions 
on a day to day basis.
depends on what we mean by community. i think we empower what it means, or what it could 
mean. we enforce it... or reinforce it... or destroy it
i am in a dinner table, talking with a group of former strangers (but not anymore) and talking 
about stasi (love, sex, borders) .... this feels community, we are empowering each other. EACH 
OTHER
I feel communities are stressful
and I don’t believe in its strength anymore
I believe in free minds   free minds can exist within a community.
Most of the times not, not the way we organise our communities
there are no free places spaces anymore
Am I too depressed about this ha ha doesn’t sound depressed but possibly lonely. 

did you notice the invasion?
up in the top of the conversation.
we have some audience on iphones !
yes! we are living it

peruvian or paraguayan in paris
malaysian in uk
Good idea,  I should learn some mandarin to fuck with peple :)
;))) yeah... sometimes its also good to auto-exoticize oneself hehehe
or learn mandarin
gay in the world? which actually I am, so there’s the difference
(we are now entering in the theater, in few minutes this window will be proyected in the wall, :), 
so we take couple of minutes to set up.)
I am off for a smoke
ok but we are back now !
i’m multi-tasking, having dinner conversation, and being with you :)))
it’s 3 in the afternoon here, so I’m all yours :)

Now we are inside. 
We are gonna play bj’s first kiss song.under your spell. a coincidence we were using a scene 
from the movie in our show   :)

Which are better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
what is bounce houses? what does it mean? the inflatable castles you can jump in
bouncy castle!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. you get to bounce and you get a castle
I’ve always liked bounce houses...They kind of make you feel invincible, you take your shoes 
off and you can bounce around and do flips with little fear of injury.  that’s a pretty great feeling.

it’s the same
why do you say it’s the same?
you have to open yourself for the environment that is unpredictable but you learn a lot through 
opening body and mind
you enter and then..... you experience and learn what feels good what not what belongs to you, 
what you want to do with it
sometimes you fall
sometimes you feel the sky is the limit
you jump higher and higher and often you feel you are beginning all over again
be vulnerable and take you shoes off, also in learning, especially in art
get the comparison?
yes
what are you doing now?

Where do you want to go?
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Let’s have a kiki!
hmm
is the audience still involved
now in the cafe some of them are coming to say little things.
We lost the Hey Girls.. now its a break. we are sitting in the cafe. but the text is not being 
projected anymore.
AND post KIKI! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGCD4xb-Tr8
Should i stick around?yes!
oke was fun, what did you think, I am off again for a smoke and see you later, love spartacus
join when you want we continue going, love and kisses?

Tell me about the character you play
I am myself, is hundred characters or more

i’m playing a character now called ‘Zep’... and this lad has just so much pizzazz
he’s got a talent in making clothes and fashion design
so this summer, he is mounting his very first spring summer collection, with textiles and 
other materials from all the people he got to know and interact with in berlin, the collection 
represents cycles of love, and relationships  I like fashion :) Zep sounds cool. thank you!!!! Zep 
thanks you for your love
the first show of his first collection will show in the first week of june... the models will be all his 
new friends in berlin... a photographer will make a photoshoot!! exciting!!!
send us a link where we can see your collection !  send a lookbook !
yes, i’ll send you links as soon as Zep has his design process mounted online
Zep appreciates your enthusiasm! :)))
I don’t like characters....They are usually fake.   But can be entertaining to try to be outside of 
yourself.
pseudonym i borrowed from a collegue far away which I work with under the name of Sappho
independance of fixed identities???? freedom
though cliche’s

What is the worst thing about getting older?
I am getting younger
so I would not know
how do you do that? hahahahahaha i second that
i guess we need a workshop on this
Probably knowing more but the body being able to do less...Also comparing yourself to 
younger people is never good for the morale :):)

Is there anything good about it?
OF course you are less stupid....Just kidding, but kind of not.  
the good thing about getting older, physiologically, is that it gets you nearer to your next 

so we listen to KIKI ! from ssisters

Got any good jokes?
I told you if I try to be funny I fail..So no.
OMG. none. hahahahaha
oh yeah... i have. but i cant write it here...better in person, hihihi
no, I am too lonely for jokes, haha

ok we will leave the theatre now !
see you back in the cafe !
who is kiki and what does she sound like
share :) that’s it: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGCD4xb-Tr8
we share in a sec !

we finished in the theater!! we go back to the cafe!!!

are we still chatting?
how are the people there now?

have fun!
spartacus, are you still here?

hi ! back on track 

What kind of things do you paint ?
one friend of mine here: “my nails”
the last thing i painted was the wall of my former house
i made a grafitti yesterday out of charcoal
I don’t usually paint anything.....Although lately I’ve been going to thrift stores and buying old 
crusifixes and other religious kitchy stuff and spray painting them super bright or cool pastel 
colors :)  Sometimes I turn these into necklaces.

Hey Girls, what do you paint? are you still there ?

Drama?
I was listening KIKI
I do not paint, but my own life
trying anyway
sometimes its black, sometimes minimal, sometimes sensual as rothko’s colours, most of the 
times black on black or white on white
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We just finished dinner...  ;) how many are you? six people... 1 straight man, 3 straight women, 
1 queer woman, and i very gay man... the genders are arbitrary and temporal -:) (PUNK 
SMILY)
:)))))
Some of us might go dancing... there was a suggestion of doing karaoke
DO DANCEOKE!!
probably work on a paper I’m writing for a conference on Dance curation...and make food!

Is there someone you would like to interview?
i would like to interview (and get to know) bj, spartacus, and other participants of this evening
we shoud set up a meeting for that! that would be lovely!!! yes!
i wonder whats happening there in frascati.... i love that place
Right now they are whatching another two performances.
there was lots of things happening while we were on stage - loud speaking in the audience :) 
rioting haha

what would be the first question?
what something about you would you like to share to everybody that is not part of your cv?
what are you most ashamed about?
directly where it hurts !
hahahaha
do you want to answer?
or/and us to answer? 
i want your answers! :D
they are really hard!!
its something that doesnt crosses my mind so fast (ashamed part)- i guess its something you 
push far down there haha hm....
i can stand still for a very long time and enjoy it ! or 

I would like to share my next pole dance skills. They are not in my cv. But the pole is in my 
room. hahahahahahaha
Probably this will also be potentially what I’m most ashamed about...hahahahaha you’re 
answer is killing two birds in one stone... There’s no reason to be ashamed about that!!
haha
what are you ashamed of?
something not in my cv: i give good massage :)
ashamed of: my nose hair. ah yeah hair !, when it comes out... especially in intimate 
situations... it grows too fucking fast
 
 so we can meet another time, for now do you miss something?
yes, do you miss any question? 

reincarnation... then you can recycled into something even better.  also you try less hard which 
leaves you open to being conscious of what you really need to be doing.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
True, I would be envious, love to be lazy river, to be able to go against all those impulses 
natural or not that say MOVE MOVE FORWARD, where to, I would say, let me lay back and 
feel the movements
I have to be off for half an hour, sorry, check later, love you all!
oh, thanks so much! if we are still here later just join back. I will, and see you tomorrow, I love 
being here
thanks spartacus !
if not see you tomorrow in another dimension!
my friend here says: they were good when you were a child... but now its kinda boring
haha
I like the idea of lazy rivers, but don’t know if they are the best.  they’re great because you 
allow yourself to drift and have a moment to relax, but in the end you keep floating around in 
circles and getting a sunburn.    So yeah, I’m not the biggest fan.

someone told us this joke !:
Performance art asked marina  abramovivic hahahahahahaha(fuck, i don’t know how to write 
her name): Hey Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not 
much....Just  being mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh  forget it, 
you are not familiar with this concept.   I don’t get it (hahahah)

What comes after irony?
the genuine?  Maybe...Did I spell that right? i think so
someone said “Fuck you” answering that question.
and the other “love”
laughter ;)  I like that answer better than mine. ;))))
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI -jb’s first kiss song (jb -bj :)
(this song drive us crazy)

What did you cook today?
8am.... i just got home from a ‘meeting’
i saw our kitchen full of unwashed dishes...and my leftovers from a dinner i made yesterday
i decided to cook them: leftover spiced rice with kidney beans; i added some sauteed onions 
and green red and yellow bell pepers... and i made a quiche... i put it in the oven
i washed the dishes, removed the quiche, and slept.

Tuna sandwich, Ramen soup with asian vegetables, and mini bok choy.

What are you gonna do next?
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July 5th, 2013. 21.40h // D.N.G., Carmen Piikki, O and guests

Answer the questions appearing below, writting in this window.
On the right side window, choose a color for you and introduce yourself using just your 
inicials or a fake name!

1- LP: What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?

if the kids are united they will never be divided

Back then I would say “November Rain” by “Guns n Roses”...I heard it in a Karaoke in Berlin, 
recently... I could not resist and sing it... if I woud ever cry, I would have done it with that 
song. Probably. I know, but it was cheap and romantic, not really sad, unless you watched the 
video...with the part of the storm and the wine pouring over the table....in the wedding of Axl 
Rose and a super model (If i am not wrong) ! ! ! ! !

I recently heard this song in the radio and I found it very suitable for my first kiss: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=4TvalYQolts in fact I just found it suitable for my first kiss. It would have 
made things so much more relaxed and easy going
thKiss by prince so it actually would have happened.
Although being honest I don’t remember my firt kiss (I can still taste it though) Don’t you? I can 
also remember its smell, everything tasted like this cheap sweet strawberry perfumes used by 
15 year old girls.
I just remember being sick soon after.Throwing up?Who didn’t?Kissing still reminds me of 
bicardi breezers and Were you waisted during your first kiss? Were you a clubbing person 
only interacting other teens when totally drunk?I think so, I jut remember not feeling much.
That’s so not romantic at allYou’re completely right. But asking a 15 year old to be romatic is 
like asking a squirrel to operate heavy machinery. 

What game do you like to play the most?

I am actually playing right now “Xenoblades Chronicles” a role playing game for the wii...I read 
that the succes of Games of Thrones is due to the lack of fantasy in contemporary society. I 
dont watch that serie, I guess this game is my escape to fantasy.Is it full of dragons?
Biscuit game.backgammon
buscuit game is that one where many guys sit around a biscuit, in a circle, and start jerking off; 
and all of them gotta cum over the buiscuit, and last guy cuming has to eat it all?No it’s when 
you eat lots of biscuits. OOps, where I come from teen boys play it the way described above, 
kind of disgusting Do you come from Essex?hahahahaha no no, Madrid

That made me remember, I recently was sitting on a terrace and there were two young ladies 
palying a very funny game, or at least they made it funny, consisting on saying half a sentence, 

yes, i would love that... lets exchange addresses please
Yes for sure...would be great.  

can i go now? my friends would like to dance (go out)
you must go dancing ! nice  hahahahahaha exactly whhat i was thinking

yes lets round up ! thanks for this one!
thank you bj and peperoncino and spartacus that left a bit before.tll the next time
Thanks guys!!!!Talk / see you soon somewhere...Maybe? :*
See you soon!!
hey spartacus if you come back - we left hahah but stay in touch ! And if you feel like just add 
your comments! (yes you can answer the questions even if we are not there !!)
Love you guys hahah and your chinese looking problems 
thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
its been a great community this has been
hahahaha..... the kung fu master thanks everyone 
haha yeah, love spontaneous communities.  Very inspiring (haha)
ciao!!! love!!! make love!!!
peperoncino bye
bye!
bbyey!e!
!!
I’m so lonely, haha, back and gone again, love to you all!
yours spartacus
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this is a joke one of our intervieuwees made during our chat Marina’s not hilarious anymore but 
your interviewee

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you? How many people is 

currently witnessing this? I have to think about it....
hipster. 
Around 16, they (the rest) have slowly walked towards the beers.
what are you drinking? what are the performers doing....? 
who is a performer? (me) you what happens in between
what are you doing?

Im drinking a beer at my place and just finished eating a couple of fried eggs. 
performing. 
we (in Berlin) are being recorded with a video camera.

Most stupid thing anyone ever told me is that my titties look like dairy goat titties. I mean, 
they’re awesome, no goaty at all, whatever does goat titties mean.

What do you think is teh worst thing about getting older?
expectations. people who gets a bigger and bigger ego with age
loosing concentration...mental and physical...
loosing memory... takes longer to adapt..for exqmple to a dutch keyboard.
That also happens when you don’ dont whatt get older, which is actually not possible. Dutch 
ke?yboards are very hard.Why are dutch keyboards SO different?? dutch language is 
strangewhat keyboard do you feel comfortable with?
Those anoying stains that appear all over the skin, specially the ones on the hands. But didn’t 
happen to me yet, so I’m just figuring out. 

What is good about it?
knowing a bit better what I dont want or what did not work in the past
what did not work? any advice ? :) Career egocentrism... career before being curious in life in 
general... ok, thanks!
stability. in a way. balls has dropped. im  sorted. 
Getting calmer. More relaxed.Saying whatever the fuck you feel like saying, and people taking 
it easy because, you know, he’s / she’s nearly suffering from dementia. Whenever I get old I’ll 
simply spend the whole day being randomly rude
i dont want to get older. its all a bit too serious. Not for all  -I get less serious the older I get.
for me is more difficult to take things seriously now that I am growing old...which sometimes 
preocupies me because everything looks a bit superfluous That’s a clear pathological case of 
notgiveashitness I agree in everything but the pathological

at the moment there is 13 people in the room - the concentration of the half is not very high

and leting the other person finish it, and so on; of course they were drunk and played so 
that: “last sunday I saw...” “...a lovely deer...” “...with a HUGE cock”... and it turned sexually 
instantlyI’d rather play biscuit game. Then you can only be from Essex

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?

Keeping desire alive in daily life...I mean productive, so that new or different decisions can be 
made without falling into a loop of boring repetitions
 Raising two lovely and adorable young creatures
When I sold a kitchen to an old person through a dodgy call centre. I think they had dementia.
Was their pension good enough to afford it?Probably not, that’s why the dodgy call centre 
offered credit.There’s a banksman soul into yourself!!I don’t like myself. That’s so much XXI 
century

D.N.G. what does productive mean to you?
Productive means to have a circuit of interests running in a non conscious way that ocasionally 
make me take actual decisions. Thus, I don’t mean productive as something efficient, but 
inspirational, and these inspirations could be very light and dark at the same time Therefore, 
to keep the engine properly oiled and runing full steam? Just keep on running...no matter what 
the big eye of the other seems to throw back to oneself

Do you make your own jokes?

Which are better? Obstacle courses or bounce houses?
bounce houses
obstacle courses!!! c’mon, bounce houses seriously?
bouncy castle; there is one in Berlin at Foreign Affairs right now!!
ok - we will go and have a bounce ! yes open all day tomorrow.
where is it?
Bouncy castles make me throw up biscuits. But don’t you all get bored instantly in a bounce 
castle? I mean, you can simply jump a bit and hit walls, taking care not to fall over any anoying 
child screaming around I find it a good excuse to attack annoying children.I keep my shoes on 
for that reason. (Steel toe caps)”kids are only cute when dead” 

continuity

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 
with this concept. “  

Marina is hilarious, isn’t she? But the way, who the fuck is Performance Art?
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NOT all
the nicest are staying !
I LIKE THAT
maybe they should interact, shout your feelings out, or a question.how do you feel today guys 
Can you name the nicest? we can all write their names down so that be give them an online 
tribute to the most patience viewer
But the skaffolt (this was written buy my dear little audience here next to me, becouse...) is 
alredy in and the technitians are building down the things.
Is someone from the audience writing in the two computers or we are all virtual space 
participants?There is 
they can all write their own names if they want to!
THIS IS AN INVITATION :       GO ON THEN
 Can’t you name them? no need for politeness, go wild, second row third seat
 

 What comes after irony?
 Hopefully some constructive thoughts
 Someone said “fuck you” answering this question.
 Someone said “love”.Someone said “love”.
 Someone like an audience?
 AAfter irony, all should melt.
                                            
bra on stage becomes winner. ¿cynicism? Hope not, it is the base for capitalism

Green you are discovered - your not under cover anymore - That’s accurate, how did it 
happen, which were the clues, I’m so overwhelmed
Green. Does your name start with an A? I think it does. And I think you are....(...) I just realised 
about what gave you the clue, I also think I know who you are
How many audience left? 
how weird is it to pay with pin when you buy weed. absurd. The The clapping, was it for the 
official end? The who anyone can clap. 
That is weird ,
Three members.
Interacting here.
Only three audience left?Brave guys!!! can someone ask those three people their opinion 
about this and write it down? 
im clapping rigt now. with my feet and my butt cheeks. clenshing them

Tell me about the character you play?
i am my boyfrien. and my own boss. the player, the man in the castel, the holder of the key.
Bouncing castle, borring castle!!!Still I’m doubtful about the reasons anyone chose the course
The three people love it!!! Do they? I feel like hugging them Yes we do.
hug us!!!hugged

ask them to clap
CLAP!
CLAP-ing !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   !   ! 
CLAP
CLAP
CLAP
They clapped!

claping  fantastic

Do you feel empowered by communities?

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Depends on the care of the people of the community Community of the ring!!!...sometimes 
it leaks energy...sometimes enhances thoughts, feelings, etc. There has to be a strong 
interest between the participants from where each one singularly can take something and 
do something else. I love communities, seriously, even though they’re sometimes too noisy, 
specially when composed by southern europeans, you know, they shout so much There is an 
interesting conference-workshop-meeting in Het Veem theatre beginning of September about 
the different communities created in Brussels, Berlin and Amsterdam. One of the questions is 
why people studying in Amsterdam mostly moves to the other two cities.
are you finding this question boring , annoying or ??? hm
iitts ambivalent, but not borints ambivalent, but not boring. it seems as if I chose to be 
empowered.. I have to get acustomed to this waway of chat. real time thought.
i wish i was in an organic sustainable community
as a premium membermber, you mean?, you mean?, you mean?, you mean? I mean it so 
much.Premium member of an organic sustainable community? Y

THIS IS A CONVERSATION ABOUT FUCKING AND DIRTY SEX. GAY SEX what is 

being said? ARe you trying to get attention?? There are more subtil ways. (VERY SNDO 
RESPONSE)  isn’t? I mean the “green” response
I mean, talking about WWII is normally more subtle, but in a german-dutch context it might 
harm some people and bring in old fashioned troubles, international troubles. I would say kinky 
homosex might work better
we have talked about sex today during dinner
my friedn asked his grandad if he ever had a blowjob, he answered “what is a blowjob” we felt 
sorry for the grandad cause now he is old. and he will never have one. he also looked at his 
granson like - kids nowadaysIsn’t your friend seriously considering gifting his grandad with a 
blowjob? I mean, not himself, but someone else (PROSTITUTION) might be a wonderful gift
problem is he is to old to be aroused, and now he is dead. Shit, too late

this is the performance in which i LOST the audience the faSTEST !
Already all gone?
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some kind of love from the theatre in berlin ! THANKS!!!hahahaha
Love Back! Chau!
Love!
maybe we stay in touch :) NO FUCKING WAY AFTER THIS INTEVIEW!!!!ok green 
We will send you the book!!!
we will stay in touch sending the book - you can burn it no way, that’s gonna be a unique 
strange book. How are you planning to transcript this titanpads? printscreen paste?
Sure
::)

bye!!
bye !
L
BYE!! have a good party
listening to shy for shore !
enjoy your beers and food and and and

So, I’m Carmen Piikki. My dad’s finnish, which explains my surname, kind of exotic. He 
once went to Torremolinos when young and fell in love with this gorgeous uspanishuuu uu 
swompaian callend Carmen, she looked like Penelople Cruz but fatter. I have two kids, fit and 
healthy, and some people think my titties aren’t nice enough. I also eat fried eggs from time to 
time.
hug then GO ON 
titts and other bits. 
IIts the wrong

OK guys I need to leave to a party...in another city....not there in Berlin. ANY SPECIFIC LAST 
QUESTION? We were moving to the dressing room, because of the building to
i will now enter another dimention. zyberspace. good day.im blu dabadee dabadie
as in DIE. 

aren’t we loosing some dynamism in here? red, react!! or don’t 
Tecechnical tornados!! Sorry!

the last question : ?
Who would you like to interview? ?
the pope. naked. and all alone. shy for shore I know a really nice band with taht name !!
http://shyforshore.bandcamp.com/album/sometimes-its-a-heartbreak-not-to-introduce-yourself 
it a good band! how do you know this band? 

dIid  would like to interview the 3 audience members standing alone in there. Are you drinking 
a beer while watching all this?
no one in mind
Have you developed any love for any colour? In here? I loved whoever admited playing this 
role game on the wii. Sincere, nigger!!respect.. excusse me? purple interviewee did so at 
the very begining Sure I was playing the game while answering the questions! (Only in the 
beginning). That’s so multitasking, you must have been born after 1987 No, I was born with 
Atari and Coleco Vision, then Commodre 64Ctrue, november rain, I forgot it

 “Xenoblades Chronicles”

ok, THANKS SO MUCH !!!!!
we really appreciate all the colours in all there excentricities (green !!)

THank you blue, violet, green, yellow, pink, azul !!!!
Thank you , thank you. hank you , thank you. We’ve got one audience member here.We’ve got 
one audience member here.
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June 14th, 2013. 21.10h // spartacus, peperoncino, bj and invaders

“we think Kat is great  and she says you are a cool woman and straight and you know your 
field very well and you appreciate young artists with guts”
“you are a lil cutie we want to hear more from and you make the most  beautiful plastic jewelry 
and make a great colorful monster and somehow  you look really similar to someone else we 
really want to talk to too  and hey you are gonna be ok and so are we, right”
“you could be surrounded by cows and you could be surrounded by  chickens and you could 
even be surrounded by humans and aliens and you  will always be outstanding there and you 
also look really similar to someone else we really want to talk to too and we think it’s great if 
that happens”

Answer the questions appearing below writing in this window.ahahahhaa I wish I could 
say something on this performance. I’m in the audience and I want to participate lets all 
connect with our iPhone !!   I think everyone should have the possibility to express itself. 
I love lets have a kiki this is my love song. Put it on !!! i is by the scissor sisters. I’m sory 
about erasing a bit of your conversation but I need to listen to this song !!  But this was not 
during my first kiss though. Maybe my first anal sex experience. My first kiss it was.... Lolita 

I guess. This stupid French song .  Yeah !!!  wow!
Ok.  What are the others questions I don see them from where I stand    Louder ? 
On the right side window, choose a color for you and introduce yourself using just your 
inicials or a fake name!
Thanks girls.
ready!
yes hi
yes

What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?

Can I have 2 songs?  I’m thinking either “under your spell” by desire (made popular from the 
Drive movie soundtrack.....OR if I want to be really classical first kiss make out music then I 
would go with Madonna “Crazy for you”   :)  
I’m having dinner with friends now. I will ask their opinions too, is that ok? ok
“Woman in love” by Barbra Streisand
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What is the game you like the most?
flirting...
or in another context, twister
in spain they play a game which i really like: truth or dare, or kiss.... guess what i choose 
whenever i get picked ;)))
If I’m honest it’s kind of a pathetic answer.  I am really into playing Candy Crush on Facebook 
and it has kind of taken over and I can’t stop playing it when I have nothing better to do.  I’m 
lame I know...
the game called love
canasta
out of sentimental reasons

<3 <3 <3

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?
working with young artists gives great fulfillment and I learn a lot, also it is the most creative 
processes I know, performing arts is fluid
I’d have to say that the events that my company produces in Montreal are my best work.  THey 
bring together artists of all different kinds and create a great space to share ideas....It’s more 
important than any of my individual work!
the cooking performance that i had with the same people i’m having dinner with now....
it’s why we’re meeting again, and having more dinners, because that first encounter was such 
an intense ritual... i didnt only perform it, it sort of performed on me... i was surprised with the 
outcome... it was here in berlin... last month for the month of performance art
the performances I made with my 3rd year students
my dramaturgical talks I have with fellow theatre makers, last night I discussed first try out 
of JULIAN graduate show of acting department Utrecht with director Carina Molier, and 
dramaturg Martjan Zegers, most succesful because most recent

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you?
that because I am a lesbian I probably want to be a man
I play with it
i should learn to talk and act straight?
Probably that I’m chinese...I’n not chinese!!! I’m half scottosh / half Phillipino bitches so take 
note :)
hahahaha me too... asked many times if i was chinese... and if i knew kung fu. 
but i got used to it now whenever i get that... and learned to play with it... i learned some kung 
fu moves ;)
it depends on where i am, people think of me as:
chinese in spain
thai in germany
indonesian in netherlands

Sugar man by rodriguez, it’s playing now... it sounds good as a first kiss music
We’re trying to role play and kiss each other and see if sugar man sounds good. ;)
nina simone, anything
or eartha kitt
I’m every woman, also possible
chaka khan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8xuUdI1an0
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to a nudist beach.... actually thinking of going there tomorrow
still remember the first time i went
I’d like to leave my body.....astral projection .
quantum physics, thats a nice place to go too  i’ve been thinking about quantam physics alot 
too lately... i can feel you :)
home

How does humour plays in your art practice?
Humor is a sacred element of my practice... it’s like a bubble
a very time-based thing... humor is an ingredient to cook a situation
i believe it breaks borders
that’s a hard question...I think it’s probably an important part of my work, but I try not to think 
about it,  I find if I try or think about trying to make things humorous or funny, they are not, they 
end up being the oppositie.    Horrible.  I find if I keep to working on really specific concepts 
and putting them next to each other, an interesting humour is created without me having to 
think about it.  I like finding these weird humourous coincidences, they take me out of my 
comfort zone.  My favorite combo is funny and extremelly touching at the same time.
I could not survive or be creative, or social without it :))))))
laughter is one of the most important effect of a cooked situation. laughter is sacred :)
humor is healing and laughing together makes you feel alive

do you feel empowered by communities?
no
For me community is a super important part of my practice.  I am influenced, inspired by and 
supported by the diffreent communities I’m a part of and they change the way I make decisions 
on a day to day basis.
depends on what we mean by community. i think we empower what it means, or what it could 
mean. we enforce it... or reinforce it... or destroy it
i am in a dinner table, talking with a group of former strangers (but not anymore) and talking 
about stasi (love, sex, borders) .... this feels community, we are empowering each other. EACH 
OTHER
I feel communities are stressful
and I don’t believe in its strength anymore
I believe in free minds   free minds can exist within a community.
Most of the times not, not the way we organise our communities
there are no free places spaces anymore
Am I too depressed about this ha ha doesn’t sound depressed but possibly lonely. 

did you notice the invasion?
up in the top of the conversation.
we have some audience on iphones !
yes! we are living it

peruvian or paraguayan in paris
malaysian in uk
Good idea,  I should learn some mandarin to fuck with peple :)
;))) yeah... sometimes its also good to auto-exoticize oneself hehehe
or learn mandarin
gay in the world? which actually I am, so there’s the difference
(we are now entering in the theater, in few minutes this window will be proyected in the wall, :), 
so we take couple of minutes to set up.)
I am off for a smoke
ok but we are back now !
i’m multi-tasking, having dinner conversation, and being with you :)))
it’s 3 in the afternoon here, so I’m all yours :)

Now we are inside. 
We are gonna play bj’s first kiss song.under your spell. a coincidence we were using a scene 
from the movie in our show   :)

Which are better obstacle courses or bounce houses?
what is bounce houses? what does it mean? the inflatable castles you can jump in
bouncy castle!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. you get to bounce and you get a castle
I’ve always liked bounce houses...They kind of make you feel invincible, you take your shoes 
off and you can bounce around and do flips with little fear of injury.  that’s a pretty great feeling.

it’s the same
why do you say it’s the same?
you have to open yourself for the environment that is unpredictable but you learn a lot through 
opening body and mind
you enter and then..... you experience and learn what feels good what not what belongs to you, 
what you want to do with it
sometimes you fall
sometimes you feel the sky is the limit
you jump higher and higher and often you feel you are beginning all over again
be vulnerable and take you shoes off, also in learning, especially in art
get the comparison?
yes
what are you doing now?

Where do you want to go?
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Let’s have a kiki!
hmm
is the audience still involved
now in the cafe some of them are coming to say little things.
We lost the Hey Girls.. now its a break. we are sitting in the cafe. but the text is not being 
projected anymore.
AND post KIKI! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGCD4xb-Tr8
Should i stick around?yes!
oke was fun, what did you think, I am off again for a smoke and see you later, love spartacus
join when you want we continue going, love and kisses?

Tell me about the character you play
I am myself, is hundred characters or more

i’m playing a character now called ‘Zep’... and this lad has just so much pizzazz
he’s got a talent in making clothes and fashion design
so this summer, he is mounting his very first spring summer collection, with textiles and 
other materials from all the people he got to know and interact with in berlin, the collection 
represents cycles of love, and relationships  I like fashion :) Zep sounds cool. thank you!!!! Zep 
thanks you for your love
the first show of his first collection will show in the first week of june... the models will be all his 
new friends in berlin... a photographer will make a photoshoot!! exciting!!!
send us a link where we can see your collection !  send a lookbook !
yes, i’ll send you links as soon as Zep has his design process mounted online
Zep appreciates your enthusiasm! :)))
I don’t like characters....They are usually fake.   But can be entertaining to try to be outside of 
yourself.
pseudonym i borrowed from a collegue far away which I work with under the name of Sappho
independance of fixed identities???? freedom
though cliche’s

What is the worst thing about getting older?
I am getting younger
so I would not know
how do you do that? hahahahahaha i second that
i guess we need a workshop on this
Probably knowing more but the body being able to do less...Also comparing yourself to 
younger people is never good for the morale :):)

Is there anything good about it?
OF course you are less stupid....Just kidding, but kind of not.  
the good thing about getting older, physiologically, is that it gets you nearer to your next 

so we listen to KIKI ! from ssisters

Got any good jokes?
I told you if I try to be funny I fail..So no.
OMG. none. hahahahaha
oh yeah... i have. but i cant write it here...better in person, hihihi
no, I am too lonely for jokes, haha

ok we will leave the theatre now !
see you back in the cafe !
who is kiki and what does she sound like
share :) that’s it: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGCD4xb-Tr8
we share in a sec !

we finished in the theater!! we go back to the cafe!!!

are we still chatting?
how are the people there now?

have fun!
spartacus, are you still here?

hi ! back on track 

What kind of things do you paint ?
one friend of mine here: “my nails”
the last thing i painted was the wall of my former house
i made a grafitti yesterday out of charcoal
I don’t usually paint anything.....Although lately I’ve been going to thrift stores and buying old 
crusifixes and other religious kitchy stuff and spray painting them super bright or cool pastel 
colors :)  Sometimes I turn these into necklaces.

Hey Girls, what do you paint? are you still there ?

Drama?
I was listening KIKI
I do not paint, but my own life
trying anyway
sometimes its black, sometimes minimal, sometimes sensual as rothko’s colours, most of the 
times black on black or white on white
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We just finished dinner...  ;) how many are you? six people... 1 straight man, 3 straight women, 
1 queer woman, and i very gay man... the genders are arbitrary and temporal -:) (PUNK 
SMILY)
:)))))
Some of us might go dancing... there was a suggestion of doing karaoke
DO DANCEOKE!!
probably work on a paper I’m writing for a conference on Dance curation...and make food!

Is there someone you would like to interview?
i would like to interview (and get to know) bj, spartacus, and other participants of this evening
we shoud set up a meeting for that! that would be lovely!!! yes!
i wonder whats happening there in frascati.... i love that place
Right now they are whatching another two performances.
there was lots of things happening while we were on stage - loud speaking in the audience :) 
rioting haha

what would be the first question?
what something about you would you like to share to everybody that is not part of your cv?
what are you most ashamed about?
directly where it hurts !
hahahaha
do you want to answer?
or/and us to answer? 
i want your answers! :D
they are really hard!!
its something that doesnt crosses my mind so fast (ashamed part)- i guess its something you 
push far down there haha hm....
i can stand still for a very long time and enjoy it ! or 

I would like to share my next pole dance skills. They are not in my cv. But the pole is in my 
room. hahahahahahaha
Probably this will also be potentially what I’m most ashamed about...hahahahaha you’re 
answer is killing two birds in one stone... There’s no reason to be ashamed about that!!
haha
what are you ashamed of?
something not in my cv: i give good massage :)
ashamed of: my nose hair. ah yeah hair !, when it comes out... especially in intimate 
situations... it grows too fucking fast
 
 so we can meet another time, for now do you miss something?
yes, do you miss any question? 

reincarnation... then you can recycled into something even better.  also you try less hard which 
leaves you open to being conscious of what you really need to be doing.

True or false. Lazy rivers are the best? Explain.
True, I would be envious, love to be lazy river, to be able to go against all those impulses 
natural or not that say MOVE MOVE FORWARD, where to, I would say, let me lay back and 
feel the movements
I have to be off for half an hour, sorry, check later, love you all!
oh, thanks so much! if we are still here later just join back. I will, and see you tomorrow, I love 
being here
thanks spartacus !
if not see you tomorrow in another dimension!
my friend here says: they were good when you were a child... but now its kinda boring
haha
I like the idea of lazy rivers, but don’t know if they are the best.  they’re great because you 
allow yourself to drift and have a moment to relax, but in the end you keep floating around in 
circles and getting a sunburn.    So yeah, I’m not the biggest fan.

someone told us this joke !:
Performance art asked marina  abramovivic hahahahahahaha(fuck, i don’t know how to write 
her name): Hey Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not 
much....Just  being mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh  forget it, 
you are not familiar with this concept.   I don’t get it (hahahah)

What comes after irony?
the genuine?  Maybe...Did I spell that right? i think so
someone said “Fuck you” answering that question.
and the other “love”
laughter ;)  I like that answer better than mine. ;))))
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev7NMv7j6tI -jb’s first kiss song (jb -bj :)
(this song drive us crazy)

What did you cook today?
8am.... i just got home from a ‘meeting’
i saw our kitchen full of unwashed dishes...and my leftovers from a dinner i made yesterday
i decided to cook them: leftover spiced rice with kidney beans; i added some sauteed onions 
and green red and yellow bell pepers... and i made a quiche... i put it in the oven
i washed the dishes, removed the quiche, and slept.

Tuna sandwich, Ramen soup with asian vegetables, and mini bok choy.

What are you gonna do next?
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July 5th, 2013. 21.40h // D.N.G., Carmen Piikki, O and guests

Answer the questions appearing below, writting in this window.
On the right side window, choose a color for you and introduce yourself using just your 
inicials or a fake name!

1- LP: What song do you wish would have been playing during your first kiss?

if the kids are united they will never be divided

Back then I would say “November Rain” by “Guns n Roses”...I heard it in a Karaoke in Berlin, 
recently... I could not resist and sing it... if I woud ever cry, I would have done it with that 
song. Probably. I know, but it was cheap and romantic, not really sad, unless you watched the 
video...with the part of the storm and the wine pouring over the table....in the wedding of Axl 
Rose and a super model (If i am not wrong) ! ! ! ! !

I recently heard this song in the radio and I found it very suitable for my first kiss: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=4TvalYQolts in fact I just found it suitable for my first kiss. It would have 
made things so much more relaxed and easy going
thKiss by prince so it actually would have happened.
Although being honest I don’t remember my firt kiss (I can still taste it though) Don’t you? I can 
also remember its smell, everything tasted like this cheap sweet strawberry perfumes used by 
15 year old girls.
I just remember being sick soon after.Throwing up?Who didn’t?Kissing still reminds me of 
bicardi breezers and Were you waisted during your first kiss? Were you a clubbing person 
only interacting other teens when totally drunk?I think so, I jut remember not feeling much.
That’s so not romantic at allYou’re completely right. But asking a 15 year old to be romatic is 
like asking a squirrel to operate heavy machinery. 

What game do you like to play the most?

I am actually playing right now “Xenoblades Chronicles” a role playing game for the wii...I read 
that the succes of Games of Thrones is due to the lack of fantasy in contemporary society. I 
dont watch that serie, I guess this game is my escape to fantasy.Is it full of dragons?
Biscuit game.backgammon
buscuit game is that one where many guys sit around a biscuit, in a circle, and start jerking off; 
and all of them gotta cum over the buiscuit, and last guy cuming has to eat it all?No it’s when 
you eat lots of biscuits. OOps, where I come from teen boys play it the way described above, 
kind of disgusting Do you come from Essex?hahahahaha no no, Madrid

That made me remember, I recently was sitting on a terrace and there were two young ladies 
palying a very funny game, or at least they made it funny, consisting on saying half a sentence, 

yes, i would love that... lets exchange addresses please
Yes for sure...would be great.  

can i go now? my friends would like to dance (go out)
you must go dancing ! nice  hahahahahaha exactly whhat i was thinking

yes lets round up ! thanks for this one!
thank you bj and peperoncino and spartacus that left a bit before.tll the next time
Thanks guys!!!!Talk / see you soon somewhere...Maybe? :*
See you soon!!
hey spartacus if you come back - we left hahah but stay in touch ! And if you feel like just add 
your comments! (yes you can answer the questions even if we are not there !!)
Love you guys hahah and your chinese looking problems 
thank you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
its been a great community this has been
hahahaha..... the kung fu master thanks everyone 
haha yeah, love spontaneous communities.  Very inspiring (haha)
ciao!!! love!!! make love!!!
peperoncino bye
bye!
bbyey!e!
!!
I’m so lonely, haha, back and gone again, love to you all!
yours spartacus
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this is a joke one of our intervieuwees made during our chat Marina’s not hilarious anymore but 
your interviewee

What is the most stupid thing that has been said about you? How many people is 

currently witnessing this? I have to think about it....
hipster. 
Around 16, they (the rest) have slowly walked towards the beers.
what are you drinking? what are the performers doing....? 
who is a performer? (me) you what happens in between
what are you doing?

Im drinking a beer at my place and just finished eating a couple of fried eggs. 
performing. 
we (in Berlin) are being recorded with a video camera.

Most stupid thing anyone ever told me is that my titties look like dairy goat titties. I mean, 
they’re awesome, no goaty at all, whatever does goat titties mean.

What do you think is teh worst thing about getting older?
expectations. people who gets a bigger and bigger ego with age
loosing concentration...mental and physical...
loosing memory... takes longer to adapt..for exqmple to a dutch keyboard.
That also happens when you don’ dont whatt get older, which is actually not possible. Dutch 
ke?yboards are very hard.Why are dutch keyboards SO different?? dutch language is 
strangewhat keyboard do you feel comfortable with?
Those anoying stains that appear all over the skin, specially the ones on the hands. But didn’t 
happen to me yet, so I’m just figuring out. 

What is good about it?
knowing a bit better what I dont want or what did not work in the past
what did not work? any advice ? :) Career egocentrism... career before being curious in life in 
general... ok, thanks!
stability. in a way. balls has dropped. im  sorted. 
Getting calmer. More relaxed.Saying whatever the fuck you feel like saying, and people taking 
it easy because, you know, he’s / she’s nearly suffering from dementia. Whenever I get old I’ll 
simply spend the whole day being randomly rude
i dont want to get older. its all a bit too serious. Not for all  -I get less serious the older I get.
for me is more difficult to take things seriously now that I am growing old...which sometimes 
preocupies me because everything looks a bit superfluous That’s a clear pathological case of 
notgiveashitness I agree in everything but the pathological

at the moment there is 13 people in the room - the concentration of the half is not very high

and leting the other person finish it, and so on; of course they were drunk and played so 
that: “last sunday I saw...” “...a lovely deer...” “...with a HUGE cock”... and it turned sexually 
instantlyI’d rather play biscuit game. Then you can only be from Essex

What do you feel is your most successful work and why?

Keeping desire alive in daily life...I mean productive, so that new or different decisions can be 
made without falling into a loop of boring repetitions
 Raising two lovely and adorable young creatures
When I sold a kitchen to an old person through a dodgy call centre. I think they had dementia.
Was their pension good enough to afford it?Probably not, that’s why the dodgy call centre 
offered credit.There’s a banksman soul into yourself!!I don’t like myself. That’s so much XXI 
century

D.N.G. what does productive mean to you?
Productive means to have a circuit of interests running in a non conscious way that ocasionally 
make me take actual decisions. Thus, I don’t mean productive as something efficient, but 
inspirational, and these inspirations could be very light and dark at the same time Therefore, 
to keep the engine properly oiled and runing full steam? Just keep on running...no matter what 
the big eye of the other seems to throw back to oneself

Do you make your own jokes?

Which are better? Obstacle courses or bounce houses?
bounce houses
obstacle courses!!! c’mon, bounce houses seriously?
bouncy castle; there is one in Berlin at Foreign Affairs right now!!
ok - we will go and have a bounce ! yes open all day tomorrow.
where is it?
Bouncy castles make me throw up biscuits. But don’t you all get bored instantly in a bounce 
castle? I mean, you can simply jump a bit and hit walls, taking care not to fall over any anoying 
child screaming around I find it a good excuse to attack annoying children.I keep my shoes on 
for that reason. (Steel toe caps)”kids are only cute when dead” 

continuity

“Performance art asked marina  abramovivic(fuck, i don’t know how to write her name): Hey 
Marina!!What  are you doing at the moment? Marina answered: Oh, not much....Just being  
mainstream. Performance art replyed: Main...what? Marina: oh forget it,  you are not familiar 
with this concept. “  

Marina is hilarious, isn’t she? But the way, who the fuck is Performance Art?
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NOT all
the nicest are staying !
I LIKE THAT
maybe they should interact, shout your feelings out, or a question.how do you feel today guys 
Can you name the nicest? we can all write their names down so that be give them an online 
tribute to the most patience viewer
But the skaffolt (this was written buy my dear little audience here next to me, becouse...) is 
alredy in and the technitians are building down the things.
Is someone from the audience writing in the two computers or we are all virtual space 
participants?There is 
they can all write their own names if they want to!
THIS IS AN INVITATION :       GO ON THEN
 Can’t you name them? no need for politeness, go wild, second row third seat
 

 What comes after irony?
 Hopefully some constructive thoughts
 Someone said “fuck you” answering this question.
 Someone said “love”.Someone said “love”.
 Someone like an audience?
 AAfter irony, all should melt.
                                            
bra on stage becomes winner. ¿cynicism? Hope not, it is the base for capitalism

Green you are discovered - your not under cover anymore - That’s accurate, how did it 
happen, which were the clues, I’m so overwhelmed
Green. Does your name start with an A? I think it does. And I think you are....(...) I just realised 
about what gave you the clue, I also think I know who you are
How many audience left? 
how weird is it to pay with pin when you buy weed. absurd. The The clapping, was it for the 
official end? The who anyone can clap. 
That is weird ,
Three members.
Interacting here.
Only three audience left?Brave guys!!! can someone ask those three people their opinion 
about this and write it down? 
im clapping rigt now. with my feet and my butt cheeks. clenshing them

Tell me about the character you play?
i am my boyfrien. and my own boss. the player, the man in the castel, the holder of the key.
Bouncing castle, borring castle!!!Still I’m doubtful about the reasons anyone chose the course
The three people love it!!! Do they? I feel like hugging them Yes we do.
hug us!!!hugged

ask them to clap
CLAP!
CLAP-ing !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   !   ! 
CLAP
CLAP
CLAP
They clapped!

claping  fantastic

Do you feel empowered by communities?

Do you feel empowered by communities?
Depends on the care of the people of the community Community of the ring!!!...sometimes 
it leaks energy...sometimes enhances thoughts, feelings, etc. There has to be a strong 
interest between the participants from where each one singularly can take something and 
do something else. I love communities, seriously, even though they’re sometimes too noisy, 
specially when composed by southern europeans, you know, they shout so much There is an 
interesting conference-workshop-meeting in Het Veem theatre beginning of September about 
the different communities created in Brussels, Berlin and Amsterdam. One of the questions is 
why people studying in Amsterdam mostly moves to the other two cities.
are you finding this question boring , annoying or ??? hm
iitts ambivalent, but not borints ambivalent, but not boring. it seems as if I chose to be 
empowered.. I have to get acustomed to this waway of chat. real time thought.
i wish i was in an organic sustainable community
as a premium membermber, you mean?, you mean?, you mean?, you mean? I mean it so 
much.Premium member of an organic sustainable community? Y

THIS IS A CONVERSATION ABOUT FUCKING AND DIRTY SEX. GAY SEX what is 

being said? ARe you trying to get attention?? There are more subtil ways. (VERY SNDO 
RESPONSE)  isn’t? I mean the “green” response
I mean, talking about WWII is normally more subtle, but in a german-dutch context it might 
harm some people and bring in old fashioned troubles, international troubles. I would say kinky 
homosex might work better
we have talked about sex today during dinner
my friedn asked his grandad if he ever had a blowjob, he answered “what is a blowjob” we felt 
sorry for the grandad cause now he is old. and he will never have one. he also looked at his 
granson like - kids nowadaysIsn’t your friend seriously considering gifting his grandad with a 
blowjob? I mean, not himself, but someone else (PROSTITUTION) might be a wonderful gift
problem is he is to old to be aroused, and now he is dead. Shit, too late

this is the performance in which i LOST the audience the faSTEST !
Already all gone?
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some kind of love from the theatre in berlin ! THANKS!!!hahahaha
Love Back! Chau!
Love!
maybe we stay in touch :) NO FUCKING WAY AFTER THIS INTEVIEW!!!!ok green 
We will send you the book!!!
we will stay in touch sending the book - you can burn it no way, that’s gonna be a unique 
strange book. How are you planning to transcript this titanpads? printscreen paste?
Sure
::)

bye!!
bye !
L
BYE!! have a good party
listening to shy for shore !
enjoy your beers and food and and and

So, I’m Carmen Piikki. My dad’s finnish, which explains my surname, kind of exotic. He 
once went to Torremolinos when young and fell in love with this gorgeous uspanishuuu uu 
swompaian callend Carmen, she looked like Penelople Cruz but fatter. I have two kids, fit and 
healthy, and some people think my titties aren’t nice enough. I also eat fried eggs from time to 
time.
hug then GO ON 
titts and other bits. 
IIts the wrong

OK guys I need to leave to a party...in another city....not there in Berlin. ANY SPECIFIC LAST 
QUESTION? We were moving to the dressing room, because of the building to
i will now enter another dimention. zyberspace. good day.im blu dabadee dabadie
as in DIE. 

aren’t we loosing some dynamism in here? red, react!! or don’t 
Tecechnical tornados!! Sorry!

the last question : ?
Who would you like to interview? ?
the pope. naked. and all alone. shy for shore I know a really nice band with taht name !!
http://shyforshore.bandcamp.com/album/sometimes-its-a-heartbreak-not-to-introduce-yourself 
it a good band! how do you know this band? 

dIid  would like to interview the 3 audience members standing alone in there. Are you drinking 
a beer while watching all this?
no one in mind
Have you developed any love for any colour? In here? I loved whoever admited playing this 
role game on the wii. Sincere, nigger!!respect.. excusse me? purple interviewee did so at 
the very begining Sure I was playing the game while answering the questions! (Only in the 
beginning). That’s so multitasking, you must have been born after 1987 No, I was born with 
Atari and Coleco Vision, then Commodre 64Ctrue, november rain, I forgot it

 “Xenoblades Chronicles”

ok, THANKS SO MUCH !!!!!
we really appreciate all the colours in all there excentricities (green !!)

THank you blue, violet, green, yellow, pink, azul !!!!
Thank you , thank you. hank you , thank you. We’ve got one audience member here.We’ve got 
one audience member here.



A PROTOTYPE SCORE part II

10- me: Drama? me-me: Dramón the dragon.

11- TH: Do you feel empowered by communities? BP: Communities thought as that, as that 
non-belonging to, not-recognition outside of identity; Yes. I think it is really really empowering, 
I think it is very empowering. Precisely it is a thousand times more powerful than the power of 
recognition and the immediate blablabla power of identity and ‘We are so happy because we 
are the same, and we are doing this revolution together’ and so on. I think that it can be very 
empowering but it is very fragile, that is the beauty of it as well, that it is very fragile. Of course 
I see it as a powerful thing, because I told you before I see it as a kind of witchcraft, that kind 
of undercut knowledge, or underground knowledge, so of course it is very powerful, and 
sometimes it is scary. And it can also become disempowering as well, it can go all the ways. 
There is no formula.

12- TH: Where do you want to go? BP: I don’t know. I think we have to go to the south, more.

13- DM: What kind of things do you paint? WA: Autumn fish.

14- DM: And you’d rather be a performer as opposed to a composer? WA: Yes, yes. I’d rather 
be a performing musician. But that’s something that I don’t have the talent for. I mean, none 
of the arts are any good unless you really are great at them. If you’re Matisse or Picasso or 
Horowitz or Bud Powell or Louis Armstrong... I mean, you really have to be great. Otherwise it 
doesn’t mean very much.

15- DM: What’s the worst thing about getting older? WA: Well, of course, your body breaks 
down and you’re closer to death. So, you know, that’s an unbeatable combination.

16- DM: Is there anything good about it? WA: There’s nothing good about getting older-
absolutely nothing-because the amount of wisdom and experience you gain is negligible 
compared to what you lose. You do gain a couple of things-you gain a little bittersweet 
and sour wisdom from your heartbreaks and failures and things-but what you lose is so 
catastrophic in every way.

17- CS: Tell me about the character you play. MG: He’s an odd kind of guy, the Rodriguez 
version of a Bond villain. He’s a bad guy who said: “What if he’s right?”

18- ???: What comes after irony? ???: fuck you
me: What comes after irony? me: love 



you seem like more than a nice guy 
and you sound great 
and you made us do this : [https://vimeo.com/66331941] 
and we think robocop is great too
we think you are good director 
and friendly and funny 
and almost as much involved as we would like you to be with us
you are the coolest 
and short 
and you made me think about getting from my mum the gypsy golden ear-rings that i’m actually wearing 
and you made us think about you everyday for 7seconds (see picture)
you made me listen to the maniac again 
and you made us see the robocop for the first time 
and you sort of triggered this and you seem fun 
you are cool 
and you don’t mind some wine on your skin 
and we want to hear more from you
we read your queries at www...
and we found them fun 
and we pretended to be some of those funny people 
and we think you should know 
and we want to ask some of your questions to some people we like
you have been a chachi advisor 
and you say what you say 
and you are essential 
and you probably want to know what the fuck this is all about
you mind the gap 
and we will keep on turning our fucking heads thinking of you and http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oai41u20at4
you seem a bit quite serious 
and we think you can play play 
and perhaps you don’t have much time and we don’t care
you are our favorite cinema 
and we are sorry we’re missing out on some of your latest great projections 
and you are great 
and we would like to here more from you
you were a truck driver 
and we find that awesome 
and you like spanish food and one of us is spanish 
and you asked me if i had any questions for you
we think your last exhibition is pretty great 
and you share diagrams of intentions and you build fountains 
and we think you must be fun 
and you made us think in common
you don’t say what you don’t say 
and seems that you care to make people play all together now 
and we can talk basketball
you are far and we want you close 
and you always get the thing 
and you’ve got the pig 
and I love you
you seem like a tribe 
and you must like to play games 
and we want to know about you
we  like you and you like us 
and you want to know what we are doing with this interview thing  
and we think we can all have a lot of fun you advising us 
and we miss your provoking comments 
and and
we think rs is great 
and rs thinks you are really interesting and love talking 


